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Pro Američany, jako jsem já, kteří dospěli v 70. nebo na začátku 80.
let, Sovětský svaz vždy nesl závan rozpadajícího se ideologického
impéria, kterému vládla zchátralá třída politického vedení, která už
dávno ztratila důvěru vlastního lidu.
Takový byl můj tehdejší názor a nic, co jsem se od té doby naučil, ho
nezměnilo. V té době vládli tři sovětští vůdci – Leonid Brežněv, Jurij
Andropov a Konstantin Černěnko – všichni starší a nemohoucí,
přičemž vláda posledních dvou byla tak krátká, že náš vlastní
prezident Ronald Reagan jednou zavtipkoval, že zemřeli příliš rychle
na to, aby naplánoval. summit. Vzhledem k tomu, že nejvyšší
představitelé SSSR byli tak zjevně oslabeni, analytici uznali, že jen
stěží byli skutečnými činiteli s rozhodovací pravomocí upadajícího
sovětského kolosu, který nominálně ovládali; místo toho byla většina
moci pravděpodobně svěřena do rukou měnících se koalic jejich
hlavních pomocníků a poradců, osob často neznámých vnějšímu
světu. Snad částečně v důsledku této silné slabosti na vrcholu
vstoupil SSSR do období strmého sociálního a ekonomického
úpadku,
To vše byla jistě pravda, ale je docela vystřízlivění konzultovat
Wikipedii a zjistit přesný věk oněch starších sovětských vůdců, kteří
byli tak široce zesměšňováni v západních médiích jako zchátralí
nebo dokonce senilní. Brežněvovi bylo 75 let, když zemřel v roce
1982, zatímco Andropov se dostal k moci ve věku 68 let a zemřel o
patnáct měsíců později, nahrazen jeho nástupcem Černěnkem ., 72
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let, který přežil jen rok. Takže v dnešní Americe by všichni ti zmatení,
popletení sovětští vůdci, na které jsme pohlíželi s takovým
opovržením, byli mladí političtí představitelé ve srovnání s naším
vlastním prezidentem Joem Bidenem, který v současnosti usiluje o
znovuzvolení ve věku 80 let, nebo jeho hlavním rivalem, bývalým
prezidentem Donaldem Trumpem, 77 let. Lékařská věda za poslední
čtyři desetiletí očividně dost pokročila, ale myslím si, že naprostá
západní nadvláda globálních médií je důležitějším faktorem tohoto
velkého rozdílu ve vnímání. Je Biden skutečně o tolik ostřejší než
Brežněv a Černěnko, nebo je to jednoduše tak, že naše média lépe
skrývají jeho neschopnost před většinou široké veřejnosti?
Během celé své politické kariéry byl Biden proslulý tím, že pouze četl
scénáře a projevy, které pro něj napsali jiní, a dokonce i ve svých 40
letech se někdy zdálo, že si vůbec neuvědomuje lži a naprosté
absurdity, které chrlil. V poslední době někdy začal zaměňovat naše
oficiální postoje k zásadním politickým záležitostem a vyžadoval od
svých spolupracovníků, aby je rychle „vyjasnili“. Jsem si jistý, že
Brežněv nebo Černěnko by udělali totéž, kdyby je dostali do takové
pozice.
Přestože byl Brežněv předním světovým komunistou, osobně si
dopřával nashromáždění velké sbírky luxusních automobilů , včetně
Maserati, Rolls Royců a Jaguarů, což je trapný příběh široce
propagovaný mocnými západními médii jako důkaz sovětského
pokrytectví. Ale ačkoli přímé důkazy o notebooku Hunter Biden
odhalily, že Biden a jeho rodina si od cizinců tajně vypláceli mnoho a
mnoho milionů dolarů, naše mainstreamová média tuto realitu
zatajila , takže velká část veřejnosti o tom pravděpodobně stále neví.
Pod generálním tajemníkem SSSR měl politickou autoritu Nejvyšší
sovět, parlament, který se na Západě obecně vykresloval jako tělo
plné zkorumpovaných, postarších časových serverů, kteří většinou
jen schvalovali politická rozhodnutí učiněná postavami. kteří tiše
tahali za nitky. Taková ostrá kritika byla pravděpodobně správná, ale
je náš dnešní kongres tak velmi odlišný? Senátor Mitch McConnell
ve věku 81 let vedl posledních 16 let republikány v Senátu a
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pravděpodobně se řadí mezi dva nejmocnější republikánské vůdce v
Americe. Před pár dny ale odhalil svou neschopnost odpovědět na
jednoduchou otázku kvůli „zamrznutí mozku“, jak ukazuje videoklip,
který na Twitteru přilákal miliony zhlédnutí.

Look, I don’t especially enjoy watching an old man suffer no matter how endlessly
evil he might be, but it’s pretty clear that Mitch McConnell needs to
retire.pic.twitter.com/MhgygCRizU

— Jo (@JoJoFromJerz) August 30, 2023

Ve svém posměšném komentáři Andrew Anglin poznamenal, že
McConnell vyrostl ve skromných poměrech a poté strávil celou svou
kariéru v politice, přičemž nikdy nevydělal více než 174 000 $ ročně;
ale přesto se mu nějak podařilo nashromáždit osobní jmění v
desítkách milionů dolarů . Zkorumpovaný a rozpadající se SSSR měl
mnohem méně bohatství, které by bylo možné odsát, ale jeho
komunističtí vůdci si podobně užívali životní styl, který byl mnohem
lepší než životní styl jejich ubohých poddaných.

Kalifornská senátorka Dianne Feinsteinová oslavila 90. narozeniny a
je zjevně senilní , přesto stále zastává klíčové pozice v několika
důležitých senátních výborech . Během svých dlouhých desetiletí v
úřadu měla velký politický vliv na naše zahraniční vztahy s jinými
zeměmi, zejména s Čínou, a přesně v těch letech se její zesnulý
manžel Richard Blum stal miliardářem díky svým mimořádně
úspěšným investicím v téže zemi .
V mnoha ohledech se známky zjevné politické nestability v USA v
těchto dnech zdají mnohem větší než cokoli, co bylo v 80. letech
viditelné pro vnější pozorovatele v SSSR.
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Zrovna minulý týden byly 6. ledna uděleny extrémně tvrdé tresty
několika dalším Trumpistickým demonstrantům, včetně těch, jejichž
zločiny se zdály jen stěží převyšovat překročení hranice nebo
drobné vandalství. Joseph Biggs dostal 17 let ve federálním vězení
za přesunutí přenosného kovového plotu, zatímco Dominic Pezzola
dostal 10 let za rozbití okna. Tito jednotlivci protestovali proti
extrémně těsným prezidentským volbám, které byly očividně
ukradeny úřadujícímu Donaldu Trumpovi , a jejich rozzlobená
politická demonstrace se konala jen několik měsíců poté, co téměř
bezprecedentní celonárodní vlna nepokojů, žhářství a rabování
vyústila v málo, pokud vůbec nějaké, vážné stíhání. Navíc někteří
poznamenali, že tyto Trumpistické protesty v Kapitolu se ve
skutečnosti příliš nelišily od těch, kteréDemokraté se dříve
organizovali proti nominaci Bretta Kavanaugha do Nejvyššího soudu;
přesto se celebritě Amy Schumer a jejím spojencům dostalo uznání
médií spíše než deset nebo dvě desetiletí ve federálním vězení.
Komentátor John Derbyshire, konzervativec, kterému je dnes
necelých 70 let, je obvykle ve svých náladách docela zdrženlivý, ale
tyto extrémní věty a další související politický vývoj označil za tak
pobuřující, že nedávná republikánská prezidentská debata vypadala
jako něco „irelevantního… herectví“. nějakého formálního rituálu,
který již nemá žádný skutečný význam, z něhož nevyplývá nic, co by
mělo jakýkoli následek." Název jeho příspěvku skutečně naznačoval,
že USA „překračují volební řešení“.
Sám Trump tyto ukradené volby hořce zpochybnil a v důsledku toho
čelí u státního a federálního soudu přibližně 90 trestným činům,
které by ho vyloučily na 500 let. Přesto v pátek poslední průzkum
ukázal, že tato obvinění způsobila, že jeho republikánská
prezidentská podpora ještě posílila, nyní vzrostla na 59 % a
posunula ho o 46 bodů před jeho nejbližšího republikánského
primárního rivala.
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Tentýž průzkum ho také označil za mrtvého – dokonce i s
prezidentem Bidenem, což mu dalo vynikající šanci vyhrát hlasování
v listopadu 2024, ať už náhodou vede kampaň z vězeňské cely, či
nikoli, což je naprosto bizarní situace, o které jsem dlouze
diskutoval. :

Americká pravda: Donald Trump, Eugene Debs a AMLO 
 Americký politický systém jako Laughingstock nebo Trainwreck

 Ron Unz • Recenze Unz • 7. srpna 2023 • 4 900 slov

Tucker Carlson je s velkým náskokem nejoblíbenější mediální
postavou republikánů a konzervativců a jeho rozhovor s Trumpem
na Twitteru přilákal asi 15 milionů zhlédnutí videa , což je publikum
mnohem větší než to, které sledovalo republikánskou prezidentskou
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debatu konanou přibližně ve stejnou dobu. . Před několika dny
Carlson řekl, že očekává, že Trumpovi političtí nepřátelé konečně
dospějí k závěru, že zorganizování jeho vraždy je jejich nejlepší
šancí, jak zabránit jeho triumfálnímu návratu do Bílého domu.. V tom
samém rozhovoru Carlson mimoděk zmínil, že v roce 2008 se ve
washingtonských mediálních kruzích stalo široce známým, že
prezidentský kandidát Barack Obama měl sex s muži a kouřil crack,
ale že žádný novinář, ať už demokrat nebo republikán, nebyl
ochoten to oznámit. ohromující fakta pro nedbalé americké voliče.

👀 Tucker Carlson on How the Media Covered for Obama's Personal Pleasures in
2008

"In 2008 it became really clear that Barack Obama had been having sex with men
and smoking crack and a guy came forward, Larry Sinclair, and said 'I'll sign an
affidavit and I'll take a lie… pic.twitter.com/hMc7Th7jRG
— Chief Nerd (@TheChiefNerd) August 30, 2023

Obamovým republikánským protivníkem v této hořké kampani byl
senátor John McCain a možná nyní lépe pochopíme, proč
demokraté tak nechtěli využít šokující důkazy týkající se jeho
vlastního velmi špinavého záznamu války ve Vietnamu:

John McCain: Když „Tokyo Rose“ kandidoval na prezidenta
 Rona Unze • Recenze Unz • 9. března 2015 • 4 200 slov

Minulý měsíc jsem svůj článek o Trumpově trestním stíhání uzavřel
následujícím hodnocením hroutící se legitimity amerického
politického systému:
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Jak jednou poznamenal Adam Smith: „V národě je velká zkáza,“ ale naše vlastní
země se možná rychle blíží svému limitu. Téměř 70 % republikánů věří , že Donald
Trump skutečně vyhrál volby v roce 2020 a pouze volební podvody dostaly Josepha
Bidena do Bílého domu, ale Trumpovi nyní za to, že zaujal stejnou pozici, hrozí
dlouhý trest vězení.
Jak zdůraznil nedávný článek New York Times , představa uvězněného bývalého
prezidenta kandidujícího do Bílého domu je naprosto mimořádná událost a naše
země by vstoupila na „neprobádané území“. Existuje však také velmi reálná
možnost, že vyhraje Trump, a žádný z právních expertů konzultovaných Times
neměl ponětí o tom, co by to znamenalo: "Nikdo neví."
Americký politický systém čelí obrovské krizi legitimity, možná stejně vážné a
potenciálně fatální jako ta, která počátkem 90. let svrhla starý SSSR. Náš příšerný
rozpočtový a obchodní deficit se zdají trvalé, ale zjevně neudržitelné, nedávno jsme
utrpěli nejvyšší inflaci za čtyři desetiletí a před třemi lety jsme zažili nejhorší
městské nepokoje od 60. let a také největší nárůst počtu vražd v zemi od
rekordního udržování začalo. Strávili jsme posledních osmnáct měsíců bojem v
prohrané zástupné válce proti jaderně vyzbrojenému Rusku na vlastní ruské
hranici, překvapivě bezohledným chováním, které by bylo na vrcholu staré studené
války nepředstavitelné.

Tisíckrát větší než jaderná katastrofa v Černobylu
 Ron Unz • Recenze Unz • 11. července 2022 • 2 300 slov

Tyto historické ozvěny mezi naším vlastním politickým úpadkem a
úpadkem našeho zmizelého velmocenského rivala ze studené války
jsou zjevně znepokojivé. Existují však i další důležité rozdíly a
některé z nich nemusí být nutně ku prospěchu naší vlastní situace.
SSSR pozdní sovětské éry byl ospalým místem, jehož obezřetní a
konzervativní vůdci se spokojili s šlapáním vody, i když jejich mocné
impérium postupně rezivělo. Tehdy jsem jím opovrhoval a rozhodně
jsem doufal a očekával, že se nakonec zhroutí, ale nikdy jsem se
nebál, že by jeho postarší vůdci mohli ve svém dojetí vyprovokovat
světovou válku.
V ostrém kontrastu s tím výjimečně bezohlední a agresivní
neokonzervativci zcela ovládli politické a mediální páky, které
ovládají obě naše politické strany, a proto snadno tahají za nitky
volených představitelů, kteří nám nominálně vládnou. Jejich léta
odhodlaného nátlaku NATO proti Rusku již vyprovokovaly krvavou

https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-2020-election-fueled-a-crisis-of-democracy-voters-fear-a-repeat-in-2024-72d84fbd
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ukrajinskou válku, nejničivější evropský konflikt za více než tři
generace, zatímco zahájili útok na Čínu, který je nyní jen stěží
vojenský.
Začátkem tohoto roku Graham Allison, zakládající děkan Harvard
Kennedy School of Government, uzavřel svůj důležitý článek v
Foreign Policy vysvětlením, jak naše neúnavné provokace vytvořily
čínsko-ruskou alianci, která nyní pravděpodobně převážila tu naši:

Základní návrh v mezinárodních vztazích 101 říká: „Nepřítel mého nepřítele je můj
přítel. Současnou konfrontací Číny a Ruska pomohly Spojené státy vytvořit to, co
bývalý americký poradce pro národní bezpečnost Zbigniew Brzezinski nazval
„aliance poškozených“. To umožnilo Si Ťin-pchingovi zvrátit úspěšnou „trilaterální
diplomacii“ Washingtonu ze 70. let, která prohlubovala propast mezi Čínou a
primárním nepřítelem Spojených států, Sovětským svazem, způsoby, které
významně přispěly k vítězství USA ve studené válce. Dnes jsou si Čína a Rusko,
slovy Si Ťin-pchinga , blíž než spojenci.
Vzhledem k tomu, že Si a Putin nejsou jen současní prezidenti svých dvou národů,
ale vůdci, jejichž funkční období ve skutečnosti nemá žádné datum vypršení,
Spojené státy budou muset pochopit, že čelí nejzávažnější nedeklarované alianci
na světě.

Po zmizení Sovětského svazu před více než třiceti lety se Amerika
stala jedinou globální supervelmocí. Po tomto triumfu dospěla
generace naší politické vůdčí třídy, která považovala celosvětovou
americkou hegemonii za přirozenou a trvalou, ale jejich extrémně
agresivní chování, zejména jejich neutuchající nepřátelství vůči
Rusku a Číně, může být nyní na pokraji definitivního konce. té éry.
Tito arogantní jedinci, kteří žijí celý svůj život v bublině mediální
propagandy, si možná neuvědomují rozsah potenciálních sil, kterým
čelí. Jak jsem poznamenal před několika měsíci, skutečná
produktivní ekonomika Číny je již třikrát větší než americká a
dokonce převyšuje celkový součet za USA, Evropskou unii a
Japonsko. Mezitím, přirozeně se doplňující partner Číny Rusko,
představuje největší světovou zásobárnu energetických dodávek a
dalších přírodních zdrojů, stejně jako vojenskou výrobní kapacitu,
která je nyní zjevně větší než Amerika spolu s jejími evropskými
vazaly.

https://foreignpolicy.com/2023/03/23/xi-putin-meeting-china-russia-undeclared-alliance/
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Hraní hry „Fool's Mate“ na velké eurasijské šachovnici
Ron Unz • Recenze Unz • 3. dubna 2023 • 3 000 slov

Ústředním prvkem této nové globální koalice proti americké
hegemonii byla rostoucí aliance BRICS podporovaná Čínou a
Ruskem, která zahrnovala také Indii, Brazílii a Jižní Afriku. Minulý
týden udělala BRICS obrovský krok vpřed přidáním šesti nových
členů: Íránu, Saúdské Arábie, Spojených arabských emirátů, Egypta,
Etiopie a Argentiny, s vyhlídkami, že se v budoucích fázích připojí
mnoho dalších zemí. Tento implicitně protizápadní blok již nyní
kontroluje zhruba polovinu světových dodávek energie a populace a
disponuje celkovým HDP podstatně větším, než má americká
skupina G7.
Se vzestupem BRICS můžeme být svědky geopolitického posunu
tak významného,   jako je rozpad aliance Varšavské smlouvy a
zhroucení sovětského režimu, který ji vytvořil.
Přestože naše mainstreamová média podtrhla nebo dokonce
ignorovala tento tektonický vývoj, bystří jedinci poznali, odkud vítr
vane. Po celá desetiletí je Roger Cohen jedním z nejuznávanějších
novinářů New York Times působících v Evropě a minulé pondělí
zveřejnil na titulní straně článek popisující překvapivý posun mnoha
předních politických osobností kontinentu směrem k Rusku, který
začíná těmito odstavci:

PAŘÍŽ – Nicolas Sarkozy, bývalý francouzský prezident, byl kdysi známý jako
„Sarko Američan“ pro svou lásku k volnému trhu, volné debatě a Elvisovi. V
poslední době se však jevil spíše jako „Rus Sarko“, i když se bezohlednost
prezidenta Vladimira V. Putina zdá být evidentnější než kdy jindy.
Pan Sarkozy, který byl prezidentem v letech 2007 až 2012, v rozhovorech, které se
shodovaly se zveřejněním memoárů, řekl, že zvrácení ruské anexe Krymu bylo
„iluzorní“, vyloučil, že Ukrajina vstoupí do Evropské unie nebo NATO, protože musí
zůstat „neutrální“. “ a trval na tom, že Rusko a Francie „se navzájem potřebují“.
"Lidé mi říkají, že Vladimir Putin není ten samý muž, kterého jsem potkal." To mi
nepřijde přesvědčivé. Měl jsem s ním desítky rozhovorů. Není iracionální,“ řekl listu
Le Figaro . „Evropské zájmy tentokrát nejsou v souladu s americkými,“ dodal.
Jeho prohlášení pro noviny i pro televizní síť TF1 byla pro bývalého prezidenta
neobvyklá v tom, že jsou v hlubokém rozporu s oficiální francouzskou politikou.
Vyvolaly pobouření ukrajinského velvyslance ve Francii a odsouzení několika
francouzských politiků, včetně prezidenta Emmanuela Macrona.

https://www.unz.com/runz/playing-a-game-of-fools-mate-on-the-grand-eurasian-chessboard/
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/08/27/world/europe/former-french-president-voice-russia.html
https://www.lefigaro.fr/politique/nicolas-sarkozy-nous-avons-besoin-des-russes-et-ils-ont-besoin-de-nous-20230816
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Téhož dne se na titulní straně listu Wall Street Journal objevil jiný
článek o hrozné ekonomické situaci Německa, přední evropské
průmyslové velmoci. Mezi nejdůležitější faktory v nesnázích této
země patřila ztráta levné ruské energie a pokles exportu do Číny,
oba důsledky naprostého podřízenosti Německa americké
zahraniční politice. Ačkoli současné vládní vedení a všechny tradiční
strany stále zůstávají na těsné politické dráze Washingtonu,
Alternativa pro Německo , nová populistická strana, která zaujímá
zcela odlišný postoj, nedávno v průzkumech prudce vzrostla, nyní
překračuje 20% podporu a dostává se na druhé místo,což vyvolalo
urážlivé antidemokratické řeči o jeho zákonném zákazu .
Energetické plynovody Nord Stream představovaly některé z
nejdůležitějších evropských civilních infrastruktur a výbuchy, které je
zničily, jsou zodpovědné za velkou část německého utrpení.
Začátkem tohoto roku renomovaný investigativní novinář Seymour
Hersh odhalil, že útoky provedl americký vojenský sabotážní tým na
příkaz prezidenta Bidena, což je přímý akt války proti
nejdůležitějšímu evropskému členovi NATO. Německá média zatím
tyto informace před voliči své země úspěšně tají, ale když a jestli lid
nakonec odhalí pravdu, NATO se může rozpadnout.

Seymour Hersh: Vysoký v moři lží
 Ron Unz • Recenze Unz • 13. února 2023 • 2 000 slov

Naše ekonomické a vojenské konfrontace s Čínou a Ruskem byly
katastrofálně špatné a toto uznání svedlo dohromady přední
osobnosti z celého ideologického spektra. Před více než týdnem
poskytl prof. Jeffrey Sachs , uznávaný světový ekonom a umírněný
liberál, rozhovor, ve kterém diskutoval o historickém vzestupu
aliance BRICS v opozici vůči arogantní americké světové hegemonii.

https://www.wsj.com/world/europe/germany-is-losing-its-mojo-finding-it-again-wont-be-easy-c4b46761
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternative_for_Germany
https://www.politico.eu/europe-poll-of-polls/germany/
https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/germany-shouldnt-ban-the-afd/
https://www.unz.com/runz/standing-upright-amid-a-sea-of-lies/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Sachs
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/zJboBdQeJzg

Přibližně ve stejnou dobu poskytl svůj poněkud podobný přehled o
expanzi BRICS profesor Michael Hudson , vlivný levicový ekonom.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/g32m8XaSnEE

Na konci minulého týdne pak Ray McGovern , bývalý vysoký
představitel CIA a politický umírněný, poskytl svůj pohled na
prohranou proxy válku Ameriky na Ukrajině:

https://youtu.be/zJboBdQeJzg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Hudson_(economist)
https://youtu.be/g32m8XaSnEE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_McGovern
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/OL1A9QGncSg

Plukovník Douglas Macgregor , velmi významný vojenský expert a
silný pravičák, měl podobné názory na Ukrajinu.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/r1t2HwhjR1M

Tito různí jednotlivci, všichni vysoce důvěryhodní a renomovaní,
zastávají velmi širokou škálu ideologických pozic a další postavy
podobného postavení, jako John Mearsheimer a Seymour Hersh ,
byli stejně kousaví ve své kritice politiky naší vlády.
Před několika desítkami let mnohé z těchto postav prokázaly svou
odvahu, integritu a znalosti tím, že patřily k předním kritikům naší
katastrofální války v Iráku, která stála naši zemi biliony dolarů a
vedla ke zničení velké části Blízkého východu. . V roce 2005 můj
starý přítel Bill Odom, tříhvězdičkový generál, který vedl NSA pro
Ronalda Reagana, skvěle popsal naši invazi do Iráku jako „největší
strategickou katastrofu v historii USA“. Nyní opět slouží našim
skutečným národním zájmům velmi široká ideologická koalice
nebláznů.

https://youtu.be/OL1A9QGncSg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Douglas_Macgregor
https://youtu.be/r1t2HwhjR1M
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Mearsheimer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seymour_Hersh
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 RSS 

Můžeme jen doufat, že jejich úsilí pomůže zajistit, že hrozící kolaps
našeho odsouzeného Amerického impéria bude zahrnovat stejně
málo krveprolití jako rozpad stejně odsouzeného Sovětského impéria
před více než generací.
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1. September 4, 2023 at 4:15 am GMT • 5.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
I was reading an article from a former NSA analyst (sorry I don’t
recall the link). He wrote the NSA was excited in the early 1980s
that they found a way to intercept wireless phone calls between
Soviet leaders, mostly from their limos.

They were excited that they could learn the important thoughts
of Soviet leaders addressing key issues. But they were all in
their 70s and 80s and all they talked about were personal health
issues.
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2. Hang All Text Drivers says:
September 4, 2023 at 4:20 am GMT • 5.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
“””That same poll also placed him dead-even with President
Biden, thus giving him an excellent chance of winning the
November 2024 vote, whether or not he happens to be
campaigning from a prison cell, an utterly bizarre situation that I
had discussed at some length:”””

 ————————————————-

BS. Dems will cheat massively again. Trump needs to get 80%
of the honest vote to get 51% of the “official” vote.

• Agree: Emslander, Jett Rucker
• Thanks: 4HONESTY.com
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
3. Anon[224] • Disclaimer says:

Hey Ron, I always listen to your American Pravda series. Ever
think about putting those audio recordings into a podcast? That
would give them a much broader audience.

• Agree: brostoevsky, Saracen Slammer
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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4. Chebyshev says:
September 4, 2023 at 4:41 am GMT • 5.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
If we regard the 2020 election as stolen because of the
suppression of the Hunter Biden laptop story, then what do we
think about the massive mainstream media coverage in 2016 of
Hillary Clinton’s use of a private email server while Secretary of
State, really a rather insignificant thing? The FBI investigation of
that matter was reopened shortly before Election Day, and the
ensuing media coverage surely negatively influenced the vote
for Clinton, although in a less close election than that in 2020.
This story received more attention than the much more
consequential Pizzagate, which appeared far more sinister and
damning for Clinton and her allies.

• Replies: @onetwothree
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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5. Anonymous[366] • Disclaimer says:
September 4, 2023 at 5:03 am GMT • 5.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Perhaps the most striking thing that we have witnessed in the
last decade— especially since 2016– is how truth no longer
matters much if at all. And this flight from truth seems to be
accelerating. Alas, motus in fine velocior (“Things accelerate
toward the end”).

A perfect example from today:

The Telegraph

Ukraine’s victory is closer than ever – but a shattered Russia is nothing
to celebrate

 Daniel Johnson

Sun, September 3, 2023

The Russians are losing their war on Ukraine. They just don’t know it yet…

Ukraine has the tanks, it has the men and it has Zelensky too. This battle-
hardened but by no means war-weary people, its national identity forged in
adversity, is fighting to liberate all of its land – Crimea included.

With or without Western support and sanctions, Ukraine will fight on until
Putin’s evil empire is defeated.

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/why-war-turning-ukraine-favour-
050000203.html
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6. Justrambling says:
September 4, 2023 at 5:18 am GMT • 5.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
This informative piece explains the decline and progressive
venality of empires with consummate ease. However in the
concluding remarks

Now once again, our true national interests are being served by a very broad
ideological coalition of the non-crazy.

A crucial, if indispensable, factor, indeed a driving element that
goes missing in the article is Jewish power. Foreign policy of
America’s body politic and that of its vassals, including the
destruction of the Middle East mentioned in this piece is directed
and run by Jewish lobbies, finance, media and over
representation of Jews in successive US administrations. Now
that is the missing link in an otherwise brilliant analysis.

Also, the fawning of presidential aspirants to Jewish power is yet
another glaring omission.

• Agree: Jett Rucker, Rev. Spooner, H. L. M
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7. September 4, 2023 at 5:39 am GMT • 5.5 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
HOW BAD IS IT FOR UKRAINE? By Larry Johnson

https://alethonews.com/2023/09/03/how-bad-is-it-for-ukraine/

If you want to gauge the desperation of the Ukrainian situation,
just read this interview with Polish volunteer who just returned to
Poland from the front:

Polish volunteer Slawomir Wysocki traveled to Ukraine, returned
home and in an interview for the media told what is really
happening with the counter-offensive, which is so publicized by
the Ukrainian authorities.

“The human losses of the Ukrainian side are huge. Western
equipment is burning like matches. Things are much worse than
is commonly imagined. I counted the graves in Lviv. In the old
part of the cemetery there are about 100 graves, in the new part
there are more than 600.

In the villages this proportion is colossally different. When I drive
by, I see cemeteries along the streets. Each has up to a dozen
new graves. There are flags near each one, they are easy to
recognize. There are more than two thousand graves in
Kharkov. It is impossible to hide these losses.

Two months ago I was full of optimism about Kupyansk. Now we
are still managing to hold our ground. It seems that the Russians
are doing everything they can to reach Kupyansk, where they
will take their positions for the spring offensive.”

When asked by a journalist how Ukrainians feel about the
Russian defense system, the Pole said:

“They are terrified. They know that the Russian army has
already foreseen everything. The defense system was built by
construction companies. This is not a peasant waving a shovel

https://alethonews.com/2023/09/03/how-bad-is-it-for-ukraine/
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to build a trench. Companies came in, poured concrete, made
fortifications in the style of the Maginot Line. And there are three
or four such lines. Ukrainians say that there are five mines per
square meter. You can’t put your foot on the ground without one
of them exploding”.
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8. Xafer says:
September 4, 2023 at 5:42 am GMT • 5.5 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
Interesting comparison. 1980’s was called a decade of glorious
funerals for passing away of large number of old soviet
leadership. I think an interesting point is the ideological rigidity of
the ruling class which leads to collapse and failure of any
system. It precludes people to see which way the wind is
blowing and entrenched interests keep milking the systems
while it lasts. And generally, it tends to be very difficult to reverse
the course once the decline has begun for simple reason that
apparent signs of social decline takes decades to manifest after
the real rot has begun. By such time, the financial resources and
slack in the system required for course correction are already
gone. As was the case in USSR, when the reforms under
prestroika and glasnost began. it was almost late by two
decades and short by couple of hundred billion dollars due to
complexity, integration and consolidation of supply chains.

And when the polis internalize defeatism that there is nothing
worth saving, the empires fizzle with a whimper instead of a
bang.
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9. Zachary Smith says:
September 4, 2023 at 5:43 am GMT • 5.5 days ago • 500
Words   ↑
On my first pass through this one it seemed so
uncharacteristically mild that I decided to wade through it again.
Second time was the charm.

Just last week extremely harsh sentences were imposed upon several
additional January 6th Trumpist protesters, including those whose crimes
hardly seemed to exceed trespassing or petty vandalism. Joseph Biggs
received 17 years in federal prison for moving a portable metal fence, while
Dominic Pezzola got 10 years for breaking a window.

Mr. Unz is peddling BS here. Briggs was found guilty of
Seditious Conspiracy.

In order to win a seditious conspiracy case, prosecutors have to prove that
two or more people conspired to “overthrow, put down or to destroy by force”
the U.S. government or bring war against it, or that they plotted to use force to
oppose the authority of the government or to block the execution of a law.

https://apnews.com/article/politics-legal-proceedings-united-
states-government-violence-proud-boys-
0eedce46cf5375f3417f4a9c968a8e62

Extensive video evidence documented Pezzola’s actions at the Capitol on
Jan. 6, including a video he filmed inside after leading the breach. He was
found guilty of assaulting, resisting or impeding certain officers, as well as
stealing the police shield and other charges in May.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/proud-boy-
sentenced-rcna102857

These individuals were protesting an extremely close Presidential election
that had obviously been stolen from incumbent Donald Trump…

Mr. Unz surely knows how to do simple arithmetic, so he is
welcome to check my own calculations comparing the 2016 and
2020 elections. In the former case, Hillary lost to Trump by 74
electoral real electoral votes (after adjusting for 7 faithless

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Zachary+Smith
https://apnews.com/article/politics-legal-proceedings-united-states-government-violence-proud-boys-0eedce46cf5375f3417f4a9c968a8e62
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/proud-boy-sentenced-rcna102857
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electors) despite having 2.1% more popular votes. In 2020,
Trump lost to Biden by 74 electoral votes where Biden also got
4.5% more popular votes.

If Mr. Unz can point to any of his essays where he remarked that
the “extremely close” 2016 Presidential election had “obviously
been stolen” from Hillary, I’ll withhold any charges of more BS
peddling.

In that same interview, Carlson casually mentioned that in 2008 it had become
widely known in Washington media circles that Presidential Candidate Barack
Obama had been having sex with men and smoking crack, but that no
journalist, whether Democrat or Republican, was willing to report those
astonishing facts to the oblivious American electorate.

If Mr. Unz owns a dictionary, he’ll be able to verify that the word
“fact” has an entry there. The Merriam Webster doesn’t carve
out an exception for casual and unsubstantiated claims by a
wealthy right-wing Fox News personality. Personally, I believe
BHO is a genuine POS, but “casually” claiming – without
evidence – that he likes to pull the wings off flies or torture baby
kittens hardly enhances my claims about the man.

If a reader can get by the stupid **** in this piece, I’ll grant there
are some really decent sections within it. It’s a shame the crappy
parts weren’t edited out before it got published.
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10. Anon[178] • Disclaimer says:
The only question to answer;

Is it
Biden = Andropov ?

 Or
 Biden = Chernenko ?

Plan accordingly

• Replies: @Slav
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11. New Dealer says:
September 4, 2023 at 6:28 am GMT • 5.5 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
Nice work, Ron Unz.

When a country rules by extreme centralization of information
control, it is likely to rudely collide with reality. True of a petty
tyrant like MacBeth who wouldn’t hear unwanted news, of
Stalin’s crudely physical information control, and of the nearly
total but mostly invisible manipulation of Americans by the
security state, so total and so effective that even the most highly
educated sincerely believe its obvious falsehoods.

There is a lot of youtube chatter on each side of the Ukraine
conflict, its expertise and good faith often difficult to determine.

Realist Mearsheimer has a new substack where he goes on at
Unzian length, with copious footnotes, on foreign policy, usually
Ukraine.

This is his extremely detailed and closely reasoned analysis of
the futility of the Ukrainian counteroffensive.
https://mearsheimer.substack.com/p/bound-to-lose

And this is a broader view of the likely trajectory of the conflict,
exhaustive as well. https://mearsheimer.substack.com/p/the-
darkness-ahead-where-the-ukraine

Compare Mearsheimer’s brilliance and professionalism to the
childish cartoons propagated by Nuland, Blinken, and the think-
tank swamp.

He would eventually have been appointed Secretary of State
except for his insistence that U.S. foreign policy be in the
interest of the U.S. and its citizens.

• Replies: @brostoevsky
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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12. Jesuitic Ziowahhabiz says:

September 4, 2023 at 6:37 am GMT • 5.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Given that

IMF Managing Director Kristalina Georgieva concludes China trip;
underscoring nation’s enduring significance on a global scale: experts

 By GT staff reporters Published: Sep 03, 2023 10:23 PM
 https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202309/1297501.shtml

It’s not likely that the terrorist USEUNATO conglomerate is about
to let any of its major economies fall, let alone the most
important one.

The Chink regime can’t have global plandemics and “sustainable
development” without their Western partners’ input.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

13. Zarathustra says:
Totally brilliant article.

• Agree: Charles, Mark Hunter
• Replies: @Old Prude
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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14. John1955 says:
September 4, 2023 at 6:39 am GMT • 5.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
If Leonid Brezhnev (died at 76) was a member of the US
Congress his more mature colleagues would probably address
him as “Boy !”

Meet US Senator Strom Thurmond ( born December 5, 1902 –
died June 26, 2003 )

In office November 7, 1956 – January 3, 2003

Sen. Ernest Hollings, D-S.C., says his colleague Strom
Thurmond is no longer “mentally keen,” but stays in the Senate
because he has no place to go.

“He doesn’t have a home, and someone has said the best
nursing home is the U.S. Senate.”

Hollings: Thurmond not ‘mentally keen’

https://www.upi.com/Archives/2001/08/30/Hollings-Thurmond-
not-mentally-keen/6681999144000/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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15. Looger says:
September 4, 2023 at 6:49 am GMT • 5.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
COVID was the West’s Chernobyl.

It’ll take 5 years or more to pan out.

This i understood at 10 or 11 years old, maybe 2 years after
Chernobyl – the entire stature of the USSR was diminished. We
started sending them wheat around that time.

Can anyone imagine the Cubans attempting an African colonial
empire? Man was that pathetic. Things really turned on them in
Afghanistan around that time too.

It happened fast, the fall of the union. People everywhere knew
they were full of crap, as they just could not admit to the
radioactive material spilling out into Scandinavia.

Like us with COVID.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Looger
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16. Anon001 says:
September 4, 2023 at 6:54 am GMT • 5.5 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
FYI: Putin seems to be no longer even pretending to be against
globalism. Quite a contrary – here he is peddling it to the BRICS
countries in plain sight and for the whole world to see [1]!
Nothing new [2][3] for this Schwab/Kissinger recruit/pupil.

Quote #1: “accelerated socio-economic growth of our states and
achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals.”

Quote #2: “successful achievement of global development goals
and targets set by the United Nations.”

[1] Sustainable development: It’s what BRICS craves!
 https://edwardslavsquat.substack.com/p/sustainable-

development-its-what

[2] 20+ years passed, but Putin’s empty “multipolar world”
rhetoric remains:

 Dec 3, 2002, Vladimir Putin and Jiang Zemin: “There is a need
to create a multipolar world”.

 Mar 21, 2023: Putin and Xi Jinping: “Moscow and Beijing will
promote a multipolar world.”

[3] Kremlin: BRICS Can Not Replace G20 | 2022-07 | Sputnik
International

 https://sputniknews.com/20220714/kremlin-brics-can-not-
replace-g20-1097311824.html
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Regards, Anon001 – Comments Archive @ The Unz Review
 https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Anon001
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17. Brosi says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:04 am GMT • 5.5 days ago • 300
Words   ↑

In sharp contrast, the exceptionally reckless and aggressive Neocons have
gained complete mastery over the political and media levers that control both
our political parties, and therefore they easily pull the strings of the elected
officials who nominally govern us.

This is an overly simplistic and naive assertion that helps to
illustrate the meaning of the expression “limited hangout”.

First of all these “Neocons” are overwhelmingly Jewish, and their
main bent has always been on vanquishing Israel’s enemies.
Consider ((Wesley Clarke’s)) famous quip about over-throwing 7
Muslim countries made shortly after 9/11.

The constant synchronicity between the Neocons, the Bankers,
the Media, Hollywood and big Pharma is proof enough for most
of us that they are all serving a higher authority.

For those of us willing to name Jews, like Nuland, Blinken and
Zelinsky, the incited civil war in Ukraine is about far more than
merely “Russia”.

A recent ZH article gives us a clue as to the true ((Neocon))
agenda in Ukraine:

A Dire Warning: The US Plan To Make Ukraine Into Europe’s
‘Big Israel’

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Brosi
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/dire-warning-against-us-plan-turn-ukraine-europes-big-israel
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Why does the Jew Zelinsky keep blathering on about Ukraine
becoming a “Big Israel”? This is because everyone with a
smidgeon of intelligence knows about the Khazarian Rabbi’s and
their Heavenly Jerusalem project.

Netanyahu has repeatedly made statements about “squeezing
the US like a lemon” until there is nothing left. The Khazarians
are not at all concerned about the US and is irrelevant goy
constitution. The Khazarians want Crimea, and they are using
their “complete mastery over the political and media levers that
control both our political parties“, and all of the EU, to make sure
that their Heavenly Jerusalem project comes to fruition.

• Thanks: Justrambling
• Replies: @Geowhizz, @GMC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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18. Robert Dolan says:
The idiotic war on Russia will be the cause of the destruction of
the dollar as the world’s reserve currency.

Way to go neocons…….you stupid pieces of shit.

• Agree: Justrambling
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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19. James J. O'Meara says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:18 am GMT • 5.4 days ago • 300
Words   ↑

That same poll also placed him dead-even with President Biden,

Am I the only one who notices, or just the only one who
comments on it, that every single election and every single poll
and every single Congressional vote, is more or less exactly
even? What are the odds of that? (*)

In line with your reminiscences of coming of age in the 70s-80s,
my political awareness started with Watergate (it was hard to
miss). Based on my experience since, this is unprecedented.
Remember the Nixon, Reagan and Bush landslides? Or LBJ in
’64?

The only explanation (other than we live in an AI simulation) is
that this is all rigged. Either:

1. In order to make it easier to rig, the results are kept within the
50/50 margin. Easier to add a few votes to tip the balance,
rather than printing and counting massive amounts for a
landslide or even a “close” race.

2. All this is rigged to create a sense of helplessness, a sense
that nothing can ever be decided (no problems can be solved), a
sense that you, the Trump voter for instance, face a equally
sized opponent (Biden of the 81 million votes), and vice versa.

It’s almost as if it’s designed to mock the idea of “democracy” as
what Hitler would call a “talking shop” where nothing is actually
accomplished.

The question is, will this lead to a demand for a WEF/Schwob
type Supreme Ruler, as They seem to want, or a NS style
populist tribune, like Spengler’s Caesar or Trump as God
Emperor?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=James+J.+O%27Meara
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(*) The only exception is voting to support Israel, which, with
equal inevitability, always 99%. What a coincidence.

• Replies: @Blondie Callahan 1970
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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20. 24th Alabama says:

September 4, 2023 at 7:19 am GMT • 5.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
As long as Biden is able to indulge his kleptomania and his
pedophilic fantasies,

 it’s unlikely that he cares much about affairs of state. Many men
are able to maintain

 a high level of mental function well into their nineties but physical
stamina drops

 rapidly after eighty. Biden has always been a dummy so his
handlers don’t care.

The jokes and rumors about Obama have been around for
years, and he has always

 given the impression of being “soft” and a bit petulant.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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21. Robertson says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:19 am GMT • 5.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Like Anna Karenina throwing herself under the train wheel in
Tolstoy, our State Department is hurling us into Armageddon.
Saner heads amongst us want to pull the body back parallel to
the tracks so we can just fall on our faces and only suffer
embarrassment, but neocon hate and globalists’ lust for
complete planet-wide hegemony won’t let it happen, and our
momentum toward that rail in front of the wheel remains strong
now that it is sight.

Trump’s four years of peace gave the East just enough time to
prepare. We would have started the Ukies against Russia by
2018 if Hillary had won. The neocons at State have been
planning these conflicts for over a decade.

22. JR Foley says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:48 am GMT • 5.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
C O R R U P T I O N ——was the downfall.

In all these cases –corruption overtakes the scene—you need
hard controls and punishment for those in power who steal from
the public purse. Imagine Hunter Biden in Ukraine and China
cutting deals and daddy Joe with a number of identities—all high
level corruption—-but FBI knows nothing —

However–it is also the case that today’s American leaders post-
80 are in reality yesteryear teenagers –to mid 30’s in mental
prowess —-brain freeze aside.

Soon the President will be post 90 dictating terms from the DC
nursing home —

• Agree: Unbornawakened
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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23. meamjojo says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:50 am GMT • 5.4 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Hang All Text Drivers
Trump won’t be on the ballot. Whats you gonna do then, bunky?
Start another insurrection?

 ——
 Top Democrats say there’s a strong case for disqualifying

Trump
 Rebecca Falconer

 3 Sep 2023

Two leading Democrats said Sunday there are potential grounds
to remove former President Trump from the 2024 presidential
ballot under the 14th Amendment’s “insurrection clause.”

The big picture: The comments by Rep. Adam Schiff (D-Calif.)
and Sen. Tim Kaine (D-Va.) come as Trump sent out fund-
raising emails Sunday on potential litigation over the 14th
amendment that railed against “traitorous ‘Republicans’” who
may be looking into potential cases as he stares down four
criminal indictments, per NBC News.

Context: Election officials in several states are examining
whether Trump’s name should be removed from the 2024 ballot
due to Section 3 of the 14th Amendment, which prevents
anyone who “engaged in insurrection” against the U.S. from
holding elected office.

• Two liberal nonprofits have vowed to take legal action should
Republican presidential primary front-runner Trump’s name
appear on the ballot.

 …
 https://www.axios.com/2023/09/04/trump-2024-14th-

amendment-democrats

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=meamjojo
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• Thanks: 4HONESTY.com
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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24. Dumbo says:

They chose senile puppets like Biden on purpose. For further
humiliation. Just as in Europe they select foreigners,
homosexual or women. It’s by design.

• Agree: Anonymousrgc
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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25. Malcolm X says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:59 am GMT • 5.4 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
The United States as an empire is done. It’s been done for a
while. In fact, it sowed the seeds of its own destruction when it
foolishly thought that it could de-industrialize instead of paying
workers a fair wage. It instead parceled out to Wall Street and
the financial sector the task of credit creation which indebted the
average American for decades with no hopes of solvency.

The US financial elite chose winners based on fealty to the
regime. (Re: Bill Gates, Elon Musk, Warren Buffet, etc.) and
disregarded the legitimate desires of its citizens. It used
propaganda and media manipulation to psychologically attack
generations of its youth in the hopes that they would never
organize a counter measure or resistance to US designs for
global tyranny.

That is all now falling apart.

The USA is a laughingstock on the world. I talk to people from
around the world and when I say that I am American, invariably
they have a relative who lives in America currently. It is either
that or they want to go to America themselves. However, in the
same breath, they don’t understand why America let’s people be
citizens and vote in its elections. They say that in their countries,
foreigners could never be citizens, much less hold political
office. But hey, when the rich drunk is buying drinks for everyone
at the bar, who is going to refuse?

• Replies: @Anonymousrgc
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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26. PirateKingOfArkansas says:
Mr. Unz,

Excellent article & excellent analysis.

Appreciate your website, your insight, & your due diligence.

With Regards

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

27. tyrone says:
The Soviet Union ,a one party state ………the United States , a
one party state masquerading as a two party “democracy”
…….Trump has exposed this like no-one else could (thank
him)……Oh , and by the way the Soviet Union ,China , North
Korea all call themselves democracies .

• Agree: Old Prude, Unbornawakened
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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28. zard says:
September 4, 2023 at 9:52 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
East/West conflict is a farce

 For anyone who might still believe that the US/NATO versus
Russia/BRICS geopolitical confrontation is real

The Perestroika Deception and the West’s ‘Globalist Leaders’
 While Soviet penetration of Western governments has been

ongoing since the early 1930’s with the election victory of crypto-
communist, mass murderer, and 33rd degree Freemason
Franklin Delano Roosevelt; several periods of immense
penetration surprisingly include the presidency of the formerly
hardline anti-communist Richard Nixon, via Soviet agent Henry
Kissinger, the Reagan years with the rise of the Trotskyite
Neoconservatives, mostly hardline Zionist New York City jews of
Russian origin who portrayed their Marxist sympathies as a thing
of the past or concealed them entirely, and finally post-1991
specifically during the Clinton administration.

 http://www.renegadetribune.com/the-perestroika-deception-and-
the-wests-globalist-leaders-part-one-of-two/

• Replies: @Slav
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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29. neutral says:
September 4, 2023 at 9:57 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Anyone who still a white American patriot, ask yourself this, what
is the most destructive anti white society in the world? The only
people that support the real America these days are fanatically
anti white, they want to spread their diseased ideology to the
rest of the world, if you are pro white in any way then you should
support the end of America.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

30. Liborio Guaso says:
September 4, 2023 at 10:02 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
If the white race collectively organized the exploitation of the
non-white nations of the world as a racial privilege; those nations
now have the right to organize collectively to free themselves
from exploitation by greed and white racism.

 And it’s just about living without stealing other people’s work.
And there is nothing to fear, all this can happen without the
hundreds of millions of deaths resulting from white colonization.

• Replies: @Joe Paluka
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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31. Oil Can Harry says:
September 4, 2023 at 10:19 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
We now interrupt the sane and sober analysis of Mr. Unz to
bring you the ravings of neocon warmonger John Bolton- the
man who complains the US should be spending even more
hundreds of billions on Ukraine.

https://dailystormer.in/john-bolton-says-americans-not-liking-
jewish-government-is-chinas-fault/

He claims BRICS has no future because China is a sinking ship
that will never compete with the incredibly successful US (which
is a mere $33 trillion in debt). China and Russia just hate us
because they’re jealous that we have such great leaders.

• LOL: Ann Nonny Mouse
• Replies: @Old Prude
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
32. peter mcloughlin says:

September 4, 2023 at 10:30 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
All empires, and their rulers, are “notorious for merely reading
the scripts”. None yet have seen the pattern – the writing on the
wall – the fate of them all. No one remains a “sole global
superpower forever”. History comes down to a simple syllogism:
every empire eventually faces the war it is trying to avoid;
everyone wants to avoid WW III; so, in conclusion, mankind will
face nuclear Armageddon. Paradoxically, we will never change
that fate unless we accept it – accept the pattern of history.

 https://patternofhistory.wordpress.com/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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33. Wizard of Oz says:
September 4, 2023 at 10:32 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
A splendid way of entertaining myself to the depths of gloom as I
walked to the PO but what really strick me as making for a
convincing parallel was the geriatric state of the governing class.
Before I contribute my positive thoughts and suggestions about
elecyoral systems and constotutions may I ask you, or just
possibly a UR resder to explain how it comes abput that the old
can hang on to elected positions in the US? I can just about
imagine Strom Thurmond having the votes and organisation of
the candidacy and votes of those who want to proudly procliam
that they have organised the election of the oldest Senator.. .but
frivols aside, how can it happen so often? Are some states
exceptions, at least in State politics?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

34. threadhopper says:
After Chernenko came Mikhail Gorbachev, a relative
whippersnapper of only 54, intending to save the day with
perestroika and glasnost. Too late, and too much dead wood.

Just like here.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

35. @Hang All Text Drivers
Trump could get 99% of the vote and he would still “lose”. What
are his supporters going to do? Protest like on 6 January?
Hahahahahaha.
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36. So Obama’s gay? And? That’s a required qualification in
liberalistan these days.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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37. PetrOldSack says:
September 4, 2023 at 10:54 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 200
Words   ↑

Polling — Voting

Alternative voting digitally, and having this polled and tracked, all
in the open, before the actual vote, could be the solution. It
would condition the obvious aftermath, the “real” voting as a
fraud.

Something similar to the Douglas Macgregor solution: expose
the larger picture of personality/personal-history/competency of
any candidate pre-elections could be fitted in.

As Macgregor says, the cost of such would not be outer-world.
The cost of alternative voting over the internet on a voluntary
effort, open sourced, and documented, then discussed through
alternative channels, all up-front of any conventional voting
would be of a net asset, a hurdle to any vote-rigging afterwards.

Would do away with the in-numerous ‘experts’ who thrive on
elections as a “raison d’être”. To question any narrative, not
distinct opinion is required, but proper alternative data gathering,
the one necessary step deeper layer. It could be an example to
the world of cognitive elites with different biases and not at the
behest of conventional finance and corporate enumeration of
how to get rid of data poisoning and create an alternative world
that can be envisioned by the many.

The finance mongering should be brought in the open as a next.
Real numbers allow for analysis, as of today only anal-ysis is the
rule.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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38. Realist says:
September 4, 2023 at 11:09 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑

Indeed, the title of his piece suggested that the U.S. was “moving beyond
electoral solutions.”

I have been saying this for quite some time.
 The Deep State is in almost total control of this country. This is

the culmination of nearly eighty years of debauchery and
corruption. The Deep State has no intention of losing what they
have created. The solution will be very unpleasant.

• Agree: Old Prude, Anonymousrgc
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

39. Wokechoke says:
@Carlton Meyer
“Let’s stop to pee”

“Change my diaper”

“I shit myself”

“I need a nap”

“Apple sauce with that please”

“This kidney stone hurts”

“I can’t get it up anymore”

“Did anyone see my dentures?”

• LOL: 24th Alabama
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40. Joe Paluka says:
September 4, 2023 at 11:14 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
“I was reading an article from a former NSA analyst (sorry I don’t
recall the link). He wrote the NSA was excited in the early 1980s
that they found a way to intercept wireless phone calls between
Soviet leaders, mostly from their limos.

They were excited that they could learn the important thoughts
of Soviet leaders addressing key issues. But they were all in
their 70s and 80s and all they talked about were personal health
issues.”

Today if the Russians are listening in on Biden’s phone calls to
Nancy Pelosi or Mitch McConnell, I’m sure they’d get much of
the same conversations that the NSA heard from the elderly
Russian leaders, Biden telling Pelosi about his new commode
and Pelosi telling McConnell about her preference for certain
brands of adult diapers over others.

• LOL: brostoevsky
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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41. Richard B says:
September 4, 2023 at 11:19 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

I was reading an article from a former NSA analyst (sorry I don’t recall the
link). He wrote the NSA was excited in the early 1980s that they found a way
to intercept wireless phone calls between Soviet leaders, mostly from their
limos.

They were excited that they could learn the important thoughts of Soviet
leaders addressing key issues. But they were all in their 70s and 80s and all
they talked about were personal health issues

They were even more excited that they found a way to listen to
Americans talk, not about their health, but about their
government. The one the NSA was created to protect.

• Replies: @Avery
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42. D'Marcus says:
September 4, 2023 at 11:20 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The entire boomer experience has been about crippling the
future generations, so that they would remain the peak of wealth
and prosperity forever. This plan has succeeded marvelously.
They flooded us with immigrants, they shipped all the jobs out of
the country, they pushed free sex on kids, they pushed
homosexuality, the started all these wars, and now they’re trying
to trigger World War III as they die off, laughing.

This is a passage from Anglin Unz you linked to… sounds like
you were on board with it along with your tribe..

Flooding us with immigrants…

Sounds like what you and Bill Kristol advocate along with every
other fucking neocon…

List all your long winded articles advocating mass immigration…

• Disagree: Robert Dolan
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
43. SBaker says:

Another of Ron’s excellent reviews of the orchestrated downfall
of the US.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

44. Z-man says:
To all like minded posters here, join Colonel Douglas
MacGregor’s new website and organization, Our County Our
Choice.

• Thanks: Levtraro
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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45. Anonymous[381] • Disclaimer says:
September 4, 2023 at 11:49 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑

Just over a week ago, Prof. Jeffrey Sachs, a renowned world economist and a
moderate liberal, gave an interview in which he discussed the historic rise of
the BRICS alliance in opposition to arrogant American world hegemony.

In this discussion on BRICS it’s important to point out that not
only is Sachs a renowned expert in global economics but also a
renowned monetary economist (theories of money). He is
uniquely qualified to discuss this issue.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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46. Mark in BC says:
September 4, 2023 at 11:51 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
“We can only hope that their efforts help ensure that the looming
collapse of our doomed American Empire involves as little
bloodshed as did the disintegration of the equally doomed Soviet
Empire more than a generation ago.”

Indeed, this is what I’ve been saying for years. However, I’m not
holding my breath. Between the highly obedient military and
local cops (or do I repeat myself?) expect these authoritarian
morons to delight in our subjugation and humiliation should we
dare challenge their authortah…

 

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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47. Richard B says:
September 4, 2023 at 11:52 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
What a great article. Thanks!

Now once again, our true national interests are being served by a very broad
ideological coalition of the non-crazy.

When trying to understand why anything comes to an end, let
alone an empire, it’s wise to avoid attributing it to a single causal
force. But, if there’s one thing tying together the many reasons
one could give, an obvious answer would be found in
Explanation, as in, explanatory behavior.

After all, explanations function by organizing our transactions
with the world. They don’t work, we don’t work. We are living in
The Age of Explanatory Collapse, and have been in the West for
the last 200+ years. But that’s another story.

In any event, two things are discernible in the explanations
emanating from power centers when things start falling apart. 1.
Their explanations don’t make sense. 2. They don’t work. The
main reason for this being that the power center no longer
questions its own assumptions, the analysis and examination of
which it strictly forbids, thereby sealing its fate.

Of course, power centers have always acted like this. But for
those in power today the situation has changed. Because they
are in power at a time when the world they are attempting to
control is more complex and unpredictable than ever before, and
at a time when we have more precise knowledge of ourselves
and, even with censorship, instant access to that knowledge.

And now we’re back to the quote above from Ron’s article.

Explanations work only if they’re open-ended from both sides,
theory and data. Otherwise everything is too top-down and
dependent on force. The problem there is that if force fails

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Richard+B
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there’s no alternative. And that is the situation we’re in today.
Nothing works, so things are falling apart. Just look around.

From this perspective, perhaps what accounts for the non-crazy
is their willingness and ability to expose their ideas to a process
of continuous feedback and correction. Not necessarily because
it makes us better people, or is the right thing to do. But because
feedback and correction is the source of human adaptability.
And whatever one’s take on what’s happening now, we can all
agree that to be able to deal intelligently and imaginatively with
our many problems, we first have to stay alive.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

48. Anymike says:
September 4, 2023 at 12:09 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
One more parallel between the USSR and the USSA. Osama
bin Laden, through his role in Afghanistan conflict, brought down
the Soviet Union. Then, for an encore, through his role in 9-11
attack, brought down the United States.

Maybe the 9-11 is bigger than we think. We made 9-11 into a
test of character of our own design and then we failed it. Our
military guild was allowed to go rampaging around the world for
20 years. But that was them, acting in their own private interest.
At home, the resolve that followed in the wake of 9-11 quickly
dissolved, and now we are living out the irony of seeing the hero
of 9-11, Rudy Guiliani, being prosecuted by the American
elements who arguably most in sympathy with the anti-Western
revolutionaries of the world.

• Replies: @William Gruff
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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49. Party says:
These text to audio are excellent. Thank you for your generous
work Mr Unz !

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

50. brostoevsky says:
@New Dealer
Mearsheimer wouldn’t make the MIC and its Zionist-Globalist
beneficiaries any money that way, therefore it can’t happen. But
yeah, I feel ya.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
51. Avery says:

Ron thanks for the effort of reading and podcasting these
articles.

 It is quite convenient.
 Beats reading it ourselves — by a wide margin.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

52. Slav says:
Andropov was poisoned, Chernenko was a heavy smoker had
some lung illness. Neither of them was senile. Maybe Brezhnev
was.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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53. Avery says:
September 4, 2023 at 12:39 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Richard B
{They were even more excited that they found a way to listen to
Americans talk, not about their health, but about their
government. The one the NSA was created to protect.}

Well said.

All these Federal security agencies that were created to —
ostensibly — protect America and the American people, have
morphed over the decades into Frankenstein Monsters which
now threaten the lives and safety/security of American people.

Example: the CIA, created to provide US with foreign
intelligence — a useful and necessary function — has escaped
its restraints and is involving itself in internal affairs of America
and Americans. There is very strong circumstantial evidence
that the CIA was involved (organized?) the assassinations of
both JFK and RFK. Its tentacles have spread into all sorts of
domestic “news” organizations, where it plants (false) stories
and interferes in the internal political life of ordinary Americans.

• Replies: @Richard B
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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54. Old Prude says:
September 4, 2023 at 1:07 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
The Proud Boys are lucky they only got seventeen years. Ashli
Babbitt was summarily executed.

But that’s OK; She wasn’t shot for breaking a window, but for
attempted overthrow of our Democracy, Treason and Seditious
Conspiracy. Michael Byrd is a true American patriot and hero for
shooting her in the neck before she could seize the reins of
power!

• LOL: Ann Nonny Mouse
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
55. Emil Nikola Richard says:

September 4, 2023 at 1:10 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
We need a parade with an observation platform so we can see
who really has the power and status in the Biden administration.
A parade photo with the CIA director on the right and the Fed
chairman sitting on the left of lyin’ Biden would be handy. Did
anybody ever identify Gorbachev in one of those old
photographs near Andropov or Cherenko?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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56. September 4, 2023 at 1:11 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑

These individuals were protesting an extremely close Presidential election
that had obviously been stolen from incumbent Donald Trump,

This is irresponsibly insane, I think you should retract it. I
followed your link to discover your justification for this idiocy …
here it is ….

I haven’t investigated the matter, but there does seem to be considerable
circumstantial evidence of widespread ballot fraud by Democratic Party
forces, hardly surprising given the apocalyptic manner in which so many of
their leaders had characterized the threat of a Trump reelection.

For Christ’s sake, get real. We are in the middle of a slow-motion
Soros-type color revolution in the US, based on the standard
claim of a stolen election, and you’re supporting it.

• Replies: @Ron Unz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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57. Old Prude says:
September 4, 2023 at 1:12 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Zarathustra
Agree. One can’t emphasize enough that Biden, McConnell,
Feinstein, Pelosis and that retarded hoody dude from
Pennsylvania, would not be hired for a job at a car-wash. But
somehow they are in the highest political offices in the land.

Something is seriously wrong with this country. The first four
should be in assisted living facilities and the last one either in a
mental institution or a tent by a Philadelphia off-ramp.

The republic is OVER.

• Replies: @Rich
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
58. Old Prude says:

@Oil Can Harry
Bolton and C. Rice and all the other Bush stooges really seem to
believe their world-saving-rules-based-international-order-
spread-democracy nonsense in spite of all that has happened
the last twenty years.

Or maybe that’s just their grift. Tough to keep a job at the Hoover
Institute by advocating bringing the boys home.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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59. Amalek says:
@meamjojo
Haven’t seen your comments for a while, were you busy making
Aliyah?

• Replies: @meamjojo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
60. onetwothree says:

September 4, 2023 at 1:20 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Chebyshev
really a rather insignificant thing

You try doing that and see if you ever see the light of day again.
She had committed a vast national security violation and they
covered it up as best they could. Yes, in the future, they will
cover it up by simply squelching it altogether, as they are doing
with Biden’s bribery.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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61. Berkleyboy says:
September 4, 2023 at 1:21 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Thank you Ron for another insightful and very readable current
situation analysis. One can only hope it catches the imagination
of one or more in the Biden Whitehouse, but then I am an
eternal optimist. I am however compelled to observe that your a
assessment of the current neocon control situation neglected to
mention the co-opting of the Federal and State judiciary in
addition to the “political and media levers” you highlight. This co-
opting became undeniably apparent in 2021 when efforts to
clear the air regarding the 2020 election were rejected by a
majority of SCOTUS justices under the leadership of John G,
Roberts. For many, one may imagine, the Court’s assumed role
as guardian of the US Constitution was forever lost. In fairness
one should also point out that these same institutions have
apparently been compromised across many, if not all, Western
nations in recent years.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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62. Anon[334] • Disclaimer says:
September 4, 2023 at 1:24 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 600
Words   ↑
The average American today has been brought up to believe
“honesty is the best policy”. No other 5 words could embrace
such rubbish especially where our political class is concerned.
People want to believe and our elites feed them any bullshit they
want to hear.

In addition, elites make the rules to benefit themselves and
constrain the people. When these promises/ rules are for the
most part impossible to keep/ enforce, then they are forgotten or
verbal persuasion and violent persuasion is applied. Some
examples:

-When I am elected I will do this and that. Once elected they
dont do a thing

 -If you rob the liquor store of $100 you will be jailed. They rob
millions and nothing happens

 -Claim a sandwich on you tax return and the IRS will shove the
tax code up your ass. Claim you crack and whore expenses and
no problem !!

 -These 100 tons of bombs are to persuade you to accept
democracy or we will legally wipe you out.On the other hand, a
Policeman shooting one doped up Nigger not complying with our
law gets a stiff jail term

 -Offshore accounts are a no-no.They stash their money
offshore.

 -Prostitution and Coke are illegal. Judges, Lawyers,
Accountants, Policemen etc get their knobs cleaned and their
noses dusted.

 -They interfere in the elections of other countries but visa versa
is not allowed

 -Russia must not violate Ukraine’s border but its okay for
millions of the world’s scum to inundate ours

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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We can question election results but you must not do so or else
? JAIL ! People breaking windows and littering on Jan 6th are
getting more time in the Big House than murderers and rapists.
The Republicans look the other way because they collude in
setting a precedent ie if Democratic supporters do the same
THEY are going to get reamed. Another concern here is that the
next time such a thing goes down the participants will figure they
have nothing to lose, Many may decide to go all the way. Better
deceased than a 20 year jail sentence.

I can safely say hypocrisy rules, its good for me but NOT for
you. Its no wonder lawlessness rules the streets. The hardcore
and borderline criminal wonders why he should toe the line
when his leaders are robbing other motherfuckers including their
electorate.

When I look at the political class in the US, for sure I would not
hire any of them to scrape the shit off my toilet. Yet, we elect
them and give these idiots control of trillions of our dollars.
Which company would ever hire a Max Walters, Pelosi or Biden
in any role other than as a go-between to other political
“influencers”.

What is the average citizen to do ? Bringing a walking stick to a
gunfight is unwise. Bringing a belief in honesty to guys who are
hard core disciples of Ali Baba is the height of stupidity.

Advice : Lookout for yourself, the ones you love and the ones
who love you. The political class and the rich do not care about
you !!! Their loves are money and power !!! The US is getting
worse every day and will collapse This is evident to see but
many do not see. Leave the place because when the final
reckoning comes you will be the meat between the dogs.

• Replies: @Lemmy Tellyuh
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63. Ron Unz says:
September 4, 2023 at 1:35 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@saggy

These individuals were protesting an extremely close Presidential election
that had obviously been stolen from incumbent Donald Trump,

This is irresponsibly insane, I think you should retract it. I followed your link to
discover your justification for this idiocy … here it is ….

You apparently looked in the wrong portion of the linked article.
Since others have made the same complaint, I’ll quote several of
the crucial paragraphs, originally published just after the January
6th protests:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Ron+Unz
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Even leaving aside some of these plausible claims, the case for a stolen
election seems almost airtight. I don’t know or care anything about Dominion
voting machines, whether they are controlled by Venezuelan Marxists,
Chinese Communists, or Martians. But the most blatant election-theft was
accomplished in absolutely plain sight.

Not long before the election, the hard drive of an abandoned laptop owned by
Joe Biden’s son Hunter revealed a gigantic international corruption scheme,
quite possibility involving the candidate himself. But the facts of this enormous
political scandal were entirely ignored and boycotted by virtually every
mainstream media outlet. And once the story was finally published in the
pages of the New York Post, America’s oldest newspaper, all links to the Post
article and its website were suddenly banned by Twitter, Facebook, and other
social media outlets to ensure that the voters remained ignorant until after
they had cast their ballots.

Renowned international journalist Glenn Greenwald was hardly a Trump
partisan, but he became outraged that the editors of the Intercept, the $100
million publication he himself had co-founded, refused to allow him to cover
that massive media scandal, and he angrily resigned in protest. In effect,
America’s media and tech giants formed a united front to steal the election
and somehow drag the crippled Biden/Harris ticket across the finish line.

The Hunter Biden corruption scandal seemed about as serious as any in
modern presidential election history and Biden’s official victory margin was
just 0.01%. So if the American voters had been allowed to learn the truth,
Trump almost certainly would have won the election, quite possibly in an
Electoral College landslide. Given these facts, anyone who continues to deny
that the election was stolen from Trump is simply being ridiculous.

https://www.unz.com/runz/donald-trump-eugene-debs-and-amlo/

• Thanks: Bubba
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64. katesisco says:
September 4, 2023 at 1:36 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
When I read that WWI was about Germany wanting their share
of the ‘pie,’ I thought well, that is what is happening now. The EU
wants their ‘share’ of energy production and has several irons in
the fire to make it happen.

 Not too many things would make the EU be content to have war
on their door step, but like the war in crushing opposition to
unification, aka Slavic rejection, we again see how far they will
go. The Ukraine war is to eliminate population that would reject
the western purchases of their farmland, and to give the go-
ahead of the development of gas fields, there by creating their
own EU fuel supply, no Russia, no shipping, no cross-country
lines required.

 Their reserve action, again courtesy of the US, is to bring Syrian
gas, under the flag of the new pro-western country Rojavna, to
the Med shore to be a’ pull up and gas up’ port for the EU.

 The longer the war continues, the greater the possibility of
straying off course so that history records yet another ‘mistake’
or precipitates a much wider war front.

 Hmmmm……..what happened in WWI was that German’s
attention was caught when the war retracted back to the
German border.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

65. Rich says:
@Zachary Smith
It’s not the obligation of Mr Unz to argue whether the Hilary
election was “stolen”, many democrats, including
congresscritters, made that argument and tried to “overturn” the
result, including the current dem leader in the House.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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66. Rich says:
@Old Prude
I believe the republic ended back around 1860, but this was a
pretty decent country up until about 1955 and Brown v Boatd of
Ed. Then the passage of the Patriot Act ended any semblance of
freedom. Seems we’ve just about crashed since they voted in
that monstrosity.

• Agree: Fumanchu
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
67. QCIC says:

@Anon001
Russia cannot stand alone so some version of globalism is
inevitable for them.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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68. QCIC says:

September 4, 2023 at 2:10 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑

Whom the gods would destroy, they first make mad.

This applies to countries as well as individuals.

The USSR was broken up by outside forces pushing on the
pressure points of existing internal weaknesses and
contradictions.

A similar process seems to be happening to the USA. It is very
far advanced.

As always, Cui bono?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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69. Anonymousrgc says:
September 4, 2023 at 2:16 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
Oddly overlooked in this blog about the symptoms of
putrefaction in the USSR in the 70s and 80s and analogous
symptoms in the ZOG American empire in 2023 is the fact that
Ronald Reagan was also a geriatric leader, older at the end of
his term of office than any of the Soviet leaders listed in the blog.
I guess because Unz is a jew and an elitist he also neglects to
write about the many similarities between the ordinary Russian
in the 80s and the ordinary American in 2023, confining his
observations to the political class. A ubiquitous NSA controlled
American MSM talking point in the 70s and 80s was that most of
the Soviet population were demoralized zombies and
dysfunctional alcoholics. It is also obvious that in 2023 many
Americans are obese and drug addicted and demoralized. Why
many (most?) Americans are obese zombies hooked on a
variety of easily available drugs is likely because it is American
government policy. A drugged population wont give the jews any
trouble. The ubiquitous highway billboards put up by government
promoting legal weed and casinos is more evidence that the
zombification of the population is American government policy.
Like the Soviet Union the American government has waged a
relentless war against traditional Christianity, fathers and family
and has successful transformed almost all christian
denominations into woke instruments of the state.

• Thanks: Bro43rd
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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70. Avery says:
September 4, 2023 at 2:19 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
{They were excited that they could learn the important thoughts
of Soviet leaders addressing key issues. But they were all in
their 70s and 80s and all they talked about were personal health
issues}

It is a known fact — but maybe not well known — that the KGB
had deep penetration agents* in the NSA in those years.

It is quite plausible that KGB had learned about NSA’s ability to
listen in to their top political leaders’ mobile phone calls, but
chose to keep quiet about it and chose not to secure the comms:
they knew their Senior Citizens weren’t discussing anything
important, and didn’t want to tip the NSA that they (KGB) knew
by making changes. Andropov, who was a KGB head previously,
would most likely have known, but was smart and experienced
enough not to discuss anything important on mobile comms.

 ________________________
 * some were uncovered and caught by the FBI after operating

for years.
 Who knows if there were/are others who were never caught.

• Agree: Shah Long of Schlong
• Thanks: littlereddot
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71. Lemmy Tellyuh says:
September 4, 2023 at 2:19 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith

“Briggs was found guilty of Seditious Conspiracy.”

Yes, yes. He was mos’ def’ gonna to bring down the USA single-
handedly by peacefully walking around inside the Capitol while
unarmed.

Just like…

…MLK was aerated for occasionally using “axe” in his
plagiarized stem-winders.

…Crispus Attucks was shot for stealing a Krispy Kreme donut on
March 5, 1770.

…Lincoln was assassinated for sitting in the wrong opera house
box-seat.

…Andrew Goodman was buried in a mudbank for ordering a
latte with his collard greens.

…Medgar Evers was off’d for calling a sniper “Mr. Poopypants.”

…Jews were put in special camps after trying to drive the Third
Reich into the sea.

…Matt Shepard was beaten, tortured, and left to die for
mispronouning his drug dealer.

…Emmett Till was found guilty of attempted rape-murder-theft-
dancing-catcalling.

…Michael Schwerner was kiboshed by the Klan for ancestral
Jesuscide.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Lemmy+Tellyuh
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…blacks became slaves in America after attempting to read
Encyclopedia Britannica.

…Hillary lost the election after imitating a super model and
attempting to twerk. And

….sadsack Zack Smith won the Noble Prize for being a Master
Merdepate.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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72. Levtraro says:
September 4, 2023 at 2:21 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
Excellent article Mr. Unz.

These historical echoes between our own political decline and that of our
vanished superpower rival of the Cold War are obviously disturbing. But there
are also other important differences, and some of these are not necessarily to
the advantage of our own situation.

[…]

In sharp contrast [to the sleepy late decline Soviets], the exceptionally
reckless and aggressive Neocons have gained complete mastery over the
political and media levers that control both our political parties, and therefore
they easily pull the strings of the elected officials who nominally govern us.

To me this is not the main difference between the collapse of the
Soviets and the anticipated collapse of the USA.

I think the main difference will be in the massive possesion of
firearms by civilians, the flooding of America with LatAm and
other coloured peoples, and the widening income inequality.
This mix will lead to internal warfare.

Another aspect you might want to consider. Just like the Soviet
collapse led to many wars in Eastern Europe, the collapse of the
USA will lead to many wars in Western and Northern Europe.

Both the internal American warfare and the several conflicts in
Western and Northern Europe that I see in my crystal ball will be
characterized by genocides committed on 3rd world immigrants.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

73. Slav says:
@zard
Zionists hated Soviet Union. Impossible they worked for Soviets.
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74. Anonymousrgc says:
@Malcolm X
Unfortunately the ZOG American empire will only grow larger
and more tyrannical as long as Americans reject traditional
Christianity and sexual morality.

• Replies: @Z-man
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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75. Santoculto says:

Stolen???

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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76. Decoy says:
September 4, 2023 at 2:53 pm GMT • 5.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Xafer
“1980’s was called a decade of glorious funerals for passing
away of large numbers of old Soviet leadership”

If my memory is correct during the last 15 years of the Soviet
Union it had 9 “leaders” chosen by Politburo members. Excerpt
for Gorbshov the last one (when it was too late) all aging and
decrepit and clearly not individuals capable of leading an
organization of that size and complexity.

So the question is: why did the Politburo elect the most feeble
among them? Answer: It was self preservation. Most of the rest
were in similar condition and the last thing they wanted was a
strong minded, youngish, energetic leader because that guy
would have cleaned house, including them.

Although 2023 Washington D.C. has not reached 1980’s
Moscow depths there is similarity that is unnerving. Biden being
example # 1. A crook from day one in the Senate, greatest skill
was back slapping politicians of both parties, never very bright at
his peak and now running at 60% of that is “elected” President of
the United States.

Certainly a country of our size and duration will have included
quite a cast of characters who have managed to reach D.C., but
this type is no longer coming and going in even numbers. They
are accumulating at a scary pace. I’m worried !

• Agree: Xafer
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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77. Z-man says:
@Anonymousrgc
…and as long as ZOG bucks are dolled out. As the worth of its
currency diminishes then we stand a chance of overthrowing
these satanists in power. It’s gonna hurt everyone in the short
term, but it’ll be worth it.

• Thanks: Bubba
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
78. Not Necessarily So says:

September 4, 2023 at 3:04 pm GMT • 5.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Camus emphasized the importance of limits.

 What terrifies me about our woke totalitarian rulers is that they
don’t recognize limits.

 They smash everything and everyone that stands between them
and absolute power.

 Our governmental system is designed to limit power.
 The totalitarians have hijacked our system and turned it against

us.
 How do we respond?

• Replies: @neutral
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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79. September 4, 2023 at 3:07 pm GMT • 5.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The dreadful reality is that these United States of America are
way beyond any redemption or any reform!! ” We the people ”
has ceased to have any relevance to our bleak reality!! Our ”
government ” now completely ” owns us ” and everything else
that exists here! You are allowed to walk around and go about
your life while you abhor every aspect of your government but if
you dare do or say anything against that government you will be
tortured without any mercy!! Your very existence can be deemed
a ” threat to national security ” and result in your imprisonment!!
Your relocation to a mental institution or a re-education
compound may be your fate!! You can walk around reciting
every word of your ” Constitution ” but no member of the
government obeys or follows that piece of paper!! Welcome to
Perdition!!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

80. Anonymous[396] • Disclaimer says:
September 4, 2023 at 3:09 pm GMT • 5.1 days ago • 500
Words   ↑
the Bidezhnev Politburo is shit through a goose in Africa too

Main Events in Africa on August 27 – September 2

[MORE]

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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81. Lemmy Tellyuh says:
September 4, 2023 at 3:10 pm GMT • 5.1 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Anon
“The political class and the rich do not care about you…
Their loves are money and power…The US is getting worse
every day and will collapse.”

I wish you were wrong. Alas, I think you’re right.

It’s hard to gauge the true state of affairs, given the propensity of
social media to “accentuate the negative.” Still I think things are
worsening. Perhaps rapidly so.

Look at how many “sanctuary cities” are belatedly losing their
stool after beginning to experience a fraction of what border
towns have endured for the past several years. They mistakenly
think more-more-more Federal money is the solution.

As if that worked in schools!

Wait until the illegals…mostly military-age males…get restless
and begin to run amok! They will invade feminists’ “bonus holes”
like they have our borders.

The trouble is, most lessons are learned belatedly and
concretely while most citizens and their leaders live “abstractly.”
Certainly that’s the case politically. Being a “sanctuary city” is all
fun-and-games until the buses arrive. Then it’s too late.

Plus where will this endless “free” Federal money come from?
Millions of illegal aliens are now on the dole, paying no taxes.
Many will permanently remain so. Those who work will often do
so off-the-books, sending money back to their real homelands.

Also, Liberals tend to ignore the rot infesting America. They’ll be
surprised if/when it suddenly collapses.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Lemmy+Tellyuh
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They also think Trumpers will remain infinitely patient. They
won’t.

Liberals are also confident that if provoked Trumpers do ever
fight back, “the military” will kibosh them. They forget that…

…millions of Trumpers are themselves veterans;

…Don’s supporters own 434,000,000 guns and know how to use
them;

…any who attack them will have families: their homes can be
doxed if need be; and

…many current GIs will refuse to fire on their fellow
countrymen…or will join them.

Any new civil war will end in disunity.

The original Civil War (1861-5) killed 2% of the US population.
And that involved mostly soldiers using now-archaic weapons.
Even so, that would mean 6,805,350 dead today: 17 times what
we lost in 4 years of World War II. That’s without considering
how much more deadly weapons are now.

Liberals also think Trumpers would openly and overtly run amok
if Don doesn’t become 47. It’s more likely that his supporters will
respond covertly and/or go Bud Light. That is, “not do.” If MAGA
truckers went on strike for just one month, chimpinated cities
would burn, baby, burn.

Blacks are also too dense/blind to see that browns (both
Gandhis and Aztecs) are replacing them. What use are lazy,
unejimicated niggarians going to do when Paco outworks him
and Indira out-thinks him?

As for Whites becoming a minority:

First, they will always be a majority-minority.
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Second, they were “minorities” on plantations…but still ran ’em.

Third, Whites have always eventually triumphed.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
82. cylindrical crown says:

@meamjojo
Trump will make a better martyr than a president.

• Agree: Z-man
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
83. Sorel McRae says:

September 4, 2023 at 3:22 pm GMT • 5.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑

In sharp contrast, the exceptionally reckless and aggressive Neocons have
gained complete mastery over the political and media levers that control both
our political parties, and therefore they easily pull the strings of the elected
officials who nominally govern us. Their years of determined NATO pressure
against Russia have already provoked the bloody Ukraine war, the most
devastating European conflict in more than three generations, while they have
launched an assault on China that is now only just barely short of becoming
military.

One thing you can do right now is call the Capitol Switchboard
(202) 224-3121, ask to be connected to the offices of your
senators and House representative, and tell them to Vote NO on
any further funding for the war in Ukraine, including and
especially the $24 billion supplemental recently requested by the
administration.

Then get your friends to do the same.

• Agree: Decoy
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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84. Gerry says:
September 4, 2023 at 3:28 pm GMT • 5.1 days ago • 1,000
Words   ↑
“The corrupt and decaying USSR had far less wealth to siphon
off, but its Communist leaders similarly enjoyed lifestyles vastly
superior to that of their miserable subjects.”

Want to know why Ron Unz? International Bankers!!! A quote
from a hero of mine Dr. Cantelon:

[MORE]

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

85. Robert Dolan says:
@D'Marcus
You have no idea what you are talking about.

Begone.

• Replies: @D'Marcus
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
86. Bubba says:

@Anonymous
Sounds like that journalist is a descendant of Walter Duranty.

Definitely paid for by the same folks to lie about atrocities in
Ukraine.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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87. Shah Long of Schlong says:
September 4, 2023 at 3:38 pm GMT • 5.1 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
Ron writes beautifully as usual and is on the money here for the
most part though he plays the role of a sewer-tourist by citing
Tucker Carlson’s X post (formerly Twitter) which slanders
Obama by overlooking to mention that source Larry Sinclair is
an ex-con felon. (Don’t fret, I dislike Obama more than anyone
who ever lived, but fair is fair).

That said, Ron does allow the “Roosevelt Dead!” wall poster
directly behind the little stinking billionaire Swanson fortune
heir’s ugly lying head to be visible. Telling us to be on our
guard? Or that Ron’s another far far right carnivorous
Republican who favors eliminating Social Security, securities
trade regulation (already accomplished under Clinton), and who
would have preferred not to have opposed Hitler and even Tojo?

You’re a rich rich rich rich rich rich-boy Ron, and entitled to your
blog and I am grateful, more than a wee bit, for your very open-
minded policy on free speech and written communication even
though I’m pretty sure you’re an NSA & FBI front (not in the way
the peons think it’s done, if they were of the princely world you
inhabit they’d understand it isn’t done the way mentally
deranged conspiracy theorists imagine) because they too are
fascist pig capitalist scum who want the []iggers and Jews turned
into agricultural manure and soap, and to be honest I can’t say I
entirely disagree with such ideas entirely.

The thing is, and Derbyshire should know this too you’d think,
everyone with any sense has known for many years that
“American power no longer prefers electoral solutions.” Even
President Jimmy Carter acknowledged it publicly over a decade
ago. For a former President, Governor of Georgia and Annapolis
graduate to say that, well, it ought to tell you something. He also
said he didn’t think the republic would return but if it did, it would

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Shah+Long+of+Schlong
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require the passage of over 50 years time. But more
sophisticated people than Jimmy Carter (and you by far far far)
such as Gore Vidal had been trying to explain to the peanut
farmers and galleries that it’s always been that way.

• Replies: @QCIC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
88. @Ron Unz

The charge that the election was stolen means one thing, if the
votes cast had been counted properly then Trump would have
won. That’s pure BS, and if you had investigated the shitshow
conducted by Sydney Powell and Rudy Guiliani that followed the
election you’d know that.

You misinterpreted the word to mean what you want it to mean
in order to make an inflammatory and false statement in support
of Trump’s insanity. You should retract it.

• Troll: Bubba, Brosi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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89. emerging majority says:
September 4, 2023 at 3:47 pm GMT • 5.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
The Telegraph article, like so much similar garbage to be found
in the Guardian, the Chew Pork Slymes and the Washington
Post Toasties are all about control over the message . They still
have considerable influence over government employees,
university and college professors and bought and paid-for
pro$titicians.

But the primary targets of these duplicitous rags are all about
keeping the overworked and underpaid general public
bedizened by bullshit.

Along with the talking heads on boobtoob noose; these organs
of the ownership of the Deep $tate and its various on the take
appendages are all duty-bound to maintain the mirage, thus
keeping the natives from becoming restless.

Do bear in mind that the greatest fear on the part of the ruling
Bank$ter “elite” is that the current deterioration becomes totally
OUT OF CONTROL. Thus, they promote fear because they
themselves are fearful of their possible fate should those media-
mesmerized morons wake up and smell the coffee.

Thus, the latest iteration of the Plandemic “peril”…along with
new lockdowns and imposition of a digital currency regime…all
signs of growing desperation.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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90. Anonymous[366] • Disclaimer says:
@Robertson

Like Anna Karenina throwing herself under the train wheel in Tolstoy

Next time use a spoiler alert.

That book has been on my reading list (…for the past 30 years ).

• LOL: Bubba
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
91. Anonymous[297] • Disclaimer says:

Poles have now officially sold their souls to the devil and
international law has once again been trashed on behalf of the
Black Sea pseudo client state run out of Foggy Bottom and
Northern Virginia.

“Refugee status” is now meaningless.

�Poland has begun to extradite Ukrainians of military age, writes
Rzeczpospolita with reference to the data of the Polish border service.

-> The status of a refugee is hereby canceled.

There are now about 80 thousand men in the country who left Ukraine, the
newspaper notes.… https://t.co/2Xu4iDGbMC pic.twitter.com/6Kzhbp1knL

— Lord Bebo (@MyLordBebo) September 4, 2023
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92. QCIC says:
September 4, 2023 at 4:34 pm GMT • 5.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Shah Long of Schlong
In the Twitter clip, Carlson specifically says Larry Sinclair is a
felon. I don’t trust Carlson, but this brief clip seemed more
sincere than some of his other bits I have watched. He caveated
his statements enough to protect himself in case someone
comes after him.

I agree that things in the upper echelons of power have probably
always worked the same way. The illusion of a free media led
people in the 20th century to believe in a fairy tale of how the
world works. This belief took hold despite (or because of?)
widespread appreciation of yellow journalism, acceptance of
massive censorship in all wars and ho-hum toleration of
pervasive propaganda during the Cold War. Unfortunately a
century of ubiquitous public education has dumbed down people
so much that the fairy tale is no even longer necessary. The
game is all about power and those wielding the power are
mostly out of sight. The media is a clown show and few people
care or even notice.

• Agree: Shah Long of Schlong
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
93. Geowhizz says:

@Brosi
Allegedly, Netanyahu to the jailed Jonathan Pollard in 2002:
“Once we squeeze all we can out of the United States, it can dry
up and blow away.”

• Agree: Brosi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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94. Avery says:
September 4, 2023 at 4:42 pm GMT • 5.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@saggy
{ You should retract it.}

Please continue holding your breath, even as you start turning
blue.

 Understandably, Ron is very, very busy — voice recording his
excellent articles, for example — so it may take a little time for
him to get to it.

But knowing a little about Ron from reading his many articles
and listening to his talks/interviews for many years, there is no
doubt in my mind that he WILL issue a retraction forthwith.
Any day now.

 Stay breathless and strong.

• Replies: @saggy
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
95. Once again the Strategic Culture website is being blocked from

my home computer among with many others!! Such is life now
within these United States!!

https://www.strategic-culture.su/

https://www.strategic-culture.org

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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96. Slav says:
@Anonymous
I hope Czech Republic does the same. Otherwise they move
here from Poland.

• Replies: @Derer
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
97. Geowhizz says:

@saggy
Feel better?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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98. Anonymousrgc says:

@D'Marcus
The boomer mime is a deep state fabricated distraction talking
point intended to hide the identity of the real agents of change
since 1960, the American Hebrew hegemony.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
99. Rev. Spooner says:

@Anonymous
This is just so sad how they are pushing young Ukranian men to
slaughter. The US, UK are truly evil as are all the EU leaders.
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100. Wokechoke says:
@Anonymous
Give me back my Tax Slaves said the Jew King of Kiev.

Yesssszzzzsss said the Poles.

• Thanks: Bubba
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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101. GMC says:
September 4, 2023 at 5:09 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Brosi
The real wierd thing about this whole scenario about wanting
Crimea is rather strange . Let’s go back to 2008 -9 – 10 etc
before the Maidan and look at who the key oligarchs/politicians
that owned Ukraine and we will see Jew Majority of Ukrainians,
Russians and some others in the Eastern Europe countries. Yes,
I’m sure the Biden/Clinton/Obama crime families were incognito
. But the Oligarchs already owned all of Ukraine including
Crimea and pre Maidan , there was no big problem or power
moves in Crimea – it was not ramping up any military or political
rah rah rahs. And Crimea voted usually pro Russian but you are
talkin 1 million votes – max.

The jews had it made in Ukraine except for one thing – they
didn’t rig the elections good enough and Yanukovych won, and
he was very corrupt but pro Russian. One has to realize that on
the Ukraine side there were few rules in making money, and on
the Russian side there are Rules. That’s why there were many
Russian/ Ukrainian companies and why the Washington Crime
syndicate loved Ukraine. This also was a place that some US
Contractors were working in a – I recall Bechtel and a couple
others. Crimea was really laid back – back then. Russia didn’t
play the Alfa Male because they had sovereign Sevastopol but
everyone knew they had Crimea’s back, including the sleepy
underfunded, Ukrainian military.

So Pres. Yanuk was playing the Clinton ” pay to play ” but he
made the mistake of playing too many countries against each
other , as in looking for deals from the EU, USA, Russia, China,
etc. , all at the same time. The E U promised the typical pie in
the sky but in the end Russia and China presented the best
deals, but by then the snipers showed up and the rest is

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=GMC
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Historia.
I believe that the Jew Oligarchs from East Europe, Ukraine and
Russia may have had a better plan , but the Jew NeoCons and
MIC/Intel had a diferent scam and took over Kiev. My 2 rubbles
worth.

102. Wokechoke says:
@Anonymousrgc
It’s a sociological reality.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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103. Chebyshev says:

September 4, 2023 at 5:11 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑

Obama’s Republican opponent in that bitter campaign had been Sen. John
McCain, and perhaps we can now better understand why the Democrats were
so unwilling to make use of the shocking evidence regarding the latter’s own
very sordid Vietnam War record:

Was their unwillingness to highlight McCain’s role as a
Communist propagandist during the war not sufficiently
explained by McCain’s dad’s coverup of the Liberty incident?
The Democrats and the media were maybe informed that
McCain could reveal the details of that deliberate Israeli attack,
so they refrained from revealing his wartime record. But of
course if Obama was known to be cavorting with men and
smoking crack, then that would definitely be enough to dissuade
the media from this stratagem.

• Replies: @Ron Unz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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104. Rev. Spooner says:
@Diggs
I could not see the video you posted because a fucking
Japanese company says——

 This video contains content from KADOKAWA
CORPORATION, who has blocked it in your country on
copyright grounds

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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105. Richard B says:

September 4, 2023 at 5:19 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Avery

Example: the CIA, created to provide US with foreign intelligence — a useful
and necessary function — has escaped its restraints and is involving itself in
internal affairs of America and Americans.

Thanks for your response. Great comment!

The only thing I would add to the above quote is that “the CIA
was said to have been created to provide…” But that it was
actually created from the get go to involve itself with Americans,
or anyone else, who might pose as a threat to the hostile elite.

• Agree: Avery
• Replies: @emerging majority
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106. Slav says:
@Anon
Neither, they weren’t senile. Brezhnev probably was but not as
badly as Biden.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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107. Charles says:

September 4, 2023 at 5:34 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
For anyone who cares to try this, an experiment – for SEVEN full
days, go completely without ANY electronic media/entertainment
devices of any type. If you want to read a physical paper-stock
book, newspaper, magazine…fine, but nothing that uses
electricity.

Of course this could realistically only be done on the “honor
system”, so for anyone claiming to have done it we would have
only his word. The only point is that if such an experiment was
attempted, very few – if any – people could do it. Many excuses
for failure would involve “work-related” whatever it may be, but I
recall that just two or so generations ago, even doctors
functioned without having to use computers on a daily basis.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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108. emerging majority says:
September 4, 2023 at 5:35 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
The hapless Polaks have already lost thousands of men fighting
the Russians in Novorossia. The plebes are grumbling and an
election looms.

Many of those Ukrainian refugees will be utterly frantic. They
face almost certain deaths, if not from the Russians, then from
the Banderistas who hate them because they are “deserters”…
or even worse if they happen to come from Russian ethnic parts
of Ukraine.

The more perceptive ones would have reasoned that Poland
would pull such a stunt and therefore headed off to greener
pastures in lands where the governments are not quite as
insane as the one in Warsaw.
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109. Ron Unz says:
September 4, 2023 at 5:47 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Chebyshev

Was their unwillingness to highlight McCain’s role as a Communist
propagandist during the war not sufficiently explained by McCain’s dad’s
coverup of the Liberty incident? The Democrats and the media were maybe
informed that McCain could reveal the details of that deliberate Israeli attack,
so they refrained from revealing his wartime record.

It’s hard to be sure, but I lean against that theory.

I’m sure that when McCain originally came home in 1972, his
father called in that political chit to protect him. The Liberty
attack had occurred only a few years earlier, nobody was yet
aware of it, and I’m sure the elder McCain had lots of secrets he
could have revealed.

But by 2008, the situation was entirely different. The elder
McCain had been dead for more than a quarter-century, taking
to the grave his personal account of the cover-up. Anyway,
numerous books and articles about the Liberty attack had
eventually come out by then, so I doubt there would have been
much remaining leverage in the story. I really think it might have
taken an AAA-class blackmail item to balance McCain’s war
record, and Tucker Carlson may have now revealed what it was.

110. Z-man says:
News:

 The unraveling begins. The gnome from Ukraine (Zelensky) has
fired his defense minister. Further changes to follow and
hopefully an end to this special operation will be around the
corner. But I want the Russians to take Karkov and get closer to
Odessa. (The northern buffer areas also)

• Agree: 24th Alabama
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111. emerging majority says:
September 4, 2023 at 5:52 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@GMC
Just today, Brian Berletic hosted the two Alexanders from the
Duran. They delved deeply into the recent firing of Ukraine’s
Defense Minister and his replacement by a relative unknown, a
Crimean Tatar who hung with the Ukies. Perhaps the most
telling conversation revolved around the fact that the Neocons,
who call the foreign policy shots on behalf of the Talmudist
Agenda, were and are totally absorbed and fixated about
Crimea.

Why, the Crimea mania on the part of the Neocons?

Simple enough. Crimea is Russia’s Florida, Arizona and
Southern California all wrapped into a single peninsula dangling
into the Black Sea. High-end mansions for the Talmudist elites
along with nicely located condominiums as well as hotels and
rentals all along that southern coast. Those Yentas around
Miami Beach and the Florida Gold Coast would not only be
extremely envious…they would convince papa to make the
move to New Khazaria.

AshkenaZi Jews of all descriptions, particularly the historically
informed ones, would drool at the prospect of total control over
that blessed peninsula…a place where hostile Arabs are not
staring at those border-wires from three different directions…and
then there’s the Iranians, whom Israel wants to wipe out.

New Khazaria is the Talmudist wet-dream. Crimea is their
current iteration of the Promised Land. After all, some of their
ancestors lived there a thousand years ago. It’s quite possible
that Viccious Nudelman’s cookie lady “Yats is our man” and

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=emerging+majority
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“fuck the EU” antics, already some nine years ago was already
dreaming of a nice little chunk of the Crimean shore where she
could be the mistress of a thousand Goyish slaves.

• Agree: Slav
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
112. Slav says:

@Anon001
There is no such a thing as global globalism. There have always
been two camps, the imperialist one and the formerly socialist
one plus third world one. Cold war never really ended. WEF
represents imperialism. Putin is not part of it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
113. neutral says:

September 4, 2023 at 5:56 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Not Necessarily So

How do we respond?

At this point nothing other than nuclear weapons will make a
difference, their totalitarian power is absolute. The destruction of
Washington, New York, Silicon Valley and Israel would be a
good start, however the woke cancer has spread so much that
the death count would probably have to be counted in the
hundreds of millions.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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114. D'Marcus says:
@Robert Dolan
Yeah Robert Dolan… I have no idea what I am talking about…
Have you read Unz’s writings on immigration??? Go ahead read
The Failure of White Nationalism and then come back to tell me
I don’t know what I am talking about…

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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115. emerging majority says:
September 4, 2023 at 6:03 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Richard B
The Agency holds agency of all other Feral government
departments. This was made clear in Gary Webb’s book which
outlined how the CIA and their Cubano/Gusano henchmen,
along with the Nicaraguan Contras, effortlessly smuggled by air
literally ton upon ton of Zelensky’s favorite white powder into
first, Florida and thence to south L.A., where Freeway Ricky
converted the powder into crack…which then was distributed to
ghettos all across the fruited plain by Crips Gangstas.

Both the DEA (as part of the Department of “Justice”) and the
Department of State raised concerns about all this evident
criminal activity. Seems like agents from the Agency had little
talks with some of their honchos and suddenly…everything was
hunky-dory.

However…The Agency does not have full, exclusive agency.
They manage the show, but those who run the rackets give them
their marching orders.

Guess who runs those rackets.

• Replies: @Richard B
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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116. Brosi says:
September 4, 2023 at 6:05 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@GMC
((Larry Fink)) of Blackrock has been pushing the Ukrainian
version of Build Back Better from the first days of the SMO in
2021. Cargill and all the GMO agricultural companies have been
hoovering up farmland for a decade. Already in 2021 across the
EU and even in Switzerland countries were lining up an
promising billions for the “reconstruction” of Ukraine after the
civil war is finally over. All the synchronicity of all these countries
kow-towing to lying Ursula is very strong evidence of Hebrew
arm twisting.

Then we have the well know fact that even before the SMO
started, lying and kvetching Jew boys of military age were
packed up in busses and sent back to the Jew mothership in
Israel.

 
[MORE]

• Replies: @GMC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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117. anon[307] • Disclaimer says:

…the USSR entered a period of steep social and economic
decline…

this is a lie.

ron parrots american pravda when it comes to the cold war like a
schmuck as usual.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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118. Atlanta Man says:
Great article! Americans don’t think that history can happen to
them even while it does. The end of the US empire is desirable
for just about everybody. We just need to make it peaceful.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

119. September 4, 2023 at 6:18 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Aha, perhaps President Zelensky will soon be moving to one of
his many United States funded oversea mansions and Mr.
Budanov will be running the Ukraine show!!

Kiev believes the conflict should be “extended” to Russia’s
undisputed territory By Lucas Leiroz

https://alethonews.com/2023/09/04/kiev-believes-the-conflict-
should-be-extended-to-russias-undisputed-territory/

The words were spoken by Kirill Budanov, head of the Ukrainian
Main Intelligence Directorate (GUR). During an interview with
Ukrainian TV anchor Natalya Moseichuk, he stated that
hostilities need to be extended to deep inside Russian territory,
in addition to countries and regions where Russia “has
influence”.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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120. Brosi says:
September 4, 2023 at 6:19 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@emerging majority
Crimea doesn’t have the prime farm land like the Donbas and
Dneiper areas, and it doesn’t have the water. Khazaria reached
all the way up to the Volga.

Perhaps that is all part of some kind of an Eretz Khazaria
project, but I don’t think for a second that the Rabbis will be
satisfied after they get their grubby hands on Crimea.

It is important also to note that the bloody ritual sacrifice of
500,000 or more Ukrainian young men and millions living in exile
is also part of the project. Jews and genocidal civil wars they
incite fit together like peas in a pod.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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121. Thor Walhovd says:
September 4, 2023 at 6:33 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Wonderful summation, and another example of the fine writing
and analysis of Ron Unz.

I may disagree with his “Covid” case and death count numbers,
and the conclusions that are drawn when taking anything from
US public health officialdom at face value re: the DARPA death
jabs, but dangnabbit he sure knows how to run a compelling
web journal and discussion page.

As regards the ongoing collapse of Satan’s little death star
imperium in DC, Ottawa, London and Brussels, at this point I say
bring it on. Yeah 1 billion humans will have a little less stuff, and
millions will starve and die as a result, but the planet and
remaining 6 billion humans just might get a chance to breathe
freely again.

Assuming Biden and his neocolonialist, racist, hate-filled
cheering squads in the Democratic Party don’t get us all killed
first in a nuclear conflagration.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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122. Brás Cubas says:
September 4, 2023 at 6:36 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

He wrote the NSA was excited in the early 1980s that they found a way to
intercept wireless phone calls between Soviet leaders, mostly from their limos.

I’ve done some googling and found out that the date you give is
wrong. What you are referring to is a program named Gamma
Gupy — or, according to other sources, a program named
Broadside, with Gamma Gupy being the name of the intelligence
it gathered. It was carried out in the late 60s and ended abruptly
in 1971 when that program leaked through journalist Jack
Anderson which prompted the Soviets to start encrypting their
conversations.

 The above information is easily found in numerous sites by
googling “Gamma Gupy”, optionally together with “Broadside”;
here are two sources:

 The Press and National Security Secrets
 by Tim Hackler

 https://www.afio.com/publications/monographs/HACKLER%20Ti
m%20The%20Press%20and%20National%20Security%20Secr
ets%20-%20AFIO%20Monograph%208.pdf

 Keeping U.S. National Security Secrets: Why Is It So Hard?
 by James B. Bruce

 https://cdn.ymaws.com/cicentre.com/resource/resmgr/articles/jbr
uce_-_keeping_us_national.pdf

 (it’s in page 52, or page 6 of the file)
 I could not square that story with another one according to which

when the Pentagon Papers revealing that operation reached the
Russians their targets started talking only about mundane
subjects.

 Triangulating the Boundaries of the Pentagon Papers
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by John Cary Sims
https://scholarship.law.wm.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=1526&context=wmborj

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
123. @Justrambling

You call it ” fawning ” which is a nice respectable word!!
Groveling to a master is much more fitting!! How did it come to
pass that Israel ” owns ” the United States government lock,
stock, and barrel???

• Thanks: Justrambling
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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124. H. L. M says:

Good article, Ron.

I give you credit.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

125. Anon[150] • Disclaimer says:
Thank you for an excellent analysis.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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126. Emslander says:
September 4, 2023 at 6:53 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Yes. It’s a brilliant point. Dying regimes throw up ancient leaders
with ancient ideas. Ours is no different.

There’s a Seinfeld episode where Jerry discovers that his
grandpa is a chronic shoplifter. He calls the guy out on it and
Grandpa says, “It doesn’t matter. If they catch me leaving the
store with something, I just say I’m old and easily confused.
They always let me go.” Joe Biden isn’t the least bit concerned
that he’s unfit to be President. He’s an evil old man, a shoplifter
of our souls and our values and when it’s all over he can just
say, “I was old and easily confused. It’s not my fault.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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127. meamjojo says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:00 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@cousin lucky
What really matters for Russia’s future:

 ——
 Russia’s massive brain drain is ravaging the economy –

these stunning figures show why it will soon be smaller
than Indonesia’s

 Filip De Mott
 Sep 3, 2023, 5:30 AM PDT

– Russia’s war on Ukraine has fueled a massive brain drain that
will hobble Putin’s economy.

 – By some estimates, 80% of those who have left Russia are
college educated, and 86% are under the age of 45.

 – Russia’s GDP, as measured by purchasing power parity, will
fall behind Indonesia’s in 2026.

Russia’s war on Ukraine triggered a massive brain drain, and
the toll it will take on the economy is coming into clearer focus.

Since Vladimir Putin launched the invasion in February 2022,
emigration out of Russia has exploded, with some estimates
putting the exodus at 1 million people. A recent analysis from the
policy platform Re: Russia narrowed the number to 817,000-
922,000.

That’s contributed to a record labor shortage, with 42% of
industrial firms unable to find enough workers in July, up from
35% in April.

The composition of Russia’s exodus also points to the best and
brightest fleeing the country. While a barrage of Western
sanctions incentivized many to leave for economic reasons,

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=meamjojo
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others fled to avoid military service, skewing the numbers toward
younger Russians.

Workers under the age of 35 now account for less than 30% of
the labor force, the lowest on record going back 20 years.

 …
 https://www.businessinsider.com/russian-economy-brain-drain-

labor-shortage-workforce-exodus-capital-flight-2023-9

• Replies: @Poupon Marx
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128. Chriss says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:00 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
1/What is Brezhnev most afraid of?

 – That the Chinese will learn to fight like the Jews, and the Jews
to multiply like the Chinese.

2/- How many Jews are there? – asks Brezhnev Kosygin.
 – Three, four million.

 “And if we let them go, how many will?”
 – Ten, twelve million.

3/Nixon asked God when unemployment would end in the
United States. Upon learning that in fifty years, he grieved.

 – I will not live … – he muttered.
 Brezhnev asked God when prosperity would come to the Soviet

Union.
 – I will not live … – muttered God.

4/Ford and Brezhnev met.
 – You know, Lonka, – says Ford – I love to collect jokes about

myself. I already have a whole album of them.
 – I collect them too, – nods Brezhnev – I already have a whole

labor camp of them.

• LOL: Brás Cubas
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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129. Buck Ransom says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:00 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Robertson
We would have started the Ukies against Russia by 2018 if
Hillary had won.

Agreed. I think the plan of our Neocon friends was to get the
party started for the 100th anniversary of the Bolshevik
Revolution, which would have been in October of 2017.

It probably had some kabbalistic significance that was thwarted.
The fact that HRC’s humiliating loss prevented this likely
accounts, at least in part, for their demonic rage ever since.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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130. meamjojo says:

September 4, 2023 at 7:01 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago   ↑
@Amalek
Thanks for paying attention to me!
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131. Robert Dolan says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:09 pm GMT • 5.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@D'Marcus
You are kind of mixing your metaphors here.

You blame “boomers” then you shift to the neocons.

Which is it?

“The boomer mime is a deep state fabricated distraction talking
point intended to hide the identity of the real agents of change
since 1960, the American Hebrew hegemony.”

Boomers, like ALL of our citizens, have been lied to since they
were children.

Know nothing idiots blame boomers and women and negroes
and the Jesuits and the Chicoms.

Do boomers run the FED? Are boomers the major donors to
both parties? Do boomers run Hollywood and the media? Do
boomers control our domestic and foreign policy? Are boomers
60% of all university presidents? Are boomers the richest most
influential group on earth? Do boomers run the three letter
agencies? Are boomers promoting the war on Russia?

Old white people, boomers, have no voice whatsoever. I can’t
think of even one policy from the last fifty five years that has
benefited boomers.

You don’t know what the fuck you are talking about.

• Agree: 24th Alabama
• Replies: @Slav, @D'Marcus
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132. Agent76 says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:20 pm GMT • 4.9 days ago   ↑
Aug 24, 2023 Six New Countries to Join BRICS in 2024

BRICS invited six countries to become new members. South
African President Cyril Ramaphosa announced the bloc’s
expansion as the 15th BRICS Summit concluded in
Johannesburg.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/Pww4qLtgah4

• Replies: @meamjojo
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133. Anonymous[183] • Disclaimer says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:41 pm GMT • 4.9 days ago • 700
Words   ↑
US and USSR are different in this regard.

In the USSR, the government controlled everything and ran the
whole economy.

 In a way, the collapse was orchestrated by certain factions of the
Soviet elites because they grew tired of the burden of running
everything. It was no fun.

In the US, businessmen, big and small, run the economy
whereas the politicians just make speeches, discuss laws &
policies, and take bribes(donations). It’s a lot more fun to be a
Western politician than a Soviet one who had to overlook and
manage the national economy, a huge burden.

A bunch of Soviet elites began to think the end of communism
would mean (1) no more burden of running the economy by the
government officials (2) the well-connected in the Soviet
hierarchy would grab most of the loot in the post-communist
order.

 The collapse of the Soviet Union wasn’t a people’s revolution but
an inside job done by the elites.

Because the government ran the economy, the degradation of
the state meant the failure of the economy and the collapse of
the communist system had seismic effects on all of society.

But no matter how degraded the US government becomes, most
of the economy is still in the hands of the private sector.

 Granted, state policy does impact the business sector. The
policy of the Fed for example, but then some argue the Fed is
really a private entity that pretends to be ‘federal’.

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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Also, contra the libertarian argument of the state putting its
thumb on the private sector, it equally true that big money from
the business sector has great influence on government policy.
Big Pharma and regulatory capture, for instance. And how Wall
Street got huge bailouts despite having preached ruthless
market dynamics forever.

 Also, contrary to the simple narrative of the state forcing Big
Tech to censor certain voices, Big Tech is dominated by the
same kind of people who run the Deep State. They share the
same politics and biases.

The biggest threat to the US is Jewish Power neurosis. So much
of US agenda and policy in government institutions and big
industry is predicated on Jewish Globalist Zionists keeping the
power in the West and exerting influence around the world. The
Ukraine War is a Jewish War. So were Iraq and Syria. BLM and
Antifa were unleashed into the streets to cause terror to send a
message to whites: “Don’t mess with the prevailing anti-white
orthodoxy.” Open borders is to boost Diversity against any
chance of white majority power. Blackrock’s ESG is about using
Diversity against whites. It’s not the case that Blackrock is leftist
or for true equality as it has no use for BDS or Palestinian rights.
The riots of 2o20 and the hysterical reaction to Covid were
orchestrated by Jewish Power mainly to unseat Trump.

More than senile politicians, this tribal neurosis is at the heart of
the US sickness. US had incapacitated politicians before, even
at the top. Woodrow Wilson was a goner for his last year and
half. FDR was very sick in the final yrs, and Eleanor did much of
the job.

 The problem today is less the senility of Biden and McConnell
than the vicious vitality of the relatively young and hale Jewish
operatives at all levers of government whose worldview is
predicated not on any concept of National Interest but Tribal
Domination.
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Indeed, post-communist Russia in the 90s lost its chance and
fared worse than under communism precisely because it was
run on the same anti-principles that govern the US today:
Whatever is good for Jewish domination. Russia of the 90s was
a capitalist gangster paradise for the Tribe.

In that sense, Biden today is more like Yeltsin of the 90s than
the old Soviet leaders of the 80s who, by the way, was followed
by the young reformer Gorbachev… who managed to make
things worse.

 History says stagnation + freedom is even worse than mere
stagnation + repression. Stagnation can be managed by
repression but stagnation + freedom means people freely get to
gripe about stagnation without anything meaningful being done
about it.

 Syrian War also happened not because Assad got more
repressive but less so. He allowed more freedom but not enough
change to please everyone. Thus, freedom led to more crises
and bitterness, which could be exploited by color revolution-
instigators.

Jews hate Putin because they had Russia in the palm of their
hands but it was taken away by Putin the nationalist.

 Jews have the US in the palm of their hands and regard any
show of nationalist-populism as having the same effect that
Putinism had on Russia.

• Agree: Anonymousrgc
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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134. Slav says:
September 4, 2023 at 7:59 pm GMT • 4.9 days ago   ↑
@Robert Dolan
American pension funds are ponzi scheme depending on ever
increasing real estate prices. The demonization of boomers is
preparation for what is to come.

• Replies: @YetAnotherAnon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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135. The Alarmist says:

September 4, 2023 at 8:34 pm GMT • 4.9 days ago • 200
Words   ↑

Given that the top leaders of the USSR were so obviously enfeebled, analysts
recognized that they were hardly the real decision-makers of the declining
Soviet colossus that they nominally controlled….

Brezhnev was chosen precisely because he was a consensus-
builder within the broader Politburo; Kruschev was too much of a
loose canon for the Politburo.

Medical science has obviously advanced quite a bit in the last four decades,
but I think the total Western domination of the global media is a more
important factor in this large difference of perceptions. Is Biden really so much
sharper than Brezhnev and Chernenko, or is it simply that our media is better
at hiding his inability from most of the general public?

Pravda and Izvestia were amateur-hour compared to Anglo-
American media.

The Sovs managed to break up without nuclear conflagration (so
far)… the US doesn’t have the statesmen to repeat their
success in unwinding an unhappy marriage without killing the
kids.

• Replies: @Joe Paluka
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136. tyrone says:
September 4, 2023 at 8:35 pm GMT • 4.9 days ago   ↑
@Ron Unz
Thanks for the article and comments and your patience with the
mentally ill (TDS) does you credit.
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137. Derer says:

September 4, 2023 at 8:38 pm GMT • 4.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
This country is possession of a huge amount of arms…and the
Trump “insurrection” on the Capitol was unsuccessful because
for some unexplained reason they forgot to bring their guns for
this important occasion.

Mr. Smith what are you peddling here? Senile Biden won
because of two factors 1) Mail in scam (he was loosing in the
evening but in the morning all mail in went for Biden) 2)
Empirical analysis concluded that in the absence of slimy MSM
suppression of the damaging laptop issue, Trump would be now
sending to jail all the Russiagate cheaters.
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138. HT says:
September 4, 2023 at 8:46 pm GMT • 4.9 days ago   ↑
America used to be a sovereign country. Now it has a sovereign
renegade government which has no accountability to its citizens.
This “administrative state” operates independent of the people
and is now openly engaged in a war with the people. This
situation cannot go on.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

139. mulga mumblebrain says:
September 4, 2023 at 8:52 pm GMT • 4.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Pardon moi, but the truth has NEVER mattered to the Austfailian
MSM for about fifty years, ever since Satan Murdoch cast its
shadow over it in helping drive Whitlam from office. Mind you,
with The Ukraine, the lying has reached truly ecstatic heights of
hero worship of fascists. And the totalitarian Groupthink has
NEVER been more marked.

• LOL: Wizard of Oz
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140. Brás Cubas says:
September 4, 2023 at 9:14 pm GMT • 4.9 days ago   ↑
@Zachary Smith
For what it’s worth:

 ‘Barack Obama’s gay sex fantasy confession is revealed in
unredacted letter to ex: ‘I make love to men daily, in the
imagination”

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12401225/Barack-
Obamas-gay-sex-fantasy-confession.html
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141. Wild Man says:
September 4, 2023 at 9:42 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago • 500
Words   ↑
@saggy
A lot of people are of the mind that the 81 million vote thing is
just a massive joke. No one believes it. That the number is
massively off type of thing. All kinds of elections-data-signals
(comparative voting pattern and such), indicates just that. I think
Paul Craig Roberts thinks along these lines, for instance.

Maybe those that think like that will be vindicated when these
elections-data-signals return to baseline, for the 2024 cycle (no
new voter-pattern-effects actually apparent in data signals?, so
what happened in 2020, then?). But no one is going to believe
anything on any side, pretty much, I think, especially if Trump is
the candidate. How does he think he is going to navigate this? It
seems like it is fubar. This gives me alot of anxiety (because it is
just another sign as to how quickly everything seems to be
spinning out of control overall in the west). Maybe it is kinda
good not to live in America at the moment. But I really hope
America will come out good. I love America. America is just full
of great people, in the main. Also I hope no one shoots Trump.
He is quite the character, … let him live please, ….. even if he is
just floating out there without a plan, … like how the hell does he
think he is gonna navigate this? …… he would need to start civil
war type action immediately after triumphing, if that is even in
any way possible, (i.e. – drain the DC swamp, …. fire everybody
pretty much, ….. which you can’t do if you don’t have a detailed
plan inclusive of replacement personnel already lined-up, new
organizational principles for these new bureaucracies to replace
these rotten ones etc. etc.). Trump’s base would absolutely
demand this if he wins, and this base is growing weary and
impatient all round, and I don’t think will accept any wink wink

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Wild+Man
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nudge nudge, if Trump tries that after a win and doesn’t kill the
swamp …, his base may well kill him, then. What the heck is
Trump thinking as to how he is gonna navigate all this?

Maybe he will purposely lose the actual election (after winning
the nomination) and do it on purpose, to sooth the collective soul
of the nation, avoid civil war, potentially save his own skin, and
kick the can down the road on all this gloabist stuff ….. which
would mean, I think, then, the technocrats win, …. maybe even
fucking the billionaire pole of the globalist dyad, by the
technocratic aspect (probably the technocrats’ sweetest dream)
is in the works. Under this scenario the CIA works the plan, to
screw the billionaire aspect, to take much of their actual loot, to
give muchly to the technocratic aspect, but as well enriching the
covert coffers of the CIA

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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142. anon[215] • Disclaimer says:
September 4, 2023 at 9:53 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
“So in today’s America, all those confused, befuddled Soviet
leaders whom we regarded with such scorn would be youthful
political figures compared to our own President Joe Biden,
currently seeking reelection at the age of 80, or his leading rival,
former President Donald Trump, age 77”

And Jinky Joe & Dashing Don are youthful political figures
compared to some of the preferred political pundits cited in this
breezy article. Seymour Hersh is 86, Ray McGovern is 84,
Michael Hudson is 84; Douglas MacGregor is ‘only’ 70; John
Mearsheimer is 76 this year; even Roger Cohen at 68 is older
than Andropov was. So if this is about ‘gerentocracy’, it cuts both
ways. But not to worry, once the geezers are all gone soon
enough, America should be in great hands with the likes of
adolescent AOC & Ilhan Omar & Jon Ossoff et.al. running the
shitshow.

• Agree: JR Foley
• Replies: @Ron Unz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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143. Daniel H says:

September 4, 2023 at 10:02 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago   ↑
First day of economics class, Sept 2023, Kyiev University.

What do you notice? The evil of all this.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/F5M8fA2WAAAaXdH?
format=jpg&name=900×900

• Replies: @YetAnotherAnon
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144. Robert Dolan says:
September 4, 2023 at 10:24 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
“Maybe he will purposely lose the actual election (after winning
the nomination) and do it on purpose, to sooth the collective soul
of the nation, avoid civil war, potentially save his own skin, and
kick the can down the road on all this gloabist stuff ….. which
would mean, I think, then, the technocrats win.”

Trump doesn’t make that call.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

145. Brás Cubas says:
September 4, 2023 at 10:32 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago   ↑
@Ron Unz

(…) and Tucker Carlson may have now revealed what it was.

Aren’t you overstating Tucker Carlson’s role in this? Larry
Sinclair’s accusations came out in 2008, and the “confession” bit
was a New York Post scoop from last August (see the Daily Mail
piece I linked to in comment number 146). And as a matter a
fact Carlson’s hypothesis is that the press covered it up so as to
have access to the White House, not to prevent Democrat dirt
from being exposed.

• Replies: @Brás Cubas, @Emslander
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146. Legba says:
September 4, 2023 at 10:40 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago   ↑
@Looger
I believe Afghanistan was the West’s Afghanistan.

• Replies: @littlereddot
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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147. Brás Cubas says:

September 4, 2023 at 10:43 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago   ↑
@Brás Cubas
Sorry, the last sentence does not make sense; I got confused.
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148. YetAnotherAnon says:
September 4, 2023 at 10:50 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Slav
“depending on ever increasing real estate prices”

Larry Elliott, the Guardian’s economics editor, actually said that
UK house prices falling 5% was “gloomy news”.

https://www.theguardian.com/business/live/2023/sep/01/uk-
house-prices-fall-rail-strikes-ticket-office-closures-bank-of-
england-us-non-farm-payrolls-jobs-ftse-100-business-live?
page=with:block-64f1deca8f08b9a6738ac35b#block-
64f1deca8f08b9a6738ac35b

“Every cloud has a silver lining, so they saying goes, and there was some
cheerier news for Jeremy Hunt to offset today’s gloomy news on
manufacturing and house prices.”

“UK house prices fell by 5.3% from their peak in August 2022 to this year”

• Agree: Slav
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149. YetAnotherAnon says:
September 4, 2023 at 10:53 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago   ↑
@Daniel H
Can’t see the pic, twitter pics need reformatting thus:

Certainly a shortage of young men in that class.

• Replies: @Anonymous
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150. saggy says: • Website

September 4, 2023 at 11:09 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago   ↑
@Avery
I’m a little surprised Unz would employ such obvious deception
…. and I’m surprised he would say something so idiotic and
destructive (‘the election was obviously stolen’) … actually, I’m
aghast!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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151. 24th Alabama says:

September 4, 2023 at 11:10 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
The U.S. should welcome the Ukrainian “deserters” since they
are the smarter segment

 of the population, having decided against joining the fools
jumping into the Russian

 meat grinder. The War is considered existential by Russians and
they will do anything

 to win.

Of course, our Government prefers the flotsam and jetsam
drifting over the S.W. border

 because they are not white.

• Agree: Z-man
• Replies: @meamjojo
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152. Joe Paluka says:
September 4, 2023 at 11:10 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago   ↑
@Looger
“Like us with COVID.”

The main difference between Covid and Chernobyl is that
Chernobyl was not intentional, Covid was planned out very
carefully to do it’s damage gradually, while making maximum
profit for its creators and sponsors.

• Replies: @Looger
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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153. Miro23 says:
September 4, 2023 at 11:13 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@emerging majority

New Khazaria is the Talmudist wet-dream. Crimea is their current iteration of
the Promised Land. After all, some of their ancestors lived there a thousand
years ago. It’s quite possible that Viccious Nudelman’s cookie lady “Yats is
our man” and “fuck the EU” antics, already some nine years ago was already
dreaming of a nice little chunk of the Crimean shore where she could be the
mistress of a thousand Goyish slaves.

It seems farfetched – but then so did the WMD, the 9/11 and the
Covid planned and executed “events”.

The whole Ukrainian affair + the 500.000 deaths in the last 18
months could in fact be a new NATO protected Homeland
project finally owned and exploited by Black Rock for the benefit
of Jewish elite settlers.

Out of interest, Hitler had a similar idea:

(20) “We’ll supply the Ukrainians with scarves, glass beads and everything
that colonial peoples like. The Germans – this is essential – will have to
constitute among themselves a closed society, like a fortress. The least of our
stable-lads must be superior to any native.” (11) “We’ll take the Southern part
of the Ukraine, especially the Crimea, and make it an exclusively German
colony. There’ll be no harm in pushing out the population that’s there now… ”

Hitler’s Table Talk (20) 17th September 1941 + (11) 27th July 1941

He was also thinking along racist Imperialist lines.

I hasn’t occurred to the Ukrainians, but their best bet is to be
friends with the Russians. They were offered a good deal in
2014. They foolishly rejected it when New-Land/Kagan and the
CIA got involved with their bribes, violence and empty promises.

• Replies: @Brosi
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154. SteveK9 says:
September 4, 2023 at 11:45 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago   ↑
All this great analysis, but this has to be thrown into every
article:

The Covid epidemic took more than a million American lives

Still a fan of Ron Unz though.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

155. Anonymous[548] • Disclaimer says:
September 5, 2023 at 12:06 am GMT • 4.7 days ago   ↑
@YetAnotherAnon

Certainly a shortage of young men in that class.

And a lack of diversity.
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156. Joe Paluka says:
September 5, 2023 at 12:16 am GMT • 4.7 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Liborio Guaso
Throughout history, peoples have colonized, exploited and taken
the resources of weaker nations, Chinese, Arabs, Mongols and
even Blacks and American Indian tribes, the only difference is
when whites did it, they did it more efficiently and on a grander
scale.

While having colonizing them, whites also improved the living
standards of most of the peoples and gave them the many
benefits of more advanced civilization. As with anything else in
life, there were upsides and downsides to colonialism, but
people like you only dwell on the downside, blaming every
problem in your life on the white man’s colonialism that ended in
most third-world nations many years ago.

Fast forward to our present time, the “colonialism” (for want of a
better word) that the US has been pushing on the world for the
past 70 years hasn’t been to anyone’s benefit, except the US.
The people who once benefited from US money and direction in
the late 1940’s early 1950’s, (Europe), now have the US
millstone around their necks, pushing their faces harder and
harder into the dirt.

The constant taste of dirt is now causing many Europeans to
wake up and see the US interference in their affairs as nothing
more than meddling and a grave insult to their natural rights as
nations to run their own affairs. The time to kick the US
meddlers out of Europe and European affairs has never been so
urgent.

• Replies: @cameron love, @littlereddot
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157. Fumanchu says:
September 5, 2023 at 12:19 am GMT • 4.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Yes, and truth not mattering is tied to the total lack of
accountability. No accountability for all the lies that brought us
forever-wars in the ME, and so we lie on the edge of WWIII from
the same cockroaches who got us in the ME. No accountability
whatsoever for the Covid coup, so we are wide open for another
such event. The lack of accountability has been a problem for
more than a century. Only now, they don’t even pretend
anymore.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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158. Hang All Text Drivers says:

September 5, 2023 at 1:00 am GMT • 4.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@meamjojo
“”””Trump won’t be on the ballot. Whats you gonna do then,
bunky? Start another insurrection?””””

———————————————–

There was no insurrection on J6. A bunch of clowns dressed as
vikings and waving flags is not an insurrection. But two unarmed
women were killed by DC cops on J6. It was a double murder.

What did trump do anyway? He told his followers to “fight like
hell” and the press calls that a call to riot!!!!

• Replies: @meamjojo
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159. Hang All Text Drivers says:
September 5, 2023 at 1:08 am GMT • 4.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
“”””Perhaps the most striking thing that we have witnessed in the
last decade— especially since 2016– is how truth no longer
matters much if at all. “”””

 ———————————-

Amen to that. Libs are super-liars and now tell us

1. men can get pregnant

2. math is racist

3. career criminal george floyd was a saint

4. the covid vax is 99.99% safe

5. mutilating 8 year old kids is “gender-affirming care”

• Agree: Anonymousrgc
• Replies: @Wizard of Oz
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160. Wizard of Oz says:
September 5, 2023 at 1:13 am GMT • 4.7 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Ron Unz
Since one of UR’s erratic commenters has posted the following
comment and purported quote on this thread and you are well
read on the origuns of WW2 and Hitler’s ideas, preferences and
decision making I seek your comment on its authenticity and
accuracy.

Out of interest, Hitler had a similar idea:

(20) “We’ll supply the Ukrainians with scarves, glass beads and everything
that colonial peoples like. The Germans – this is essential – will have to
constitute among themselves a closed society, like a fortress. The least of our
stable-lads must be superior to any native.” (11) “We’ll take the Southern part
of the Ukraine, especially the Crimea, and make it an exclusively German
colony. There’ll be no harm in pushing out the population that’s there now… ”

Hitler’s Table Talk (20) 17th September 1941 + (11) 27th July 1941

It is decades since I became vaguely aware of Hitler’s Table
Talk. On the face of it it is a vital part of understanding the years
1933,-1945 as is much of what you, in the shape of reviving
interest in David Irving have done because Goebbels’ diaries
e.g. are amongst critical evidence for understandung Hitler and
the Nazis, not least wrt Jews and Slavs…

• Replies: @Brosi, @Miro23, @Ron Unz
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161. covid vaccine says:
September 5, 2023 at 1:20 am GMT • 4.7 days ago   ↑
The world will know that the American empire has fallen apart
when Israel defects to the BRICS and kicks out the American
military.

• Replies: @Wild Man
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162. Joe Paluka says:

September 5, 2023 at 1:31 am GMT • 4.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@The Alarmist
“The Sovs managed to break up without nuclear conflagration
(so far)… the US doesn’t have the statesmen to repeat their
success in unwinding an unhappy marriage without killing the
kids. ”

I think that they were just a more civil society than we are today.
The violence of WW2 was still fresh in the minds of many, and
they didn’t want to repeat it.

When the US starts to break up, the government’s response will
be analogous to using a sledgehammer to dismantle a bomb.
hundreds of thousands or millions will die due to the belief of
many non-whites that violence is the only way to get what you
want. Violence begats violence.
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163. Zachary Smith says:
September 5, 2023 at 1:35 am GMT • 4.7 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Derer

Senile Biden won because of two factors…

Biden won? Nobody knows who actually won the 2020 election.
Nor the one in 2016, either.

Both political parties have refused to mandate secure and
verifiable voting systems, and have chosen instead to pretend
that “results” from uncheckable Computer Systems used to tally
the votes are reliable. So long as everyone goes along with the
charade, all is well. Because of his oversized ego, Trump chose
to rock the boat, despite accepting the play-pretend election
results of 2016 when he supposedly “won”.

Let’s go back to very localized voting places using paper ballots
placed into transparent boxes. Have a bunch of local volunteers
from both political parties hand-count the ballots while watched
by multiple TV cameras. Afterwards securely store those ballots
so they’ll be available for any desired recounts.

Localized elections would do away with current moves to
“centralize” voting places. No longer would people have to drive
many miles, then wait in enormous lines exposed to all kinds of
weather. I’d also add a system where an aspiring voter has his
face and thumb simultaneously photographed after which that
citizen writes down his/her Social Security Number on the
images when he verifies the pictures belong to him. I believe this
would do away with the millions of Illegal Aliens voting in
California. Bye-Bye Democratic Supermajority there. It would
also crimp the Snowbirds who vote once in the North, then high-
tail it to Florida to vote a second time. It would also put an end to
the crappy Voter ID schemes designed to make it very hard for
poor people with the wrong skin colors to vote.
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As important as voting is supposed to be, let’s also make the
selected day of voting a National Holiday.

• Replies: @Bro43rd
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164. cameron love says:

September 5, 2023 at 1:38 am GMT • 4.7 days ago   ↑
@Joe Paluka
yes eating gmo poison and having jewish mercantalism
destroying natural tribal communities is such a great benefit. the
zionist controlled “european empires” rewrote history and tirned
everyone into debt slaves, there is no upside

• Replies: @Joe Paluka
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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165. Paul WLM says:

September 5, 2023 at 2:06 am GMT • 4.7 days ago   ↑
Mr. Unz always surprises me by his educated and civilized
articles. Wish he becomes mainstream and that his analyzing
skills will be taught at schools. The only way to create progress
in society starts with education. I hope my dream will come true

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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166. Brosi says:
September 5, 2023 at 2:11 am GMT • 4.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
Here is what Ron Unz has written about Wog in the past:

But your willingness to simply ignore all this direct personal testimony simply
proves once again that you’re just a dishonest shill.

I’m busy with my other things and don’t have time to waste arguing about the
Holocaust with you, especially since you’re just some random activist who just
showed up here.

So now Wog shows up on this thread about Brics and post war
USA/USSR and once again spreads lies about the fraudulent
table talk in order to transform the thread into yet another pissing
match about the Holofraud.

There is one area directly related to this thread where Wog
might have been able to provide some useful and interesting
input from his own first hand experience: Senility and dimentia.

• Replies: @Wizard of Oz
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167. littlereddot says:
September 5, 2023 at 2:47 am GMT • 4.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Legba
But Afghanistan was the USSR’s Vietnam, so the US military
proudly claimed.

So then Afghanistan is the West’s Vietnam squared?

It takes a special kind of stupid to make the same horrible
mistake twice.

 ….reminds me of the saying “fool me once….”

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/rQ6N-sb7SVQ
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168. D'Marcus says:
September 5, 2023 at 2:50 am GMT • 4.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Robert Dolan
Dumbass… that quote is from Anglin that Unz linked to…

I was pointing to the sentence where he said that the boomers
flooded the country with immigrants…

Did you ever read Unz on immigration on immigration shit for
brains…

 Go ahead and read his four or five main treatises about
immigration… Oh do you like the one where he insists that the
Beaners are not a problem for the criminal justice system..

Jesus you a moron..
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169. littlereddot says:
September 5, 2023 at 3:01 am GMT • 4.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Joe Paluka

As with anything else in life, there were upsides and downsides to colonialism,
but people like you only dwell on the downside,

The same thing can be said of coloured migration into the USA.

Throughout history, peoples have colonized, exploited and taken the
resources of weaker nations, Chinese, Arabs, Mongols and even Blacks and
American Indian tribes, the only difference is when whites did it, they did it
more efficiently and on a grander scale.

Your last sentence is certainly right. But to suggest that
colonialism is universal is not correct.

There were plenty of cultures who had the same opportunities,
massive power and technological advantage over weaker ones,
but yet did not colonise.
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170. Buck Ransom says:

September 5, 2023 at 3:33 am GMT • 4.6 days ago   ↑
@emerging majority
It is my impression that Ukraine is not working out so well for
those hoping to make it New Khazaria. But hark, are there not
other possibilities for beachside estates and sunny condos, for
example, on the currently depopulating isle of Maui?

And of course, given time, they could always pursue building
new settlements on the adjoining islands.
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171. Pablo says:
September 5, 2023 at 3:36 am GMT • 4.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Just an observation about Mitch McConnell. McConnell has
proclaimed–more than once–that a ‘Medicare-for-All’ Healthcare
System will never happen in his lifetime. But apparently Decrepit
Old Mitch is fine with receiving HIS Healthcare courtesy of the
Taxpayer–triple platinum plated Healthcare at that. Lucky for you
I’m not in charge, Mitch. I’d strip you of your Taxpayer funded
Healthcare. Like the average American you can Pay-as-You-Go.
Out of your own G##damn pocket. It would serve McConnell
right.

• Agree: Daniel H
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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172. Richard B says:
September 5, 2023 at 6:26 am GMT • 4.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@emerging majority
Great comment response. Thanks!

Another part of this of course is Hollywood. I had my suspicions
before ever thought of visiting South America. But when I did
those suspicions were confirmed. The people I got to know in
the many places I visited there over a number of years all
laughed at the Pablo Escobar myth. Please. Guys like that are
used for deflection. The drug trade is completely run by The CIA
(Criminals In America).

It’s important to never forget that the only two winners of WWII
were Zionism and Communism. Ever since then the Gangsters
have been in charge. And they know how to hide. Only now
that’s getting harder to do. And they do seem to be getting, well,
dumber.

• Agree: Unbornawakened
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173. GMC says:
September 5, 2023 at 6:57 am GMT • 4.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Brosi
Excellent Bosi – You’ve been doing your research. I did run into
those jews that wear dredies back in Kiev when I traveled in and
out – some were even from Nwe York but I didn’t think much of it
since they have a couple ” shrines” there. I would image that
once Kolomoisky and the others started to build their
monuments to the Jews in Днепропетровск they flocked there
along with the newest political parties. When Israel let in all
those Russian Jews , they knew they would have carte blanche
access to Ukraine, Russia etc – anytime they needed – and this
could be Russia’s downfall.

• Replies: @Brosi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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174. GMC says:
September 5, 2023 at 7:24 am GMT • 4.4 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@emerging majority
Great observation – There was a small radical TaTar
organization when I was working in Yalta but they stuck to the
mountains, however I ran into a carload of younger ones that
was ” not polite” shall we say and they certainly didn’t like my
foreign ass in Their country. When Russia was voted in , their
FSB broke up all the radical groups and sent their leaders
packing to Ukraine. I don’t see the Crimean TaTars hooking up
with the Jews but the Ukie ones would. Remember, the Crimean
and Russian TaTar have alot of the businesses and land in
Crimea.

That’s a good viewpoint on the N Y jews – needing a place to
run to once the One World Oder gets serious about destroying
the US. They lost Syria which would have been a good hide out
since it has a lot of coastline instead of arab borders. As I’ve
said before , once this war is over, we will really see , who ends
up with what – in Ukraine and where. I think Russia will make
Odecca a neutral zone that the Jews can still run, which means
they will still own much of the farmlands but – we’ll see. Thanks

• Thanks: Brosi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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175. Miro23 says:
September 5, 2023 at 7:27 am GMT • 4.4 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
Off topic, but it’s the US/Russia and Khazaria that got us here.

“…purported quote”

It is decades since I became vaguely aware of Hitler’s Table Talk. On the face
of it it is a vital part of understanding the years 1933,-1945 as is much of what
you (Ron Unz), in the shape of reviving interest in David Irving have done
because Goebbels’ diaries e.g. are amongst critical evidence for
understanding Hitler and the Nazis, not least wrt Jews and Slavs…

I’ve read David Irving’s “Hitler’s War” and found it solid historical
research. This is what he said about Table Talk:

“The Table Talks’ content is more important in my view than Hitler’s Mein
Kampf, and possibly even more than his Zweites Buch (1928). It is
unadulterated Hitler. He expatiates on virtually every subject under the sun,
while his generals and private staff sit patiently and listen, or pretend to listen,
to the monologues.”

https://fpp.co.uk/Letters/Hitler/TableTalk010104.html

I trust David Irving on this.

• Thanks: Wizard of Oz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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176. meamjojo says:

September 5, 2023 at 7:47 am GMT • 4.4 days ago   ↑
@Agent76
What a line of losers, including a guy with a dress and leggings.
Whew.
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177. meamjojo says:
September 5, 2023 at 7:54 am GMT • 4.4 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@24th Alabama

“The U.S. should welcome the Ukrainian “deserters” since they are the
smarter segment

 of the population”

Would you like a bride? If you’re Mormon, you can order more
than one!

 ——–
 In War-Torn Ukraine, Business Is Booming For Mail-Order

Brides
 Inside the morally ambiguous world of Ukraine’s mail-order

bride industry.
 By Lucy Sarret

 25/08/2023 02:51pm BST

“Ukrainian brides are a different breed of women, something
many men appreciate. A woman from Ukraine loves and
respects her man, and she will do anything she can for him.
These women are extremely feminine, and you will enjoy having
such a beautiful creature. If you are nostalgic for the simpler
times, browse through our vast selection of Ukrainian brides.”

This is how self-described ‘mail-order bride’ website RoseBrides
advertises Ukrainian women as an attractive marriage prospect,
highlighting why Western men should take a particular interest.

Mail-order brides are by no means a new phenomenon – the
industry dates the whole way back to 1614 in the US when
companionless men on the frontier would place adverts in the
East looking for women to join them.

And as popularity grew (long before the advent of online giants),
mail-order brides could be found in agency catalogues and
magazine ads, armed only with their glossy, glamorous

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=meamjojo
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headshots.
…

 https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/amp/entry/in-war-torn-ukraine-
business-is-booming-for-mail-order-
brides_uk_64e88f7be4b07541e76f51bd/

• Agree: 24th Alabama
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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178. meamjojo says:

September 5, 2023 at 7:58 am GMT • 4.4 days ago   ↑
@Hang All Text Drivers

“There was no insurrection on J6. ”

Call it whatever makes you happy. But long jail terms are still
being handed out.

• Replies: @24th Alabama
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179. 24th Alabama says:
September 5, 2023 at 7:59 am GMT • 4.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Prominent Potomac swamp pols choose to expire in public,
rather retiring with

 the scant respect and dignity they deserve. People who are
emotional dwarfs and intellectually crippled frequently become
obsessed with acquiring power and money, and once
possessing them they cannot let go.

It isn’t only men like Reagan, Trump, Biden and McConnell who
have decided to

 “die in the saddle,” because Nancy Pelosi and Diane Feinstein,
conspicuously

 afflicted with dementia, have refused to go quietly.

Money and power are also touted as aphrodisiacs by those who
who might know,

 not including most men who have had to resort to using
traditional medicines, and more recently, Viagra.

There is a strong case for compulsory retirement.

• Replies: @Decoy
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180. Joe Paluka says:
September 5, 2023 at 10:53 am GMT • 4.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@cameron love
I never said zionism and jewish mercantilism was of any benefit
to the world. What I said was that European powers from the
15th century to the early 20th century brought benefits to the
colonies that lead to improvements in their lives. Being
introduced to a more varied diet helped many peoples, the
introduction of western law and order ended or cut down on
many tribal practices such as headhunting, cannibalism, blood
sacrifice, slavery etc.

You may not know it or refuse to believe that Europeans were
the first people in the history of the world to make slavery illegal.
The jews didn’t control every aspect of European affairs as you’d
like to think. They’re not gods, they’re just a bunch of highly
networked troublemakers, who’ve been observing peoples for a
long time and know how to exploit their weaknesses.

• Thanks: Wizard of Oz
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181. Emslander says:

September 5, 2023 at 11:10 am GMT • 4.3 days ago   ↑
@Brás Cubas
Obama’s obvious sexual fluidity was one of his electoral
positives. You have to see Democrat choices for what they are.
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182. allyours says:
September 5, 2023 at 12:14 pm GMT • 4.2 days ago   ↑
Egypt and Argentina???

Lordy, please oh bloviating BRICS, may you keep them forever.

Pretty please (with spirinkles on top) take them off of every one
else’s hands.

Those two are the biggest economic nightmares in the world.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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183. Blondie Callahan 1970 says:
September 5, 2023 at 12:57 pm GMT • 4.2 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@James J. O'Meara
Have you ever been polled ? I haven’t . Nor do I know anyone
who’s been polled , ever . Who’s doing the polling ? Who are
they calling ?

I suppose the answer might be who has the majority of land
lines ? People over 60 . I don’t know anyone who still uses a
land line other than older folks . Have a couple of aunts and
uncles who are in their 70s that have them and they voted
Brandon . However to my knowledge they’ve never been polled .
These discussions do come up and I’ve asked people many
times and all of them say nope , never a call .

At this point I have more faith in a X poll , the artist formerly
known as Twitter. I have no faith in the MSM’s town halls with
undecided voters . What a load of shit , there are no undecided
voters today. The rhetoric is Brandon VS Trump 2.0, based on
this people are already decided .

No way in hell Trump won’t get the GOP nod . Unless of course
they get him on something . Who knows ?

No way I believe Trump and the star of The Walking Dead are
tied right now . Out of the 3 or 4 people I know who voted Biden
all of them are throughly disappointed . As they should be . This
isn’t a plug for Trump , it’s just reality .

None of it matters anyway as none of them are going to do
what’s right by our country.

“Garbage in , Garbage out.”
 George Carlin

• Replies: @Wizard of Oz
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184. Abdul Alhazred says:
September 5, 2023 at 1:39 pm GMT • 4.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Ron Unz

Regarding Larry Sinclair, that story was pushed by Webster
Tarpley in a number of articles at the time and including an
appearance at the National Press Club to which shortly
afterwards Beau Biden, the AG of Delaware had Larry arrested
on some old charge…

Tarpley of course wrote the Unauthorized Biography of George
W. Bush with Anton Chaitkin.

In 2008 Tarpley came out during the primary season with
Obama The Postmodern Coup: The Making of a Manchurian
Candidate, that recognized that Obama was a suave zombie
who was a creation of the same apparatus of the oligarchy
around svengali’s like Brzinski, whose aim was world domination
through destruction of Moscow and Beijing. The book starts with
a quote from Putin, and is the first book in print to situate the war
we are in.

Tarpley also wrote a voluminous Obama: The Unauthorized
Biography.

Larry Sinclair was pursued as it was imperative to stop Obama
who had surpassed H.Clinton as public enemy number one.

Tarpley would become a big critic of Trump, especially after he
was sued by Melania for suggesting that she was just a whore…

Tarpley has seemed to forgotten his prescience regarding the
war against Russia that he correctly forecast and is now allowing
his intellectual prowess to to defending Bidenomics

http://tarpley.net/
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• Replies: @RobinG
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185. Wizard of Oz says:

September 5, 2023 at 2:02 pm GMT • 4.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Blondie Callahan 1970
I have had the opportunity to answer a telephone poll many
times (“it will only take 5 minutes”) and I used to answer
sometimes but came to find it so irritating that I gave up and
usually closed the conversation politely (I hope) but abruptly
within 15 or 30 seconds.

I surmise that my response is not unusual and therefore my
main conclusion is that the sample of people responding is very
unlikely to be representaive of the population to which the poll is
directed.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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186. pardisephoned says:

September 5, 2023 at 2:11 pm GMT • 4.2 days ago   ↑
Actually, Trump would be a great candidate for President of
Egypt and Argentina – he’d be perfect.

A lunatic running a lunatic economy.

• Replies: @JR Foley
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187. Wizard of Oz says:
September 5, 2023 at 2:13 pm GMT • 4.2 days ago   ↑
@Brosi
Who is Wog? And where did Ron Unz ever refer to him or her in
those terms? One of Ron’s favourite relatively kind put downs is
that a commenter is “confused”. Could that apply to you?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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188. Wizard of Oz says:

September 5, 2023 at 2:57 pm GMT • 4.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Ron Unz
This thread doesn’t contain your most emphatic insistence on
the worldwide domination of media by the West or America but
these words in your article

the total Western domination of the global media

makes this a suitable place to ask whether

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2023/sep/05/slovakia-elections-
robert-fico-ukraine-russia

givws you pause. After all it is clear that Westrrn media has not
controlled Slovakian media even when a very pro Western PM
or President has been elected.

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
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189. Ron Unz says:
September 5, 2023 at 3:16 pm GMT • 4.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz

Since one of UR’s erratic commenters has posted the following comment and
purported quote on this thread and you are well read on the origuns of WW2
and Hitler’s ideas, preferences and decision making I seek your comment on
its authenticity and accuracy.

Sure, I finally read Table Talk a year or two ago, and it generally
seemed a pretty plausible summary of Hitler’s private
discussions. David Irving seems to regard it as reasonably
reliable and I’ve also seen portions of it regularly cited by various
mainstream historians.

I’ve occasionally cited it in my own comments here, suggesting
that except for fully authenticated documents, it’s probably one
of the best sources of Hitler’s thinking during that period.

• Thanks: Wizard of Oz
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190. Brosi says:
September 5, 2023 at 3:22 pm GMT • 4.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@GMC
Speaking of Kolomoisky, what’s up with this?

Kyiv court orders detention of Israeli-Ukrainian oligarch on
corruption charges

Igor Kolomoisky to be held for two months for alleged fraud and money-
laundering; defense lawyers say he will appeal detention but won’t post bail of
nearly $14 million

Kolomoisky is a banking magnate from Dnipro and a major funder of Jewish
causes and the Chabad movement in Ukraine. He holds citizenship in Cyprus
and Israel as well in Ukraine, where he was born.

Kolomoisky is thought to be the main financier of the flashy, 22-story Jewish
community center built in Dnipro in 2012. He has also poured millions of
dollars of his own wealth into preparing Ukraine’s army to fight Russia since
Moscow’s 2014 invasion of Crimea, and even briefly acted as the head of the
Dnipro region during that crisis.

Kolomoisky had an Airport in Crimea and sued Russia for
access to in it 2016, not long after Maidan.

Is Ukraine purging Kolomoisky on behalf of Russia or the US?

Below the more is a cool clip of what could be a ’68 GMC 4×4
pickup. Is that where you get your handle?

[MORE]
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191. Saracen Slammer says:
September 5, 2023 at 3:23 pm GMT • 4.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Hi Ron,

I wanted to check how large this BRICS block was becoming for
myself without looking at third parties. I compiled some
economic, population, and energy data about all the BRICS
countries involved using recent datasets, including countries
which are not in BRICS or the BRICS expansion, but have
applied to join BRICS. They are sorted in each category by GDP
PPP.

The striking thing to me was just how large this bloc’s potential is
to influence global energy markets. If they can figure out a
reliable and trustless system for currency settlement, they could
easily create an alternative to the dollar for the majority of
international commerce.
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192. Brosi says:
September 5, 2023 at 3:58 pm GMT • 4.1 days ago • 700
Words   ↑
@Ron Unz

David Irving seems to regard it as reasonably reliable

In your recent article titled “Hitler, Churchill, the Holocaust, and
the War in Ukraine” there was a long debate between yourself
and Hadding concerning the accuracy of David Irving’s
description of the events leading up to and during Krystallnacht.
I don’t want to restart that debate, but I find it quite interesting
that you qualified your belief in Irving’s coverage of TT as “pretty
plausible“. I would call this “damning with faint praise”.

Codoh has a revisionist article that casts doubt on the accuracy
of “Table Talks”, which combined with your luke warm
acceptance of its validity casts even more doubt on the reasons
why Wog would drag it into this thread.

[MORE]
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193. Looger says:
September 5, 2023 at 4:06 pm GMT • 4.1 days ago • 800
Words   ↑
@Joe Paluka

The main difference between Covid and Chernobyl is that Chernobyl was not
intentional, Covid was planned out very carefully to do it’s damage gradually,
while making maximum profit for its creators and sponsors.

I believe ultimately it makes no difference. Both empires hit a
wall due to their own internal problems. Covid and Chernobyl
are the symptoms of a sick system, you cannot pretend to be a
world leader without risking the health and wealth of your own
citizens on continually more risky, ie self-destructive behavior.

There was a Soviet trade magazine on newsstands as the
Chernobyl disaster occurred. It extolled the virtues of Soviet
efficiency, as they cut maintenance costs that the capitalist
imperial pigdogs still incurred in their immoral and failing system
at their own nuke plants. It was the continual internal trimming
that really took them down.

You can see this in the arms race, even at the conventional
weapon level. The MiG-23 had big shoes to fill, it was the
second attempt at a replacement for the venerable and
successful MiG-21. However a close look at the 23 reveals
some huge failures:

 1) The intake design was simply ripped off photos and probably
wreckage of the F-4 Phantom, including the adjustable grate to
slow down incoming air. The two aircraft could not be more
different, cutting and pasting whole components is not indicative
of actual R&D.

 2) The electronics of all the early -23s as well as 100% of the
export models had crap avionics and in most cases the SAME
RADAR as the MiG-21. This part of the aircraft was not
addressed until its final versions, and resulted in continual
weakness against western aircraft. This affected political

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Looger
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situations all over the fringes of their failing empire including
Africa (Cubans getting shot out of the air by RSA).

 3) The engine mounts failed if attempting to throttle back too
fast, past MACH-1, and sometimes this was patched by the pilot
losing throttle control for certain speed brackets.

The thing honestly is a rocket ship for a single-engine aircraft,
but that last flaw made pilots timid about speed in general and
created too high a skill floor for foreign pilots to hurdle for basic
competition against western pilots with aids such as digital
electronics and all the situational awareness that came with it.
Incidents like the two Sidra (Lybia) encounters show MiG-23
pilots without situational awareness, flying blindly into trouble.
Their RWRs should have let them know when they were being
painted with radar (ie. time to turn around).

Iran-Iraq war was a long slow stunning defeat for the MiG-23,
three of them fell to one Phoenix missile from a Tomcat. Close
formation for the win! It got to be that once the Iraqis detected a
transponder for the F-14, they grounded their air forces out of
fear.

As for us with covid, the actual components at work are from a
different vector. We are so much more of a productive society
than the Soviet Union was (we were sending them food so they
wouldn’t starve!), and one of the problems with that is we have
the biggest and most virulent parasites in all human history. The
level of their psychopathy is impossible for us little peons to
imagine, and as such the imminent financial failure and
government implosion are manifesting in huge cracks appearing
in the system.

It’s starting with health care, not surprising given how obsessed
the entire west is with prolonging lives full of crappy eating and
lifestyle decisions. We have built a Faustian Beast which is now
hyper-focused on the biggest complainers, which in Canada is
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the old and infirm from all over the 2nd and 3rd world. The
culture-wide obsession with deifying immigrants, has now
passed onto the worship stage as the people financing the
system are becoming slaves and second-class citizens of the
holy newcomers.

This was hugely highlighted with covid, where the newcomers
didn’t have to get the shot for gov’t benefits, didn’t have to close
the mosques, didn’t have to comply with the mask rules, on and
on and on.

Would anyone believe that flights from China and CHINA ONLY
were allowed during the “crisis”?

Immigration is another clue to the health of the structure – if
there truly is a climate crisis, why are we stuffing as many
immigrants as possible (indeed more than possible) to adopt this
evil planet-killing lifestyle?

The climate nonsense is another vector of the vultures circling –
when you get all the voting women to believe in fairies and
magic spells then you eventually will reap the fruits of mass
psychology and the study of man such as Covid.

The more of this crap we believe in, the more we will get.

And that is our Chernobyl – a point that once we pass, we can
never ever recover. It’s all downhill from here, and steep. It’s the
thread that’s pulled on, undoing the sweater of stable civilization.

• Troll: mulga mumblebrain
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194. Brosi says:
September 5, 2023 at 4:32 pm GMT • 4.1 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Looger

However a close look at the 23 reveals some huge failures:
 1) The intake design was simply ripped off photos and probably wreckage of

the F-4 Phantom, including the adjustable grate to slow down incoming air.
The two aircraft could not be more different, cutting and pasting whole
components is not indicative of actual R&D.
2) The electronics of all the early -23s as well as 100% of the export models
had crap avionics and in most cases the SAME RADAR as the MiG-21. This
part of the aircraft was not addressed until its final versions, and resulted in
continual weakness against western aircraft. This affected political situations
all over the fringes of their failing empire including Africa (Cubans getting shot
out of the air by RSA).

 3) The engine mounts failed if attempting to throttle back too fast, past MACH-
1, and sometimes this was patched by the pilot losing throttle control for
certain speed brackets.

America, Fuck Yeah…

HERE’S WHY THE LUFTWAFFE DUBBED THE ICONIC F-104
STARFIGHTER “WIDOW MAKER”

The Starfighter got off to a very bad start in Germany when, in Jun. 1962, four
F-104s were practicing for the type’s “introduction-into-service” display and
crashed in formation, killing all four pilots

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Brosi
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The first futuristic-looking F-104 Starfighter flew in early 1956 and with its long
circular fuselage, sharply pointed nose, and tiny, thin wings, it looked every
inch the best fighter in the world.

Designed by C. L. “Kelly” Johnson and his “Skunk Works,” who developed
some iconic combat-planes such as the U-2 and the SR-71 reconnaissance
aircraft, the Lockheed F-104 was dubbed by the company as the “missile with
a man in it” but by the Luftwaffe (German Air Force) and Marineflieger
(German Navy) as the “widow maker.”

In fact, as explained by Dr. Marshall Michel, 52nd Fighter Wing Historian in his
article F-104: Germany’s ‘Widow Maker,’ the F-104 sleek looks hid a multitude
of flaws.

For instance its wings were so small they could hold neither the landing gear
nor fuel, which all had to be stowed in the fuselage. However the small wings
were necessary to give the Starfighter its excellent acceleration, rate of climb
and top speed. By contrast the small wings gave the F-104 also a poor
sustained turn performance and since the could not carry fuel, the aircraft had
a very limited range.

Moreover the aircraft did not feature a useful radar, and its loadout was made
only by a cannon and heat-seeking missiles, making it a day, clear weather-
only fighter.

• Replies: @Looger, @Joe Paluka
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195. Brosi says:

September 5, 2023 at 5:32 pm GMT • 4.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Ron Unz
A recent book on the fraudulent “Table Talks”…

This ground-breaking book provides the first in-depth analysis and critical
study of Hitler’s so-called table talks and their history, provenance, translation,
reception, and usage.

Based on research in public and private archives in four countries, the book
shows when, why, where, how, by and for whom the table talks were written,
how reliable the texts are, and how historians should approach and use them.
It reveals the crucial role of the mysterious Swiss Nazi Francois Genoud,
as well as some very poor judgement from several famous historians in
giving these dubious sources more credibility than they deserved. The
book sets the record straight regarding the nature of these volumes as
historical sources – proving inter alia The Testament to be a clever
forgery – and aims to establish a new consensus on their meaning and
impact on historical research into Hitler and the Third Reich.

• Thanks: Brás Cubas
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196. Looger says:
September 5, 2023 at 5:46 pm GMT • 4.0 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Brosi
There’s been many mis-steps and failures in the century of
manned aircraft, on all sides – but the Starfighter was perhaps
the victim of unlimited budgets (see the F-111) and not the
opposite.

It also has the historical distinction of seeing little to no actual
action. And it was designed during that funny period of nuke-
tipped tactics, developed due to a non-existent bomber threat.

The F-104 Starfighter was junk because it was poorly designed
and was the lone export survivor of numerous like failures,
fighters cut down to the nuts with small payloads such as the
Delta Dagger and Delta Dart. Somehow foreign governments
bought the thing (including mine) but its very weird and small era
of SAC nuclear war simply never happened.

The MiG-23 is junk because it was sold to be in service against
Mirage F-1s, F-14s, and other aircraft that were 10 years ahead
of it. The fourth generation of fighter aircraft is when the gap
between East and West was really opened up. By the time the
Soviets had the MiG-29 Fulcrum out there, the empire had all
but fallen – and their copy of the F-15 (they obtained the plans
and made their own version), the Su-27 Flanker, didn’t come out
until after the Union fell.

All I can say that’s good about the -23 is that it was the first of
their fighters designed to be flown from dirty roads and had over-
strength landing gear.

If the F-104 is junk, I cringe at the idea that a Soviet poor man’s
copy was probably on drawing boards somewhere.

• Replies: @Brosi
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197. Brosi says:

September 5, 2023 at 5:59 pm GMT • 4.0 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Ron Unz
Hitler’s Table Talk: The Definitive Account

By the conclusion, you start to get the clear picture, as did Nilsson, that a lot
of what went wrong had to do with what one single con artist—the
unrepentant Swiss Nazi banker François Genoud—did to manipulate
decades of historians into doing his bidding by replicating and
validating his own myths and fabrications. A single man behind it all;
mostly invisible to the public, as his involvement was barely if ever even
mentioned in historical treatments and third-party publications of the Table
Talk, and thus all his devices and manipulations went unnoticed until Nilsson
uncovered them all. I was among the first to signal this might be the case, as
it was my article in GSR that exposed the first evidence of Genoud being
the actual fraud behind it, when I uncovered how he doctored his own
French translation, and that the English translation was based on that—
for reasons I then did not know and could not explain; Nilsson uncovers
the hidden truth: Genoud had forced by secret contract everyone
involved in producing the English edition—publishers, translators, and
its editor and endorser, the renowned Hitler historian Hugh Trevor-Roper
—to only use his French as their base text. Nilsson explores various
reasons why Genoud did that, though certainty may never be ours, as his
motives Genoud took with him to the grave…along with the original
manuscript, apparently—no version of which survives

Holofraud liars like Wog keep adding layer after layer to all the
old Ehrenberg lies about the NSDAP. The entire garbage heap
of propaganda created by Jews has to be completely discarded
and ignored, especially including the holofraud and extending all
the way to today’s narrative propagated by the ADL, Bnai Brith,
and every living lying Rabbi on the face of the planet.
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198. Brosi says:
September 5, 2023 at 6:14 pm GMT • 4.0 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Looger
This Myth-Busting Walk-Around Of The Soviet MiG-23 Flogger
Fighter Is A Must-Watch

The very first Flogger fighters were introduced to service without their
intended radar, or even medium-range air-to-air missiles, while the MiG-
23ML was a much more modern proposition, with better handling and
maneuverability thanks to a more powerful engine and lighter airframe. The
avionics and weapons were updated, too.

In the four years that the MiG-23ML has been in his charge, Ward says he
has not come across any pilot or maintainer that didn’t “absolutely just love
this airplane.”

The MiG-23ML that we see in Florida still has its J-band radar installed.
Known to NATO as High Lark 2, this operates across 10,000 to 20,000
megahertz and has a range of 53 miles, Ward says. It was actually a very
respectable piece of kit for its time, with a look-down shoot-down capability to
detect, track, and engage low-flying targets, and electronic counter-
countermeasures to defeat enemy jamming. In Ward’s words, it’s
“outstanding.”

The “incredibly rugged” landing gear on the Flogger is seriously tough,
enough to operate from rough and even unimproved airfields and to handle
the demands of operating with up to 6,700 pounds of ordnance hanging from
the jet. Brakes on all three wheels allow “very short landings,” aided by a
braking parachute in the tail, and the ingenious way the undercarriage
deploys and retracts through a process of hydraulic rotation is something
worth looking at in itself — as in the video below.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Brosi
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No, the intake design wasn’t stolen from the F-4

Ward also takes on another Western fallacy about the MiG-23, which
supposes that the designers at Mikoyan-Gurevich took the engine intake
design from the F-4 Phantom II and used it on the Flogger. Not true, says
Ward, who points out that, while the form and function are similar, the MiG-23
has a completely different intake with different dimensions.

The cleverly engineered intake serves to manage the turbulent boundary layer
airflow over the airframe, with a splitter plate and variable ramps in the intake
ensuring the airflow is decelerated to subsonic speed before feeding the
engine, preventing unstable supersonic air from slamming into the engine and
maintaining efficiency.
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199. Wild Man says:
September 5, 2023 at 6:47 pm GMT • 4.0 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@covid vaccine
OMG wouldn’t that ever be a helpful turn of events. But more
likely, Israel is gonna try to play one side against the other and
pretend to be friends (as well as pretend to be enemies) with
both, as the circumstance dictates (more or less in keeping with
the general Jewish gestalt of crypsis – ‘I am in charge of all
accurate descriptions of Jewdom, I say what a Jew is …. and
sometimes we feature it like the Jew is you ….. hahahaha! …
hahahaha!, ….. hahahahahaha!!!’).

But I think you are right, in the sense that we will know that the
American empire has fallen apart when Israel begins to do this
just this (play sides bigtime).

I dunno, …. despite all the Jews’ positive traits, …… this
negative aspect is so bad, … it really does therefore amount to
‘a chronic parasitic infection’. And it appears that it is Jewish
leadership that is mainly responsible for this. Regular Jews
should be profoundly disturbed by what the Jewish leadership
does, yet in the main, doesn’t seem to be concerned at all.

If the whole Jewish gig in the west, is about crypsis … well …
pretty sure crypsis is a trait required for parasitism, and then the
rest of the shoe fits. It will be interesting to see how the newly
expanded BRICS responds to any Israeli overtures. It would be
much better if the whole world dealt with the JQ, collectively,
actually, …. that is how bad it is. And the sad part is, regular
Jews tend to have such positive traits (like intelligence), that in
no way shape or form, does it have to be this way (they instead
could be stellar members of the true-west collective, for
instance, if they wanted to go that way). Sad, sad, sad.
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200. Poupon Marx says:

September 5, 2023 at 6:53 pm GMT • 4.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@meamjojo
Putin and others have said that the exodus of liberals, Western
value pussies, and klepto-oligarchs was a blessing. Who wants
traitors, weak-minded fops like this, anyway.

And this is for the Village Idiots, namely John Johnstein, proud
Germanic-Nordic dull normal, Me am Jew, Jew, who is so lame,
the Mossad put him on information disruption on here and
elsewhere, which amounts to low value and a subsidy for the
Matzo brain nincompoop.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/HwOyeX_Pv2w

Putin wanted to conquer Ukraine, revive the old CCCP, eh?
Imbeciles.
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201. annacat says:
September 5, 2023 at 7:17 pm GMT • 4.0 days ago   ↑
@Brosi
Thanks for info.
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202. Looger says:

September 5, 2023 at 7:54 pm GMT • 3.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Brosi
Touche on the intake design, I confess to never seriously
investigating it. I’m guilty of believing info that’s in line with my
pre-conceived notions.

BUT

The -ML was never exported, and in the Cold War it was the
client states who dictated the expansion or the prestige of that
entire half-world faction. What was in the sky against the
Israelis, Iranians, South Africans, etc. was simply not up to the
task.

Comparing the final MiG-23 to its original competition is a non-
starter and is using an historical revisionist time machine to
erase a decade that included the F-15’s dominance over
Lebanese skies, and the only MiG-23 feats of note including
Cubans defecting to Florida by flying under the radar.
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203. Joe Paluka says:
September 5, 2023 at 9:30 pm GMT • 3.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Brosi
Canada had a great fighter around that time called the Avro
Arrow, it was so much better than anything the US was
producing at that time it’s rumored that the US put so much
pressure on Canada that it was scrapped.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/yAJb3Uq6X6k
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204. Antediluvian Doomer says:
September 5, 2023 at 9:35 pm GMT • 3.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
Unz is a limited hangout specialist, everything he writes is
intricately manicured in such a way as to be half inconvenient
truths (inconvenient for the Jew) which are no longer reasonably
deniable from the perspective of lucid, coherent truth-seeking,
and half distractive, obtuse tangential bullcrap inserted for the
purpose of either distracting dumb but incredulous goyim from
the remainder of the truth, or for planting seeds of conflict in
truth-bearing narratives using the Cass Sunstein MindWar
doctrine of “cognitive infiltration,” even going so far as to mention
the Sunstein tactic in discussions on this website in order to
muddy waters and accuse good-faith interlocutors of
disinformation-peddling. He does it on purpose, he is constantly
creating these narrative schisms with the intent of slowing down
dumb goyim noticing what the Jew is up to in anticipation of the
imminent eschaton which international Jewry is working
assiduously to force upon humanity via WW3.
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205. Chebyshev says:
September 5, 2023 at 9:49 pm GMT • 3.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑

Just last week extremely harsh sentences were imposed upon several
additional January 6th Trumpist protesters, including those whose crimes
hardly seemed to exceed trespassing or petty vandalism.

The Biden administration and its allies feel that in order to
burnish their legitimacy, totally anathematizing those pro-Trump
protestors as dangerous seditionists is absolutely necessary.
With all the media coverage of those protestors, there is very
little attention given to the major corruption of the current regime.

I would love to know how Trump’s impeachable interactions with
Zelensky, Gordon Sondland, and Alexander Vindman regarding
Hunter Biden’s activities in Ukraine intersected with the
subsequent Hunter Biden laptop story and the Nord Stream
pipeline bombings. The Ukrainian government must have been
irritated with Trump for not being sufficiently supportive of
Ukraine and not being eager to go to war with Russia, and
surely wanted him out of office. Hunter was deeply involved with
a Ukrainian natural gas company, his activities were hidden from
the public when his father was on the ballot, and then later on
Russia’s European natural gas pipelines were destroyed on his
father’s watch.

There is a lot there, and the media would rather focus on minor
damage to the Capitol committed by Trump fans two and a half
years ago.
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206. James Scott says:
September 5, 2023 at 10:03 pm GMT • 3.8 days ago   ↑
BRICS means an end to abundance in the USA. When the
abundance ends all of you people who are so sure white people
are weak are going to be in for a surprise.

Pogroms are coming Ron and you will be leaving. Good.
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207. Anonymous[521] • Disclaimer says:

September 5, 2023 at 11:00 pm GMT • 3.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Actually, what we have here is the world deciding what they
want their money to be and do. They want it to be a medium of
exchange, a unit of account, and a store of value. Like it was
before economically illiterate CIA ratfuckers decided to turn their
perfectly good currency into another sneaky ratfuck weapon for
the DO knuckledraggers:

https://thesixtheye.org/podcasts

With Cohen in his big staff job we can expect to see DO’s last-
gasp attacks with their treacherous Jewbucks.
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208. Decoy says:
September 5, 2023 at 11:21 pm GMT • 3.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@24th Alabama
“Nancy Pelosi and Diane Feinstein, conspicuously afflicted by
dementia, have refused to go quietly”

Feinstein is well past the stage whereby she is determining
whether to stay or to go. Her handlers, and they are numerous,
are making that decision. Chuck Schumer is definitely involved
as well as her Chief of Staff who faces loss of a prominent
position.

This situation reminds me of a comical episode when the Illinois
Governor had a Senate appointment in his grimy hands when
Obama was elected President. At that point Blagojevich was
already being wire tapped by the Feds. As might be expected,
he was getting a lot of phone calls from Illinoians who wanted to
make sure Blago knew that they were ready to sacrifice
themselves to nobly serve their country. One of the groveling
recorded calls came from 3rd generation billionaire and current
Governor Pritzger. At that point Blagojevich blurted out to one of
his aids (recorded) “this appointment thing is f…ing” Golden”.

Its still Golden in today’s market.
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209. Stealth says:
September 6, 2023 at 12:44 am GMT • 3.7 days ago   ↑
@Zachary Smith
Is that you, Mr. Cole?
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210. mulga mumblebrain says:

September 6, 2023 at 2:43 am GMT • 3.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@James Scott
Yes-I heard the crazy Sinophobe Naomi Wolf (who is doing
sterling work exposing the modified mRNA death-shots, but
appears to have lost her mind with race hatred of China)
declaring wistfully, that she wanted to return to that ‘good life’
that was enjoyed in the USA when she was younger. I rather got
the impression that she believes that China stole it from her
country.
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211. marylinm says:
September 6, 2023 at 2:44 am GMT • 3.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
FDR promised the Soviets half of Germany in 1940. Not as a gift
to his beloved comrade Stalin. But to exterminate the German
genotype, and replace it with the “homo sovieticus”
manufactured apes. Stalin took the bait in a very predictble
“wow” moment. But the “Gott mit uns” talisman saved the
Germans from sure eradication.

The same trick is planned now on China. They will be promised
half of Russia. Not as a gift, but to exterminate the Russian
genotype, and get it replaced with the “homo masturbatus”
manufactured apes. Only an idiot would assume that the
Chinese are that stupid.

If neither WW1, nor the WW2 worked for you, then why would
you want to presume that WW3 is going to be any different?
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212. mulga mumblebrain says:
September 6, 2023 at 2:52 am GMT • 3.6 days ago   ↑
@Joe Paluka
Like the TSR2. Mind you the F-111 was a very good plane. The
USA does NOT have allies, just vassals and one Master-Israel.
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213. mulga mumblebrain says:
September 6, 2023 at 3:21 am GMT • 3.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
Off your meds, again, are you Top Level? You quote a
propaganda hit-piece from the Guardian sewer, by one of it more
ancient agit-proppers, one who must have happily sold out when
the shit-rag went full Western supremacist, doing a smear job on
a candidate who dares to be opposed to the globalist agenda.
And who does not wish to fervently support a fascist puppet
regime in The Ukraine. A sort pf pre-emptive regime avoidance,
rather than regime change, operation. All to ‘refute’ Western
propganda ubiquity. It does NOT compute.
The current Slovakian incumbent is yet another she-male,
Stepfordesque WEF clone, a real PILF (they don’t select
uncomely feminazis, that’s for sure-bad for the advertising, I
suppose)which once worked for the Soros ‘Open Society’
apparatus. Quel surpise!

 Otherwise, Top Level, I found a delicious quotation that
immediately put me in mind of you. It was in a letter from Martha
Gellhorn to Lady Joan Zuckerman, on the occasion of her
husband, Solly’s, death in 2003, at 88.

 ‘As he grew old, his vanity was touching, as if he didn’t really
know his own unique value and he had to reassure himself with
the names of all the important people he was seeing, when he
was far more unusual and brainier than any of them.’

 At least you are discreet enough not to drop names when
recounting your innumerable interactions with the ‘elites’ you
mingle with, as if to the manor born.
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214. Derer says:
September 6, 2023 at 6:15 am GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Slav
What are you suggesting? The little “emperor” of Ukraine –
appointed by the criminal interference of Washington morons –
disbanded parliament, political parties, and independent media.
Escape from Ukraine was the only avenue left to express their
opposition to the UkiNazi regime.

How many Czechs or Slovaks, escaping communist tyranny in
1968, were sent back to Czechoslovakia?
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215. Brosi says:

September 6, 2023 at 6:29 am GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Antediluvian Doomer
If UR was a “limited hangout”, that would explain why the ADL
has never “cancelled” it.

However, the degree of freedom of speech in the comments
section belies this assertion. Now it could be that this one outlet
of free speech, outside of Gab, is deliberately set up so that all
dissenters can be funneled into UR comments and scraped,
monitored, doxxed and prepared for cancellation.
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216. Wizard of Oz says:
September 6, 2023 at 6:53 am GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Brosi
Does anyone plausibly deny that Bormann and his subordinates
did actually compile records of Hitler’s table talk? What stands
out as the most likely fraudulently manufactured parts of what
mow pears to be the best text? Are there gotcha passages
where it could be said with certainty that Hitler was not at the
place alleged on the day of the supposed table talk or that the
people supposed to be present weren’t?
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217. Wizard of Oz says:

September 6, 2023 at 7:00 am GMT • 3.5 days ago   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain
It would be mildly interesting to know why you so often choose
my comments for purported replies which have nothing to do
with the question I raised. Are you doing diversionary job for Ron
who never, I think, replies when you have?
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218. 24th Alabama says:
September 6, 2023 at 7:17 am GMT • 3.5 days ago   ↑
@Decoy
Walker, Ryan, Kerner and Blago were all Governors and all
crooks,

 but were the best men Illinois could find, confirming Mark
Twain’s

 insight that “politicians are the only permanent class of
criminals.”
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219. BlackFlag says:

September 6, 2023 at 8:45 am GMT • 3.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Saracen Slammer
Couldn’t such a diverse block, reliant on key members bearing
potential differences, e.g. China and India, be unwieldly and
thereby weaker than its size would indicate? For example, what
would happen in a system where unit of account is based on the
currencies of 5 of its leading members if one member was to
leave?

Maybe the world get splits into two roughly equal sized trading
blocs for a couple generations.

OTOH, the larger the block, the more attractive it becomes. If
BRICS++ is really implemented with over 50% of GDP, we might
be at the tipping point where a key American ally defects.
Overnight China becomes the new world leader.
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220. Bro43rd says:
September 6, 2023 at 10:48 am GMT • 3.3 days ago   ↑
@Zachary Smith
Fine by me as long as participation in the system is voluntary, no
force or coercion involved. The whole system is rotten though.
Elections are circus. The idea that with the “right” leaders
government will be benevolent is idiotic.

Peaceful separation could work.
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221. Ron Unz says:

September 6, 2023 at 12:37 pm GMT • 3.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@anon

And Jinky Joe & Dashing Don are youthful political figures compared to some
of the preferred political pundits cited in this breezy article. Seymour Hersh is
86, Ray McGovern is 84, Michael Hudson is 84; Douglas MacGregor is ‘only’
70; John Mearsheimer is 76 this year; even Roger Cohen at 68 is older than
Andropov was. So if this is about ‘gerentocracy’, it cuts both ways.

Sure, that’s a fair point. But those other individuals still seem
very sharp and thoughtful, and they stand on the analysis
provided in their own current writings and public interviews. If
they merely seemed to be mouthing slogans or reading the
words penned by others, neither I nor anyone else would pay
much attention to them.
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222. Avery says:
September 6, 2023 at 12:59 pm GMT • 3.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Ron Unz
{Seymour Hersh is 86, Ray McGovern is 84, Michael Hudson is
84; Douglas MacGregor is ‘only’ 70; John Mearsheimer is 76 this
year;}

Also, BIG difference between Hersh, McGovern, Hudson, etc…,
quote, ‘political pundits’ and ‘political leaders’.

Soviet leaders were political leaders of a nuclear armed
superpower.

 Biden is the putative political leader of a nuclear superpower.

Hersh, et. al. cannot possibly start any wars, including a global
nuclear war: on the other hand demented Biden is the
Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces of US. For example,
he is the one* who sends ~$120 billion to Ukraine, and keeps
goading** Russia & Putin. All those ‘pundits’ can do is bloviate:
they are no danger to anyone.

Biden — and whoever is manipulating him — can get us all
killed.

___________________
 * well, it’s not actually him, but…….

** he was stupid/senile/demented enough to publicly boast that
he would blow up Nordstream2.

 Now Russians have responded asymmetrically. Putin has
reportedly given North Korea Topol-M nuclear capable ICBMs.
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223. Avery says:
September 6, 2023 at 1:10 pm GMT • 3.2 days ago   ↑
@Avery
Addendum:

I read somewhere long time ago that Brezhnev — in a non-lucid,
confused state of mind — gave the OK to invade Afghanistan, a
disastrous decision for USSR in retrospect.

[Leonid Brezhnev New Year’s Address (1979)]
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224. 24th Alabama says:
September 6, 2023 at 11:50 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@emerging majority
Umerov does resemble a Khazarian chimp rather than a
Mongol-like Tatar.

 Seeing him sitting next to my apelike fellow Mobile, AL native,
Lloyd Austin,

 I thought I had stumbled onto an African Zoology site, but it was
the web page

 of The American Embassy in Ukraine.

Austin skillfully parlayed his military career into an extremely
profitable

 Board position at Raytheon, picking up at least four million for
arduous labor

 on behalf of a standout member of the MIC, while also receiving
a handsome

 retirement pension from the Army

And, the General has carefully selected his personal friends,
who included his

 investment pal Tony Blinken and his military buddy, the late
Beau Biden.

 Proving that he has a hound dog’s nose for sniffing out the real
overseers of

 all things political and financial, Austin has been a faithful stooge
for AIPAC.

Is it not peculiarly coincidental how the cloaks of our military
misadventures

 have been woven of financial fabric.
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225. Mr. XYZ says:
September 7, 2023 at 1:00 am GMT • 2.7 days ago   ↑
@Ron Unz
What are your thoughts on Hitler’s Second Book as a
summation of his thoughts during the late 1920s? This is, of
course, over a decade before the start of Hitler’s Table Talk,
IIRC.

• Replies: @Ron Unz
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226. Mr. XYZ says:

September 7, 2023 at 1:19 am GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Ron Unz

And once the story was finally published in the pages of the New York Post,
America’s oldest newspaper, all links to the Post article and its website were
suddenly banned by Twitter, Facebook, and other social media outlets to
ensure that the voters remained ignorant until after they had cast their ballots.

That was truly unacceptable, I suspect. I understand media
companies’ unwillingness to cover a story that they think could
help a candidate whom they consider to be an existential threat,
especially right before an election (if, purely hypothetically,
media companies considered Al Gore to be an existential threat
before the 2000 election, for instance, I suspect that they would
be justified in not covering Bush’s DUI story until after the 2000
election), but I think that they should also allow other media
companies to make a different calculation in regards to this.
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227. Ron Unz says:
September 7, 2023 at 3:08 am GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Mr. XYZ

What are your thoughts on Hitler’s Second Book as a summation of his
thoughts during the late 1920s? This is, of course, over a decade before the
start of Hitler’s Table Talk, IIRC.

I finally read it a couple of years ago, and nothing really jumped
out at me or stuck in my mind. I’m sure someone who
specializes in that historical era would have gotten much more
out of it.

• Replies: @Mr. XYZ
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228. Mr. XYZ says:
September 7, 2023 at 4:07 am GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Ron Unz
Thanks for your thoughts, Ron. What I find interesting is that
IIRC, in his second book, Hitler lamented the loss of millions of
Germans in the past due to emigration (such as to the US) and
apparently felt that having more living space for Germany would
solve this problem. Of course, what Hitler neglected to mention
is that Germany’s TFR was already much lower than it
previously was.

Hitler also discussed Kalergi’s European Union idea in his
second book and dismissed it as an alternative to Lebensraum
to due Hitler perceiving some European peoples to be racially
unfit to be put in the same country as Germany or something like
that.

I can provide the necessary quotes for you, if necessary.

• Replies: @Ron Unz
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229. niceland says:
September 7, 2023 at 4:38 am GMT • 2.6 days ago • 600
Words   ↑
In the article Mr. Unz writes:

These historical echoes between our own political decline and that of our
vanished superpower rival of the Cold War [the USSR] are obviously
disturbing. But there are also other important differences, and some of
these are not necessarily to the advantage of our own situation.

The USSR of the late Soviet era was a sleepy place, whose cautious and
conservative leaders were content to tread water even as their mighty empire
gradually rusted away. I despised it at the time and certainly hoped and
expected that it would eventually collapse, but I never feared its elderly
leaders might provoke a world war in their dotage.

In sharp contrast, the exceptionally reckless and aggressive Neocons have
gained complete mastery over the political and media levers that control both
our political parties, and therefore they easily pull the strings of the elected
officials who nominally govern us.

These differences are perhaps interesting to explore further. In
the USSR at the time there was lack of ideological conviction to
continue the USSR. Looking west the grass looked greener in
many ways and the old communist slogans had hollow ring to
them. It was increasingly difficult to defend the USSR economic
system with west European middle class having dishwashers
and driving a Volvo. Instead of ideological conviction the USSR
was closer to having ideological crisis. The U.S. doesn’t have
this problem, the official rhetoric and it seems public opinion in
the ‘west’ in general indicates we are on the right course, even
the only possible course. So the U.S. elites have ideological
conviction to continue and ‘preserve’ status quo.

But there are other elements driving policy, like financial
incentives of the elite. In the USSR, if I understand correctly,
most of the economy was state owned. Sure, party members
and perhaps others lined their pockets and skimmed
considerable wealth off the system and higher ranking figures
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perhaps had two houses and a small car collection. All in all, I
think this was still somewhat limited. Party members had to tow
the party line and they probably kept an eye on each other.
Someone going too far in enriching himself probably became a
target. And after all this had to be limited because it was totally
out of line with the USSR concept of equality. Sure, for party
members this was no doubt comfortable system but I bet many
of them didn’t worry too much about change to the western
model that could bring even more opportunities.

If we look at financial incentives for the U.S. or western elites the
picture is very different. In the USSR the military defense
apparatus was state owned with zero private companies
contributing. In the U.S. today we have ~ $one trillion ‘defense’
budget – amount the size of the GDP of the Netherlands, or the
GDP of Denmark and Norway combined! – with much of the
money flowing to private contractors and companies, no doubt
owned in part the the ‘elite’. This is just one example of many
why the U.S. elites have huge financial incentives to continue
status quo. Contrast this with the USSR system with just party
members skimming cup change off the defense budget or the
totally boring USSR banking system vs. Wall Street!

The way I see it, there are certainly some similarities between
the last years of the USSR and the current U.S. situation like Mr.
Unz points out. Both had ‘sleepy’ high ranking politicians doing
more of the same. The difference is the driving force behind
them, in the USSR it lacked ideological conviction and
substantial financial incentives. In the U.S. there is no shortage
of both and it won’t go quietly into the night like the USSR did.
It’s a powder keg and we are already seeing it in Ukraine and
the U.S. policy towards China.
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230. 24th Alabama says:
September 7, 2023 at 6:27 am GMT • 2.5 days ago   ↑
@meamjojo
With vicious prosecutors, docile juries and vengeful, ideological
left-wing judges in the DC Circuit, long sentences for trespassing
would be expected. If Trump is elected I would predict
immediate and unconditional pardons for all.
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231. GMC says:
September 7, 2023 at 8:28 am GMT • 2.4 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Brosi
Ya, I liked the older Chevy and GMC trucks – 50s-60s and I had
a couple up in Alaska that I put larger wheels { chains when
needed too } on and with a load in the bed and that old Granny
gear , you could go to a lot of trails lookin for moose etc. , but it’s
also my initials.

I think Kolomoisky’s pinch is just Zelensky’s way of kissin
Washington’s ass in order to show the – get tough on corruption
BS campaign as in all show. Kolomoisky has laundered more
money than the Biden crime family so Washington was out to
shake him down right before the Russians pushed into Ukraine.
Could be just a continuation.

I still think that the Ukie and Russian Oligarchs had a different
plan on how to keep Ukraine together and still keep Crimea in
Their hands but the Neocon Jews in E U and Washington had a
different , more war mongering type plan and they overruled the
Local Oligarchs and took over Kiev. I think this fight between the
Oligarchs is still going on. Talk about some stupid greedy
assholes – the Jews have em too. Russia seems to leave the
Oligarchs alone , unless they are in Russia – they know
eventually the CIA, Mossad or MI6 will get tired of them and
suicide them . My 2 Rubbles – thanks.
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232. mulga mumblebrain says:
September 7, 2023 at 8:37 am GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
That you cannot, or refuse to, follow my clear logic critiquing
your convoluted ramblings, surprises me not at all. And your
paranoia, and grandiosity, are showing-there’s no conspiracy to
get you, Top Level. You do that job well enough yourself.

• Troll: Wizard of Oz
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233. mulga mumblebrain says:

September 7, 2023 at 8:40 am GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@BlackFlag
It has been the West against the Rest for five hundred years.
The Rest have FINALLY had enough of Western brutality and
arrogance.

• Agree: JR Foley
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234. AlexanderEngGB says:

September 7, 2023 at 8:51 am GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Hang All Text Drivers
I reckon 70% of the vote will be enough for Trump to win the
election. I don’t think the ruling oligarchs will allow him to be
President for another full term, though, if they allow him to be
inaugurated. It’ll be interesting if he’s officially elected again.
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235. 24th Alabama says:
September 7, 2023 at 8:12 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@niceland
It is Brezhnev’s unhappy fate to be remembered for his
eyebrows, his medals and his failure to master the Afghan
Misstep, a “dance of death” originated by Alexander, done
“bloody wrong” by the British and perfected to a disastrous
climax by the Americans. To their credit, the Chinese and
Russians now have opted for a waltz of friendly persuasion
which may enable them to extract Afghanistan’s mineral wealth
in return for economic aid.

Those who arrogantly ignore history will be forcefully taught by
experience. Delusions of omnipotence have yet to win a single
war, but we will keep on trying, at least until we run out of
Ukrainians. “Rivers of Blood” will not deter us since it’s not our
blood.
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236. Slav says:
September 7, 2023 at 11:58 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago   ↑
@Derer
“How many Czechs or Slovaks, escaping communist tyranny in
1968, were sent back to Czechoslovakia?”

There was no tyranny, just a restored order. They should at least
be charged for their education the country gave them. Ungrateful
traitors. Most of them were highly educated for free.

• Agree: mulga mumblebrain
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237. Slav says:

September 8, 2023 at 12:15 am GMT • 1.7 days ago   ↑
@Derer
You, in the west, are free to take all the banderite scum. Most of
the western commenters on this site are sympathetic to their
ideology after all.
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238. James Scott says:
September 8, 2023 at 2:05 am GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Decoy
Feinstein has been trading California’s share of the Federal tax
allotments to other states for yes votes for money for Israel for
decades. A mestizo is going to replace Feinstein and trade their
vote for money for Mexico. The j e w s will live to rue the day
they imported the mestizo’s who do not like jews whites or
blacks.
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239. anon[288] • Disclaimer says:

September 8, 2023 at 2:54 am GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@emerging majority
Stalin’s Secret Pogrom

 The Post War Inquisition of Jewish Anti Fascist Committee

published in association with US Holocaust Museum writes in
details about Russian Jews and American Jewish groups
working hands in gloves to establish Crimea as a Jewish
enclave .

 Stalin reneged sesnsing ethnocentric Jewish resistance to
identity dissolution in Soviet.

But another angle to this story is the mass expulsion of Tartar.
Were they expelled to make room for Jewish ?
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240. Ron Unz says:
September 8, 2023 at 2:57 am GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Mr. XYZ

What I find interesting is that IIRC, in his second book, Hitler lamented the
loss of millions of Germans in the past due to emigration (such as to the US)
and apparently felt that having more living space for Germany would solve
this problem…I can provide the necessary quotes for you, if necessary.

Sure, I remember reading that, though I hadn’t been sure
whether it was in Mein Kampf or Hitler’s second book. However,
I hadn’t realized he’d said anything about Kalergi.
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241. Brosi says:

September 8, 2023 at 5:01 am GMT • 1.5 days ago • 600
Words   ↑
@anon
I hadn’t considered the expulsion of the Tatars in this light, it
makes perfect sense. Clearly the Doctors Plot was an attempt to
decapitate Stalin’s Soviet regime and for Khazarians to regain
the upper hand that they had lost after Lenin died and Trotsky
was banished.

Here is what ((wiki)) [now] says about the Doctors plot:

[MORE]
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242. mulga mumblebrain says:
September 8, 2023 at 5:07 am GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
The Liberal Party ‘centre-Right’???? The liberal Party of class
hatred, union-bashing, wealth transfer to the rich, ‘Robodebt’
savagery, Greenie-bashing, misogyny, groveling to the USA and
Israel, racist Sinophobia etc, currently engaged in an ORGY of
race hatred and boong-bashing to defeat the Voice referendum-
that Liberal Party? That puts ‘the Centre’ somewhere adjacent to
Genghis Khan.
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243. Mr. XYZ says:

September 8, 2023 at 7:18 am GMT • 1.4 days ago • 3,900
Words   ↑
@Ron Unz
From Hitler’s Second Book:

[MORE]
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244. JR Foley says:
September 8, 2023 at 7:27 am GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
@Joe Paluka
Yes–it was February 1959–John Diefenbaker ( Prime Minister of
Canada) disbanded the Avro Arrow and the 14,000 talents who
worked there —with one stroke of his pen. The Avro Arrow could
carry nuclear weapons —dispose of it.

Many top talents fired went South and went to work for NASA.
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245. Wizard of Oz says:

September 8, 2023 at 7:31 am GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain

The Rest have FINALLY had enough of Western brutality and arrogance

.

Admirable brevity no doubt but would you be so good as to
explain which people of the REST show that fed up attitude and
how they show it?

I ask as one conscious of the huge fees paid by parents of
millions of students from the REST to attend Western
universities as one fact to explain as is also the kind of story
recently related in the FT about a Tianmen Square activist now
back in Beijing in good standing as a duel citizen who
successfully adopted American capitalism.
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246. Brosi says:
September 8, 2023 at 1:52 pm GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@RobinG
Jeffrey Sachs spends most of the interview discussing events
from the fall of the USSR to today without once mentioning, let
alone naming, the Jew. Of course this would be expected. We
see the same thing happen here on UR whenever Ron Unz talks
about Neocons.

Sachs describes how Neocons under Bush pushed Nato east,
and Sachs describes how Neocons under Obama pulled off the
Maidan “Orange” revolution with McCain and Nuland travelling
to Kiev in 2014. But Sachs never explains why it is that these
Neocons seem to be able to transmogrify from Democrat to
Republican and back again in the world of hyper-partisan US
politics and continually stolen and contested elections.

To Sachs, it just one of those unexplainable things hyper-
bellicose Jews, who wrap themselves with the US flag but
unashamedly put Israeli and Jewish interest above those of the
US, can hover above goy politics without ever being named for
what they are.
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247. Brosi says:
September 8, 2023 at 5:18 pm GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@RobinG
No I haven’t, and I did a quick search and found nothing.

Did Sachs talk about the attempted sinking of the Liberty and the
ensuing cover up? ((Wesley Clarks)) 7 countries in 5 years?
What about Dimona and the JFK assassination? Perhaps he
went into detail about Heavenly Jerusalem? What about the
Holohoax, did he mention that even Jews are too ashamed to
stick to their own definition of denial of 6 million gassed Jews is
“holocaust denial”? 9/11 and the dancing Jews? The terrorist
bombing of the King David Hotel?

I am pretty certain that all of the above are a “No”. So tell me,
what revelations did Sachs have about Israel?
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248. Brosi says:
September 8, 2023 at 5:48 pm GMT • 1.0 days ago   ↑
@RobinG
Yawn. Wake me up when he gets into the millions of Russians
sent to the Gulags and millions of Ukrainians starved to death in
the Holodomor that the Judeo-Bolshevics genocided from 1923
until 1991, when Sachs took over the genocide of Russian
slavs…

The massacre of Palestinians and the theft of their land is a very
limited hangout for communist US Jews opposed to Netanyahu
and his Zionist terrorists racial supremacists.

In my mind Sachs is roughly the equivalent to Kissinger (King of
the geriatric Jewish super-mensch). Jewish media put them in
the spotlight when what they are saying is “good for the Jews”.
Otherwise they are kept in the shadows until needed again.
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249. RobinG says:
September 8, 2023 at 5:49 pm GMT • 1.0 days ago   ↑
Jeffrey Sachs & Rashid Khalidi, The Hundred Years’ War on
Palestine
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250. Brosi says:
September 8, 2023 at 6:32 pm GMT • 23.6 hours ago • 300
Words   ↑
@RobinG
I come from European roots. I wish Palestinians good luck in
their defense against Israel. I sincerely doubt that Palestinians
bat an eye to the mass immigration of Arabs and Negroes being
forced on Europe. In fact, many Palestinians would gladly
escape to Europe if they could and be participants in the Jewish
incited invasion, and in this sense are a part of the problem
because they are being used by the Jews as bullets against
European civilization just like Syrians, Iraqis, Afghanistanis,
Moroccans, Sudanese, Nigerians and the entire refuse of the
continent of Africa.

So Sachs gets into Locke, and tries to shame Europeans who
settled and tamed the US by comparing them to Jews in
Palestine. Paint me unimpressed and even more disgusted with
the typically Jewish tall tale spinner Sachs. It is just Jewish
deflection, because they played a major, if not THE major, role in
the mistreatment of the American natives.

Rashid gives credence to the holofraud and implies that Jewish
treatment of Palestinians could be justified because of “muh
holocaust”. Meanwhile “Professor” Sachs pretends to be
ignorant of what Jews did to Palestinians.

I have no idea what ethnic roots you have Robin, but I am
beginning to think that you are either some kind of half breed or
you are a typical female virtue signaling European.Whatever the
case, you seem to be obsessed with the Palestinians yet you
turn a cold shoulder to the genocide of Germany and Europe.
Both were victims of the Jews.
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Wake me up when Sachs covers the Morgentau plan and the
firebombing of Germany. Or even the genocide of Russia and
Ukraine. In fact, you can wake me up when Khalidi does the
same.
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251. niceland says:

September 8, 2023 at 6:50 pm GMT • 23.3 hours ago   ↑
@24th Alabama
I don’t comment enough to have reaction buttons. I tend to
agree with you on this one. Thanks for the reply.
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252. 24th Alabama says:
September 8, 2023 at 7:43 pm GMT • 22.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Brosi
Jeff Sachs is an Establishment Jew but a renegade from that
“group” in many respects, making him hard to classify, When
people label him a “limited hangout” they might consider the
difficulties inherent in maintaining such a confusing position.

Juggling a variety of positions to conceal one’s true intent
presents an impossible challenge. I doubt that anyone has the
emotional and intellectual capacity to conceal the contradictions
that level of deceit would entail. Sachs has reportedly received
financial support from Soros for his anti-poverty projects, but it
seems unlikely that Soros would agree with his positions on
Ukraine, China, Covid and financial regulation.

As a general rule it makes sense to assume that a person is
sincere until there is solid proof that he’s not.
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253. Blissex says:
September 8, 2023 at 8:08 pm GMT • 22.0 hours ago • 300
Words   ↑
«These individuals were protesting an extremely close
Presidential election that had obviously been stolen from
incumbent Donald Trump»

In the books “Perpetual war for perpetual peace” (2014) and
“History of the national security state” (2002) Gore Vidal makes
some good arguments that the 2000 and 2004 elections were
stolen, and also thinks that all subsequent elections have been
“managed”. It is pretty strange that few R people point out that in
2020 “amazingly” during an epidemic and a recession Biden got
20% more votes than “President” Rodham-Clinton, and Trump
got 18% more than in 2016, and those are just national
averages, in some cases votes surged “miraculously” by 60%.

That is just the extension to the federal level of a common
practice at the town and country levels, where local political
machines have been “managing” elections in many parts of the
USA.

One of the fatal issues with USA politics is that federal elections
are run by the same local political machines, and eventually they
started “managing” federal elections too. The problem is both
dire and less important than it seems: it is dire because so many
places are heavily D or R that their respective political machines
can do whatever they want, and precisely because of those
being heavily D or R, under first-past-the-post all they do is to
increase their margin of victory. But in those places matters is
not whether the R or D win, because that’s known in advance,
but which R or D faction prevails over the others for control of
the local machine,
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254. Blissex says:
September 8, 2023 at 8:28 pm GMT • 21.6 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
«Hitler lamented the loss of millions of Germans in the past due
to emigration (such as to the US) and apparently felt that having
more living space for Germany would solve this problem.»

Viciously planned and executed the “eastern lebensraum” idea
had a very rational basis and was not about emigration: in WW1
the german empire was under siege and starved into surrender
by the UK-USA blockade, because it did not have enough land
to be self-sufficient in cereals (and oil at the time mattered a lot
less). The “lebensraum” idea was simply to have germans
conquer so much land to be self-sufficient in cereals.

A previous commenter some time ago pointed out that
improvements in the Haber process to make ammonia fertilizer
would have allowed the German Empire to become self-
sufficient in cereals without any more land, but that requires
fuels in which the German Empire would still be dependent on
imports and thus be vulnerable to blockades. Currently very few
developed countries are self-sufficient in both cereals and
fuels,notably the USA and the RF.
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255. Blissex says:
September 8, 2023 at 8:38 pm GMT • 21.5 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
«Couldn’t such a diverse block, reliant on key members bearing
potential differences, e.g. China and India, be unwieldly and
thereby weaker than its size would indicate?»

There are currently a lot of people who hallucinate about the
“BRICS” and “multipolarity”, as if the “BRICS” were anything
more than a dinner club/talking shop, certainly not a trading
block like the EU or a military alliance like NATO or even a fake
collective security organisation like the United Nations.

There is no tendency to multipolarity: the USA plan is
transparently to bring back the Cold War arrangement of
bipolarity, where the USA dominate the much bigger “first world”,
the PRC (rather than the USSR as in past) dominates a much
smaller “second world”, and the “third world” pretends to be an
“unaligned movement” but is really made of USA protectorates
that the USA don’t care much about.

Things will be quite different when the BRICS Navy controls
many important sea lanes, or the BRICS political police can
regime change as many governments as the CIA, etc., but that
is quite far away.

It is just USA against the PRC, with most governments being
USA vassals or leaning USA (except RF, Korea-north, Iran ,…)
but eager to get some payola from the PRC too if they can get
away with it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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256. niceland says:
September 8, 2023 at 9:06 pm GMT • 21.0 hours ago • 400
Words   ↑
@24th Alabama
Good points.

I want to point out reoccurring theme I see over and over again
when main stream public figures come out and say something
that’s way out of line with the official narrative; they are
frequently criticized for not saying enough or going far enough
by people who otherwise agree with their message. And since
they didn’t go far enough they are probably limited hangout or
have hidden agenda….

I commented on Mike Whitney’s article last Frebruary:
https://www.unz.com/mwhitney/correction-what-hersh-got-right-
and-i-got-wrong/#comment-5816836

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=niceland
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https://www.unz.com/mwhitney/correction-what-hersh-got-right-and-i-got-
wrong/#comment-5816836

When I read Hersh article I noticed some of the things you criticized Mr.
Whitney. But I figured he was being careful with his point of view in all of this.

Judging by my casual reading of the MSM past year and general feeling, it
seems to me the U.S. (NATO) media organs have totally conquered the
narrative in the west and managed to paint extremely negative picture of the
Russian side in this conflict, and have spent much effort doing so. Resulting in
very negative sentiment’s towards Russia and it’s leadership among the public
and talking heads in the west.

Mr. Hersh is delivering a bombshell ‘red pill’ into this party. The main-stream
audience, while perhaps not hostile to the idea the U.S. was involved in
blowing up N.S. – is very sensitive to anything that looks like pro-Russian
views. So he could be shoehorning his big red pill into the brains of his
readers while not setting off their bomb detectors – as being sympathetic to
the Russian cause. And in this delivery the cargo hold is full and no room of
anything extra. So he is towing the party line on other issues, at least for now.

Writing the same article for more ‘red-pilled’ audience (like here) is different
and perhaps less care needed to polish the views. Some articles aimed at the
mainstream get harsh treatment in comments on alt-sites for all kind of issues
commenters are not happy with, mainly because of this, they were perhaps
not the intended audience the article was aimed at to begin with.

I think this also applies to Mr Sachs or could apply to him. Of
course I have no idea if he considers some Jewish angle
relevant or not.

• Replies: @niceland
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257. Derer says:
September 8, 2023 at 9:53 pm GMT • 20.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
“…to liberate all of its land – Crimea included.” -, this is a highly
metaphysical contemplation by an illiterate and anonymous
[366]

He believes in the communist diktat from 1954 which assigned
Crimea to Ukrainian province in the USSR and rejects the
peoples referendum from 2014 to return the Russian land of
Crimea and Donbas from corrupted Ukraine to Russia.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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258. Derer says:

September 8, 2023 at 10:21 pm GMT • 19.7 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Slav
Those refugees had to escape “illegally” because the communist
tyranny lock them like prisoners without freedom of travel. You
are wrong about the education…the “free” education had to be
pay back, without that they could not visit their families. No lies.

“There was no tyranny, just a restored order.”
 How many Sudeten German families were killed and how many

deported, after the war, by the Czech communists? Restored
order, my foot.
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259. niceland says:
September 8, 2023 at 11:57 pm GMT • 18.1 hours ago • 1,000
Words   ↑
@niceland
I think some commenters here don’t realize how different their
worldview is from the mainstream. I don’t consider myself main-
stream having spent considerable time on anonymous political
forums for the past 25 years. However I realized when I
discovered the U.R. some years ago I was after all pretty close
to the mainstream. Bare with me, this is a bit long.

Having spent few months here I came across a comment about
a report filed by the ADL to the Icelandic parliament in 2018. The
issue at hand was a bill, a proposal to ban circumcision on boys
in Iceland.

At the time I was aware of the bill and casually noticed some
discussion about it on local forums and our media. It was stuck
or had just faded out of the spotlight allegedly under
consideration by the parliament. The sponsors of the bill were
few middle ground politicians who considered circumcision cruel
and there were no ‘strings attached’ as to drive out muslims or
jews. All the discussion was more or less very unexciting and
casual.

I got curious and dug up the report from ADL Here is a link to the
report on the Icelandic parliament website:
https://www.althingi.is/altext/erindi/148/148-787.pdf

Let me quote interesting part of it:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=niceland
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The Anti-Defamation League is the leading monitor o f far-right extremísm and
foremost expert in the United States. Should Iceland ban male circumcision,
making it impossible for Jews and Muslims to raise families in your country,
we guarantee that Iceland will be celebrated by neo-Nazis, white
supremacists, and other extremists. Even though anti-Semitism was surely
not the impetus for the proposal, the result o f its adoption will be the
glorification o f Iceland by the most despicable bigots. They will celebrate the
ban as the flrst legislation in Europe since World War II towards making a
country Judenrein, free of Jews.

 ADL has studied the pervasiveness of anti-Semitic content on social media,
and we know that a relatively small number o f extremists are able to amplify
their message quickly and broadly through social media. ADL regularly
reports on such phenomena, and we wíll report on extremist praise for
Iceland.

 —-
 So far so good but here comes the interesting part:

 —
  

We urge you to consider the significant media attention, in the U.S, and
intemationally, paid to ADL reports on extremism. In the past six months
alone, our research and experts have been featured on CNN and other cable
TV channels, NBC and other broadcast TV, on 60 Minuíes, the most watched
TV news magazine in America, and in leading newspapers, including The
New York Times and The Washington Post. Given that 28% of Iceland’s
tourists came from North America in 2016, Iceland’s standing in the U.S.
should be o f great concern from an economic perspective, We are confident
that the vast majority o f American tourists will avoid a country whose
reputation is associated with Nazism, even if that association is not justified.

Seriously, I could hardly believe what I was reading. Few weeks
before I stumbled on some news report about ‘racism’ in my
local media, where some local University researcher was
discussing her paper quoting the ADL as major authority on the
subject, and here the same ADL was threatening the Icelandic
parliament to paint Iceland as racist, white supremacists nation
and destroy our tourist industry!

This was all new to me and I wrote a piece on local forums
explaining what had happened and suggested this was the
reason the bill had just faded away. The response – silence. I
have never seen this ADL report mentioned in my media or
anywhere else in the Icelandic language zone. And I don’t know
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what members of parliament thought when they read this. I
suspect less than 50 Icelanders know and understood what
happened out of population of ~400k currently. The number
could easily be 20 or less.

 —

Let me try to rephrase this – I had to go to the Unz Review to
figure out what happened to legal bill proposal in my own
country! And it was pure coincidence I did, if not for the U.R.
comment I would be clueless.

Now imagine if I would write article and send it as opinion piece
to one of my local newspapers claiming the ‘Jews’ or the ‘zog’
are driving U.S. foreign policy. My fellow countrymen would put
me into the flat-earth camp right away and pay zero attention to
my ramblings. Chances are I would get a visit by a social worker
to figure out if I was OK. The reason is my claims would be way
too far off their worldview.

This is the Icelandic ‘main stream’. I don’t really know but I think
the European situation may be similar, can’t comment on the
U.S. situation.

Authors like Seymour Hersh and Jeffery Sachs et.al are trying to
pierce this main-stream bubble. It’s extremely difficult task to
package controversial message so it will get delivered without
triggering the proverbial immune system that will destroy it. If
they wander too far off the reservation they will trigger one of the
big landmines and be destroyed. So the delivery has to be very
careful and the message finely honed to the task at hand.
Surgical so to speak on highly controversial issues. They want to
counter the official narrative on the Ukrainian war and U.S.
foreign policy. That’s Herculean task and no room for extras.
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As it happens we have here on the U.R. very fine example of
targeted delivery method by our host Mr. Unz when publishing
his take on highly controversial issues. Notice his first article in
the American Pravda series, it begins slowly on perhaps not so
controversial issues. Then he slowly but surely moves into more
controversial issues in his next articles, each article explaining
how he came from the main stream (like his targeted readers)
moved by new (to him) evidence and reaching surprising
conclusions about historical issues. Many commenters have
misunderstood he is aiming for the main steam and harassed
him for nativity in his early years. Boiling living frogs you start
using cold water so they don’t get spooked and jump out of the
pot.

• Thanks: Wizard of Oz
• Replies: @Ron Unz, @Brosi, @24th Alabama, @Brás Cubas
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260. JR Foley says:
September 9, 2023 at 12:04 am GMT • 18.0 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
Nancy Pelosi 82 years old is the new leader of the Gerontology
Crew:

“Now more than ever our City needs us to advance San
Francisco values and further our recovery,” Pelosi said on social
media on Friday. “Our country needs America to show the world
that our flag is still there, with liberty and justice for ALL. That is
why I am running for reelection – and respectfully ask for your
vote.”

I will vote for her after she consumes a ton of brown matter from
the Market Street sidewalks.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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261. Ron Unz says:

September 9, 2023 at 2:51 am GMT • 15.2 hours ago   ↑
@niceland
Thanks for the very kind words.

It’s very gratifying to see someone recognize the stylistic
strategy behind my articles, which often provoke ridicule from
some of the more conspiratorial commenters on this website.
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262. Brosi says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:54 am GMT • 13.2 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Ron Unz
Niceland has written a very “nice” explanation for why Sachs
and Hersch and yourself avoid “lightning rod” issues about
Jewish Power.

The problem here is that you have confirmed that there is so
much truth in these issues that they cannot be touched, yet you
close up your comment by stating:

often provoke ridicule from some of the more conspiratorial commenters

You have contradicted yourself. Lying power Jews like
Greenblatt and Soros have deliberately warped and perverted
our language in malicious ways and turned it into a weapon that
they wield against us. The word “conspiracy” would be a case in
point.

A “conspiracy” has to occur behind a veil of secrecy, otherwise it
will be exposed and fall within the group that Niceland describes
as:

“My fellow countrymen would put me into the flat-earth camp right away and
pay zero attention to my ramblings.”

Clearly big Tech and big Media work hand in hand to provide
that veil of secrecy and to wield that bludgeon of censorship.
Just be reviewing what items are taboo, such as the holofraud,
we can be certain that it is Jews who are the ones who are
“conspiring”.

So at a minimum, if Sachs was just trying to gradually open the
Overton window, he would now be railing on about what the ADL
is doing to Musk and “X”. So far all I hear is crickets.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Brosi
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I will add the you, Mr. Unz, have run a series of articles about
the struggle between the ADL and “X”. For that I am grateful and
I give you my respect. I do not think the same applies to Jeffery
Sachs.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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263. Brosi says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:21 am GMT • 12.7 hours ago • 400
Words   ↑
@niceland
I followed the Jewish circumcision assault on Iceland closely in
2018 (IIRC). A guy named Curse had a few long threads on
Twitter about it. I managed to find one of them in
thethreaderapp, unfortunately all the images and links to articles
have been stripped out.

https://staging.threadreaderapp.com/thread/1010591892940120
065.html

A short excerpt:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Brosi
https://staging.threadreaderapp.com/thread/1010591892940120065.html
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“9. So after the circumcision bill was presented in February, Chabad Rabbi Avi
Feldman, 27, of Brooklyn, NY, moved to Iceland with his daughters and wife
“to bring awareness of the relevance and importance of brit milah
(circumcision).”

10. Rabbi Feldman’s Judaic rituals quickly proved incongruent with
Icelandic lifestyle when the Rabbi was forced to explain to an Icelander
why he couldn’t eat from utensils that were touched by a goy (goyim are
considered goats per the Talmud & anything goyim touch is un-kosher)

11. Mike Levin, a Jew who moved to Iceland from Chicago, hopes the
presence of Feldman, Iceland’s first Rabbi, will encourage state funding for
Jewish causes within Iceland. That’s right, chiseling tax dollars from native
Icelanders to fund Jewry like their new proposed Synogogue

12. So how did Jews pressure Iceland to scrap the bill that would ban
circumcision? Per Rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt:

 a) pressure from Jewish groups
 b) build coalitions with other faith groups

 c) “appeal” to international economic & political interests

But it was mostly (c)

13. Pressure for scrapping the bill came by way of World Jewish Congress,
Agudath Israel of America, the National Coalition Supporting Eurasian Jewry,
& Orthodox Union – the org that charges US food manufacturers to certify half
of all of US food products as fit for Jews (kosher)

14. The pressure came in the form of protests and a conference in
Reykjavik, Iceland’s capital city, where Rabbis flew in from parts of
Europe to speak with members of parliament (MPs) in Iceland.

15. The second approach Jews used to thwart the bill was building coalitions
with Muslim & Catholic groups like the Catholic Church of the EU, Islamic
Cultural Center of Iceland, and the Catholic Church of Iceland. Catholics only
represent 4% of Iceland’s population, Muslims 0.3%

16. But what was most effective in scrapping the bill was Orthodox Union
enlisting the help of a Jew who sits in US Congress – Eliot Engel of N.Y. – to
personally pen a letter of warning to Iceland’s Ambassador, alluding to the bill
jeopardizing Iceland’s relationship with the US ”

• Thanks: niceland
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264. 24th Alabama says:
September 9, 2023 at 8:14 am GMT • 9.9 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@niceland
The ADL must be vigilant to maintain its self-designated role as
“Defender of the Faith,” borrowing from the British Monarch. In
the Iceland case their aim was not simply to make sure that
Jews had “no skin in the game,” but also to show off their reach,
even to the ends of the earth. Donors were impressed? All ten
Jews in Iceland were embarrassed.

Returning to your previous post, Professor Sachs does have a
talent for attracting snipes from all directions, but bear in mind
the simple truth that no decent man wants to alienate family,
friends and colleagues. But, someone with expertise in a
particular area does have a social responsibility to publicly
express his opinions, even if he anticipates harsh criticism or
ridicule from people he respects.

Limited or unlimited hangout, Sachs could never appease the
genomic Jew-haters, the rabid Muslim-hating Israeli settlers on
the West Bank, the warmongers in the U.S. Government or the
COVID fanatics led by the charismatic Dr. Fauci.

• Agree: niceland
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265. Wizard of Oz says:
September 9, 2023 at 9:09 am GMT • 8.9 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain
Things have of course changed since the days of Hamer
Liberals and it shocks me that women who were once given a
status in the Party which helped to give us the Menzies and
Hamer years have felt themselves mistreated. I don’t think the
cruse idiocy of Eric Abetz qualifies to brand Libs as sinophobic.
Robobebt was incompetence even if infected a little by XiJin
Peng’s “social welfare makes prople lazy” attitude. Class hatred,
race hatred abd boong bsshing is observable nonsense. Even
Julian Leeser’s sipport for the Voice (as one might expect of a
Jew) is accepted and the case against it has been led by well
know articulate Aborigines like Jacinta Pryce and Warren
Mundine. As a masssive tree planter and preserver of native
grasses I simply don’t understand your “Green bashing”.
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266. Brás Cubas says:
September 9, 2023 at 10:41 am GMT • 7.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@niceland

Many commenters have misunderstood he is aiming for the main steam and
harassed him for nativity in his early years. Boiling living frogs you start using
cold water so they don’t get spooked and jump out of the pot.

I suppose ‘nativity’ was a typo, and you really meant ‘naïvete’
(and ‘mainstream’ instead of ‘main steam’). Even supposing
that’s the case, I don’t quite understand what you are trying to
convey in those two sentences. You surely don’t mean that Ron
Unz lied about his earlier acceptance of official narratives, do
you?

• Replies: @Brás Cubas
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267. Hagen says:

September 9, 2023 at 4:04 pm GMT • 2.0 hours ago • 500
Words   ↑
Are you in the mood for a nerve-wracking non-fiction book?
Then pick up Gerhard Wisnewski’s The Titanic Assassination.
Just in time for the 111th anniversary of the sinking of the Titanic
(April 15, 1912), the renowned investigative author is reissuing
this book that revolutionized Titanic research – largely to the
exclusion of the public, of course. Bravely ignored by the
mainstream, it was soon out of print.
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